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A Theoretical and Experimental 
Analysis of Adaptation to Aszmmetrical 
and Distorted Visual Stimulation 
General Introduction 
1. 
Throughout the nineteenth century there was philosophical and 
psychological interest in the problem of the optically inverted retinal 
image. Out of this speculative interest grew Stratton's classic experi-
mental studies with inverting spectacles. This work will be reviewed in 
detail in chapter 1, suffice it to point out here that interest in this 
problem declined until the 1930' s when work of two men revised interest 
in it. In 1933, J. J. Gibson was studying the effects of wearing 
distorting prisms and accidentally discovered that the inspection of 
curved lines caused subsequently seen, straight lines to appear curved 
the other way. An analogous effect for tilt was also reported. This 
class of phenomena came to be called adaptation or normalization. The 
other man to revise interest in the effects of prismatic visual 
distortions was T. Erisman, working in Innsbruck. He repeated, more 
systematically, the experiments of Stratton, and later, his assistant Ivo 
Kohler, extended the work to include many types of visual distortion. 
There thus appear. to be two classes of inducing condition; one 
involving visual asymmetry in relation to a norm or neutral stimulus value, 
the other involving distortions of1he visual input relative to the motor 
system and the other sense modalities. At the same time, there appear to 
be two types of effect, one involving purely visual judgments, such as 
curvature o~ the visual vertical, the other involving visual-motor 
2. 
co- ordination. 
It was generally assumed for some time that the judgmental effects 
were caused by asymmetrical visual stimulation, and that the visual-motor 
effects were caused by prismatic displacements or rotations of the visual 
input. Evidence now shows that this is not so; both judgmental and 
visual-motor effects may be produced by asymmetrical stimulation as well 
as by a disturbed visual input in the absence of visual asymmetry. It is 
important to consider normalization when dealing with the consequencies 
of wearing optical distorting devices because such devices usually 
introduce some asymmetry which may contaminate the results unless care is 
ot 
taken. Most, if not all the reported experiments on visual distortion are 
1-
so contaminated. 
The aims of this thesis are: l) to demonstrate by a critical 
evaluation of the literature and experimental procedures that normalization 
is a real phenomenon distinct from figural after-effects and the effects of 
eye movements, 2) to demonstrate a normalization effect in the judgment of 
relative depth, and 3) to analyse the behavioural consequencies of wearing 
distorting optical devices - both those due to visual asymmetry and those 
due to sensory motor and intersensory discordance. 
The work was not planned as a whole but emerged over the years and vtas 
dictated by chance discovery, planned hypothesis, an attempt to make 
relevant distinctions and comparisons, and common curiosity. 
Much of the work vtas supported by grants from the D.S .I .R. and, for 
much of it, the assistance was had of Mr. w. B. Templeton and later of Mr. 
B. Craske. The theoretical analysis was always my own, although discussion 
with the assistants was of great help. The various pieces of apparatus were 
always basically my design and usually made by me, with the help of Mr. 
3. 
Craske and Mr. J. Evans, the technician. Both Mr. Templeton and r1r. 
Craske helped with the administration of the experiments and Mr. Templeton 
with the analysis of the data, especially those reported in chapter 3. 
Most of the work has been published in several publication~. My thanks 
are due to Professor F. v. Smith for his advice. 
SECTION I 
Adaptation to Asymmetrical Visual Stimulation 
Basic Facts. 
CHAPTER 1 
TILT ADAPTATION 
4. 
In 1933 J. J. Gibson accidentally discovered a phenomenon 
during an experiment on the effects of wearing distorting prisms. Prisms 
not only cause an apparent displacement of the visible world but also 
introduce an apparent curvature. Gibson found that the extent of the 
apparent curvature diminished as the subject continued to wear the prisms. 
When the prisms were removed, straight lines appeared to be curved in the 
opposite direction to the direction of apparent curvature induced by the prisms. 
This after- effect was produced whether or not the subject manipulated the 
environment and whether or not he moved his eyes,and is therefore not due 
to conflict between visual and kinaesthetic experiences. Even without 
prisms, curvature apparently diminished during inspection of a curved line, 
and a straight line seen subsequently in the same location appeared curved 
the other way, Verhoef£ had reported this last effect in 1925. Gibson also 
noted that a straight line seen against a background of curved lines appeared 
to be curved the other way. This simultaneous effect had been known for some 
time, as Gibson realized. 
Gibson conducted several experiments which demonstrated that the after-
effect of seen curvature is restricted to the retinal locality stimulated 
by the inspection figure. For example, if a curved line was inspected for 
several minutes and then several straight lines were exposed together, only 
that straight test line which coincided with the position of the previo~s 
inspection line showed the apparent curvature. There was some evidence of 
a slight spread of the after effect from one locality to another but Gibson 
concluded that most of the .effect is limited to the position of the 
inspection line. 
5. 
Gibson presented the inspection fi gure to one eye and the test fi gure 
to the other and found that the after-effect transferred to almost its 
full extent. This interocular transfer of the effect was said to demonstrate 
its origin beyond the level of the chiasma, a conclusion we shall presently 
question. 
An analogous adaptation effect was later found for tilted lines 
(Gibson and Radner 1937). Inspection lines which were off-vertical caused 
vertical lines seen subsequently to appear tilted in the opposite 
direction. Vernon (1934) had reported a similar effect and she inter-
preted Gibson's curvature adaptation effect as a normalization to the 
vertical of the parts of the curved line. Such an explanation would 
account only for curvature after-effects produced by vertically oriented 
curved lines. Gibson showed that the curvature after-effect is not 
dependent on the orientation of the inspection line, and thus disproved 
Vernon's suggestion. 
The tilt after-effect was considered by Gibson and Radner to be 
analogous to the curvature after-effect. Both phenomena were explained in 
terms of adaptation processes in oppositional scales. Examples of 
oppositional scales are 'up and down' in relation to the stationary state 
and'tilt right and tilt left' in relation to the vertical. In each case 
there is a neutral point in the scale. So-called intensive scales, on the 
other hand, do not pass through a neutral value; examples are weight, 
distance, and loudness. 
The neutral point in an oppositional scale is the norm, it is the point 
from which the intensities of the scale values increase in either direction. 
It is the most frequent value of the scale to be experienced. In many 
cases it is the point in the scale which is discriminated most acutely. 
6. 
All oppositional scales probably exhibit normalization, that is, stimuli 
which are off the norm come to be reported as being more like the norm as they 
continue to be inspected. Inspection of an off-norm stimulus produces an 
alteration over the whole scale in the correspondence bet\'leen the physical 
values of the scale and the reported magnitudes, although this shift in 
correspondence may be maximal in the region of the inspected value. Such 
a shift persists for some time and manifests itself as an after-effect when 
subsequent judgments are made. Gibson wrote, "I f a sensory process which 
has an opposite is made to persist by a constant application of its 
appropriate stimulus-conditions the quality will diminish in the direction 
of becoming neutral, and therewith the quality evoked by any stimulus for 
the dimension in question will be shifted temporarily towards the opposite 
or complementary quality" (page 22 3). 
I am only concerned here with visual spatial dimensions. There are 
several spatial dimensions which are oppositional. 
(a) Tilt or rotation of a line (or other figure) from the vertical 
or horizontal in the frontal or sagittal plane; rotation of a 
line in the horizontal plane from the pointing-straight-ahead 
position or from the frontal-parallel position (making three 
dimensions with two norms in each). 
(b) Translation of a line (or other figure) from the median plane 
to left or right. Translation of a line from the horizontal 
plane up or do\om. (Making two dimensions with one norm each) • 
(c) Departure from straightness by curvature or bending in the 
frontal plane or in depth. 
I shall be concerned largely with tilt in the frontal plane. When 
a tilted line gradually comes to appear less tilted, it is said to normalize 
to the vertical. The after-effect of inspecting an off-vertical line on 
I. 
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a subsequently seen vertical line is called the tilt after-effect. It is 
not easy to measure normalization directly and it has often been assumed 
that the extent of the tilt after-effect is a measure of the normalization 
which the inspection figure has undergone. This would be true only if the 
shift of the subjective scale were homogeneous t hroughout the stimulus 
range, and if there were no other mechanisms which could account for, or 
influence the tilt after-effect. It will be shown later that neither of 
t hese assumptions is justified, 
Gibson (1937a and b) and Gibson and Radner (1937) found the tilt 
after-effect to have the following properties. Like the curvature after-
effect, it is limited to the location of the inspection figure, although 
it does transfer from one eye to the other. The amount of after-effect 
rapidly rises as the duration of the inspection period is increased, 
levelling off at 1.5° after between 45 and 90 sec inspection of a 5° tilted 
line. As~e tilt of the inspection line is increased, the after-effect 
increases to a maximum for an inspection tilt of between 5° and 20°. For 
greater tilts, the after-effect falls off, reaching zero when the inspection 
line is about 45°. 0 Vlith an inspection line of more than 45 , the whole scale 
s hifts towards the horizontal . A vertical test line is also apparently 
shifted, but now towards the position of the inspection line. In a similar 
way horizontal test lines are affected by inspection lines near the vertical. 
These reversed effects of inspection lines on test lines in neighbouring 
quadrants are known as indirect effects; they are not as marked as the 
direct effects. Table 1 shows the results which Gibson and Radner (1937) 
obtained for the effect on the vertical and horizontal of inspection lines 
tilted 5° from the vertical or the horizontal and inspected for 45 sec. 
Inspection line 5 0 from 0 Inspection line 5 from 
Vertical Horizontal 
-
Direct Indirect Direct Indirect 
1..09° OA54° lo42° 0(175° 
TABLE 1 Showing the u ,ount or the direct and indirect 
tilt af'ter-eUect obtained for a 5° tilted 
line inspect~d for 45 sec (Gibson and Radner 1937)o 
a. 
These are basic facts about tilt adaptation which were discovered 
by Gibson and Radner. It has been found that when subjects are asked 
to set a line to the vertical, they tend to set it to the side to which 
it was initially tilted (Werner and Werner, 1952). The same effect has 
been reported when the body is set to the vertical. These effects are 
easily explained in terms of tilt adaptation. 
McFarland (1962) has demonstrated that the tilt after-effect is 
accompanied by an apparent rotation of the body axis in the opposite 
direction. He suggested that a reflex tendency to set the body axis 
parallel with the tilted line contributes to the two perceptual 
changes. 
Since Gibson and Radner's report, some workers have tried to 
demonstrate that the tilt after-effect can be explained in terms of 
other mechanisms, while others have tried to demonstrate that it is a 
distinct process. The following mechanisms could account for the tilt 
after-effect: 
1) The after-effects of Gibsonian normalization to the vertical; 
2) Adaptation to rotatedvisual frames in the manner of Wertheimer's 
tilted-mirror effect; 
3) Simultaneous-contrast effects of direction such as are seen in 
the Hering illusion; 
4) Figural after-effects. 
Gibson's tilt adaptation will be compared and contrasted with each 
of the other processes in turn. 
Tilt Adaptation and Shifts of the Visual Frame. Gibson realized that tilt 
adaptation resembles Wertheimer's reported experience that the reflection 
of a room seen through a 45° tilted mirror appears to straighten after some 
9. 
time. Witkin's visual frame effects are akin to the Wetheimer effect. 
Gibson, Held, Morant, and others have given reasons why these two 
phenomena should not be considered the same. I shall refer to one as 
Gibson's adaptation and the other as a visual frame shift. The suggested 
differences between them are listed below. 
( a) The Magnitude of Tilt Adaptation and Frame Shifts. Gibson's 
0 
adaptation is never more than about 3 • Frame shifts have been 
found by \vertheimer (1912), Witkin (1949), and Bellar and l'1orant 
(1963) to be complete for angles of tilt up to about 25°. 
(b) Spatial Transfer of Tilt Adaptation and Frame Shifts. Gibson 
stated that tilt adaptation is largely localized to the site of 
the inspection figure. On the other hand, it is generally stated 
t hat frame shifts transfer to all parts of the visual field. Both 
these statements may be challenged. Morant and Mikaelian (1960) 
questioned Gibson's reasons for believing that adaptation does 
not transfer. One of Gibson's experiments involved the inspection 
of three lines side by side, two vertical lines and a middle one 
which was tilted. Of three vertical test lines, only the middle 
line, corresponding in position to the tilted inspection line, 
appeared tilted. Morant and Mikaelian pointed out that this 
experiment demonstrated only that different inspection lines could 
produce differential effects in different parts of the field, and 
did not test whether the after-effect is restricted to parts of 
the field which correspond to the position of inspection lines. 
Gibson showed that no after-effect of a tilted line can be seen 
in a test field consisting of an ordinary room. He suggested t hat 
10. 
this is evidence that the effect does not transfer to all parts 
of the visual field. However, Morant and Mikaelian remarked that 
it demonstrates only that the tilt adaptation effect does not 
manifest itself when a strong vertical-horiz0ntal frame of 
reference is present. They reported their own experiment, in 
which a tilted inspection line and a vertical test line were either 
exposed in the same location or in different locations, 7° of 
visual angle apart. An after-effect of 1.52° was obtained when 
inspection and test lines coincided and of 1.09° when they were 
separated. There was thus considerable transfer of the after-
effect at least over 7° of the visual field. This is not a large 
distance, and the experiment should be repeated for different 
distances. 
Morant and r1ikaelian 's criticisms of Gibson's evidence 
against transfer do not apply to Gibson's 1933 experiments, which 
Morant and Mikaelian did not mention. These experiments were on 
curvature adaptation rather than tilt adaptation but otherwise 
involved the same procedure as the experiment by tvlorant and 
Mikaelian. Gibson used separations of 5.7° of visual angle between 
his test and inspection figures and obtained transfer effects about 
one quarter as large as the effects with no separation between the 
figures. Thus Gibson did not deny that transfer of adaptation could 
take place; he insisted only that most of the effect is localized. 
More experiments are needed before anyone can say just how localized 
adaptation effects are. 
I can find no experimental evidence to support the belief that 
11. 
visual- frame shifts transfer to all parts of the retina. If 
prism distortion were limited to half the retina while the other 
half was blanked out, it is not known whether adaptation would 
transfer to the blanked- out region of the retina. 
The distinction between Gibson's adaptation and frame shifts 
on the basis of transfer cannot therefore be accepted on these 
grounds as yet. 
( c) Passive and Active Inspection in Tilt Adaptation and Visual Frame 
Shifts 
Gibson found that tilt adaptation occurs whether or not the subject 
manipulates the inspection figure. It has been claimed that frame 
shifts depend on the active behaviour of the subject during the 
inspection period. Mikaelian and Held (1964) found a tilt 
adaptation effect of a few degrees after wearing prisms which 
rotated the optical array. This effect occurred when the subjects 
were passively wheeled about in a hallway. This passively produced 
after- effect was thought to be a Gibson adaptation effect. When 
the inspection field consisted of luminous spheres providing no 
cue to the distortion introduced by the prisms, then passive movement 
of the subject did not produce any tilt after-effect. 
When the subjects moved about actively during the inspection 
period, both inspection fields produced tilt after-effects. The 
normal inspection field produced after-effects nearly as large as 
the 20° tilt introduced by the prisms. 
Mikaelian and Held also found t hat passive inspection of a 
prismatically tilted field produced a Gibsonian tilt after-effect 
12. 
but did not produce any distortion in the apparent position of single 
points of light in the egocentric median plane. Active inspection 
on t he other hand not only produced larger after-effects of tilt but 
also apparent displacements of points of light from the median plane. 
However, the reported absence of a displacement of dots in the passive 
condition may only have arisen because of the difficulty of measuring 
small apparent displacements of dots from the median plane. 
Hochberg (1963) objected that the after-effects consequent upon 
active movement which Mikaelian and Held described were not true visual 
after-effects, in that they did not involve an intra-visual-field 
distortion. Hot-rever, while Hochberg 's paper was in press, Rekosh and 
Held (1963) and Held and Rekosh (1963) had produced evidence that active 
movement may induce curvature after-effects, which are certainly intra-
visual (Held, 1963b). The results of the Mikaelian and Held experiments 
suggest that active movement is necessary for adaptation to rotations of 
the optical array through large angles. The special case of prismatic 
inversion of the optical array in which there is no· displacemept of the 
main visual lines relative to the egocentric axes, will be discussed in 
chapter 6. 
Wertheimer, on the other hand, in the early experiment with a 
tilting mirror, did not report tnt active movement was necessary for 
the large apparent shifts of the field of view which he observed. Koffka 
and Witkin also reported almost full adaptations to large rotations of 
the field of view,and yet did not mention the necessity for active 
13. 
movement. 
Morant and Beller (in press) found that active movement doubled 
the effect of prismatic rotation obtained with a seated subject, 
provided the inspected field consisted of objects: active movement 
did not significantly change the after-effect when the field 
consisted of a series of parallel straight lines. With the object 
fields, active movement for 15 minutes produced a displacement in 
the apparent verticality of lines of almost 4° for a 15° tilt and 
almost 8° for a 75° tilt. 
(d) Tilt Adaptation and Frame Shifts for 45° of Tilt. The Gibson 
adaptation effect should be absent for inspection lines tilted at 
45°. At this angle the opposed adaptation effects induced by the 
vertical and horizontal norms should cancel out. Gibson and Radner 
(1937) and Culbert (1954) found that this is the case, although 
K8hler and Wallach (1944) failed to substantiate this result. There 
is no reason why frame shifts should not occur for fields tilted at 
45°. In fact Wertheimer obtained his effect with a field tilted at 
45°. 
Morant and Beller (in press) demonstrated that 45° tilts of a 
field consisting of objects affected the apparent verticality of a 
line whereas the same tilt of a field of parallel straight lines did 
not. Similarly the two fields when tilted to 15° produced congruent 
effects on the apparent verticality of a line whereas when tilted to 
75° they had opposed effects: a field of lines adapts to the nearest 
main axis, whereas a field of normally upright objects always adapts 
to the vertical. 
All this suggests that there are several factors which determine 
14. 
the extent of adaptation to a t~ed visual frame. 
(i) Active movement is necessary where the visual field itself 
gives no clue to the distortion, but even where it does, 
active movement will increase the effect provided that, 
(ii) the field of view contains familiar objects, and particularly 
when 
(iii) both the inspection and the test fields contain familiar 
objects. 
These suggestions are not all proved by the foregoing evidence: further 
experimental work is necessary. 
Tilt Adaptation and Simultaneous Tilt Contrast. Gibson was emphatic in 
his belief that the tilt after-effect is not the same process as simultaneous 
tilt contrast. A tilt-contrast effect is shown in figure 1. These effects 
were first described by Hoffman and Bielschowsky (1909) and later by Krantz 
(1930) and Kleint (1936). Gibson wrote, "Although the simultaneous contrast 
phenomenon bears an intriguing resemblance to the after-effect phenomenon, 
it is far from being the same thing and requires some hypothesis of its own" 
(page (569) . All the experimental evidence which Gibson reported showed 
that the simultaneous and successive effects behave alike. The operational 
basis for making a distinction is therefore not clear in Gibson's account. 
The successive effect take time to develop, whereas the simultaneous effect 
does not. But t his does not provide a good basis for distinguishing between 
them, for if the after-effect is due to an after-image persisting from the 
inspection line, one would expect the successive effect 
strength as the after-image is strengthened by a longer 
to increase in 
i~specTion 
exposure of tne ( 
. 
Figo 1 'A ~,?;lmultaneous tilt contl~a.st effect, 
i .. 
15 0 
One would also expect that the simultaneous effect should always be greater 
than the successive effect. Interocular transfer of the successive effect 
is no evidence that it is not dependent on after-images, for after-images 
persist when an eye is closed and may still affect the appearance of stimuli 
seen with the other eye. 
Tilt Adaptation and Figural After-Effects. K8hler and Wallach (1944) 
considered that Gibson's adaptation effects were a special case of a 
broader class of effects based on a mechanism which they called "satiation". 
According to satiation theory, Gibson's tilt after-effect is due to 
"electrotonic" spread of the striate cortex processes produced by the 
inspection line, which shift the site of the subsequent test line 
processes and hence produce an apparent repulsion of the test line away 
from the location of the inspection line. The magnitude of the repulsion 
depends on the distance between the locations of inspection and test lines; 
this means that the size of the tilt after-effect should depend on the 
angular separation of the two lines rather than, as Gibson thought, their 
relationship to the main visual axes. 
There are several operational distinctions between Gibson's tilt 
after- effect and K8hler's figural after-effect. These are listed below. 
(a) Normalization. K8hler's theory cannot account for normalization 
itself, that is, the progressive decrease in the apparent tilt of an 
off-vertical line. A figural after-effect cannot have any effect on the 
apparent position of the inspection figure itself. Normalization of a tilted 
line is a commonly reported effect (for example, Gibson and Radner, 1937; 
~1orant and Mistovich, 1960). I have already commented on the difficulty 
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of measuring normalization directly. There seem to be three procedures 
by which this can be done. 
The most obvious method is to ask the subj ect to make absolute 
estimates of the tilt of a line on first sight, and again after a period 
of inspection. Templeton and Howard (to be published) conducted an 
experiment of this type, and found a significant adaptation of a 5° line 
to t he vertical. Magnitude estimations of a series of lines, including 
one at 5°, were separated by periods of inspection of the 5° line. 
The second procedure for measuring normalization is one first used 
by Prentice and Beardslee (1950) . A 3 in. inspection line, tilted 10°, 
was exposed on one side of the fixation point. A 3 in. test line was 
then exposed at an equal distance on the other side of the fixation point. 
The subject had to report whether the test line was tilted more or less 
than the inspection line had been. Conditions were used in which the 
inspection line was surrounded (a) by an upright square with a 4 in. side, 
(b) by a~uare with a 8 in. side, (c) by an aperture in which the sides 
were parallel with the inspection line and (d) by a plain dark field. 
Neither the variations in the frame nor its absence had much effect on 
0 the normalization indicated by the method, which was about 2 • On K8hler's 
theory the inspection line should have tended to line up with the sides of 
the frame. But the fact that the different shapes and sizes of frame had no 
effect is evidence t hat this was not occurring. 
These experiments were c~icised by Heinemann and Marill (1954). 
They suggested that there were possibilities for figural after-effects even 
in the condition where the sides of the frame were parallel with the 
inspection line. This is because the frame had acute angles in two corners 
and obtuse angles in the other corners. Satiation is supposed to be denser 
17. 
in acute angles. They repeated the experiments with modifications. In one 
condition, the inspection line was vertical but the frame (not just the sides) 
were tilted 10°, In another condition the inspection line and the whole 
frame were tilted 10°, In the first condition, the vertical line appeared 
to align with the edges of the frame. In the other condition, there was 
no significant tendency for the line to appear to turn towards the vertical, 
when the alignment effect was excluded, Thus the only effect found was one 
predictable from Kohler's theory. 
Held (1963) adopted a similar procedure for measuring normalization. 
The inspection figure was a 10° tilted line, The test figure consisted 
of two 10° tilted lines, A and B: one of which (A) coincided with the 
inspection line. The subject fixated mid-way between the centres of the 
two lines and was first asked to set the comparison line parallel to the 
inspection line; this served as a control setting of parallelility. The 
inspection line alone was then exposed for 60 sec, after which the subject 
had to report which way line B had to be turned to be parallel with line 
A. Most of the reports were consistent with the presence of local tilt 
normalization to the vertical. There is a point of criticism to be made 
about this experiment. The geometric arrangement of the two lines was 
either as shown in figure 2a or as shown in figure 2b, The lines themselves 
were tilted clockwise •nd anti-clockwise from both the vertical and the 
horizontal, but this does not affect my argument. In fi gure 2a, the 
top end of the line B is nearer to line A than is the bottom end of line 
B. B should therefore appear tilted towards the vertical as compared 
with line A. This is in conflict with the prediction from Gibson's 
normalization. If the two opposed effects are of equal strength the,n 
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half the subjects would give judgments in favour of Gibson's hypothesis 
and half in favour of K8hler's. In the arrangement shown in figure 2b 
the bottom of line B is nearer the inspection line A than is the top 
of line B. Line B will therefore appear tilted further from the 
vertical than line A. This effect is in the same direction as the 
Gibson effect, and therefore all subjects should report in favour of 
Gibson's hypothesis. In total therefore about three quarters of the 
responses should favour Gibson's hypothesis and one quarter K8hler's. 
the 
These are roughlyhproportions of responses which Held reported. The 
geometrical arrangement which would have overcome this intrusion of a 
K8hler effect is shown in figure 2c. This pattern has a symmetrical 
relation between the two lines. 
Morant (private communication) could not reproduce Held's effect 
and attributes it to the fact that Held had his subjects se~he 
comparison line parallel to the inspection line prior to the inspection 
period. It was always the inspection line which was adjusted, and 
Morant claims that this would lead to an 'error of the standard' which 
would provide a distorted control measure from which to measure the main 
effect. 
Held's procedure has in any case a basic weakness, which he 
recognized: it measures only that part of normalization which does not 
transfer to the second test line. Held does not state the angular 
separation between his two lines, but if we assume that it was similar 
to the separation between the lines in Morant and Mikaelian's study, viz 
7° (see page 10), then at least two thirds of the normalization effect 
transfers according to the results of that study. The procedure would 
B B 
(a) {b) (c) 
FIG<;> 2 o Arl."angement of l:lnea ued ir1 the expe111imen~ b1 Held (196') 
to damonatrai:e tilt adap·tationo 
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therefore record only a fraction of the normalization. 
The third procedure for measuring normalization directly is one 
proposed by Templeton. The patterns used are shown in fi gure 3. 
The inspection fi gure consists of two lines tilted symmetrically 
about the vertical. The test fi gure consists of the same lines as 
the inspection fi gure, with an extension of the two lines to form a 
symmetrical cross. If the two inspection lines normalize, the angle 
between t hem should appear to shrink. Thus, after inspection,the top 
angle in the test cross would appear to be smaller than the bottom 
angle, as compared with its apparent relative size before inspection. 
On the other hand, if a figural after-effect occurs, the top angle 
should appear relatively larger after inspection, than the bottom 
angle. A constant stimulus method was used to measure the actual 
effect. The net effect for all subjects was not quite significantly 
in favour of a Gibson effect. The situation is not simple. The 
simultaneous normalization of two lines in opposite directions 
suggests a complex deformation of the scale of inclination, with no 
actual shift of the norm itself - a phenomenon which would be easily 
integrated into Gibson's theory. Presumably , complex transfer effects 
would also operate. 
In an experiment by P~entice and Beardslee (1950) the subjects 
tilted their heads so that the tilted inspection line fell on the 
normally vertical meridian of the eye; this was ensured by having them 
align the inspection fi gure with the after-image of a vertical line 
induced when the head was erect. The inspection figure, when compared 
with an objectively parallel line had clearly normalized to the 
v 
· ac Inspection figure 'bo Test figure 
Fig" !i .. 'l!he arrlingement used by Templeton to measure tUt 
normalization. 
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gravitational vertical. Prentice and Beardslee concluded that 
normalization is to a "psychological" rather than a retinal axis and 
hence even the postulation of permanent &tiation gradients from top to 
bottom of the cortical projection of the retina would not enable K8hler' s 
t heory to encompass normalization. 
(b) The Symmet ry of the Figural After-Effect. K8hler and Hallach (1944) 
s upported their argument that the Gibson effect was a case of fi gural 
after-effects by the following experiment. They measured the tilt after-
effect produced on a vertical line by inspection of a 10° tilted line and 
0 
compared this with the after-effect produced on a 10 tilted line by 
inspection of a vertical line. The two after-effects were similar, which 
fits the fi gural after-effect hypothesis but not Gibson's hypot hesis, 
which predicts no after-effect of a vertical inspection line. 
Templeton, Howard, and Easting (in press ) repeated this experiment. 
The after- effect was measured by setting a second test line parallel 
with the test line which coincided with the previous inspection line. 
There was a significant after-effect from vertical line to tilted 
line, but it was significantly smaller than the after-effect produced by 
the tilted line on the vertical line. This result suggests that both 
Gibson and K8hler type processes are operating. 
(c) Relative Shifts of Different Parts of the Subjective Scale of Tilt. 
A related study was conducted by Templeton and Howard (to be published). 
A line tilted 5° was inspected for one minute and then a test line was 
briefly exposed at one of ten angles between 9° clockwise and 9° anti-
clockwise of the vertical. The subject had to estimate the inclination 
of the test line using whatever numerical categories he wished. The 
test lines were exposed, one at a time, interspersed with five second 
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'topping-up' exposures of the inspection line. In the control condition, 
the inspection line was replaced by an empty field. It vras thus possible 
to assess the effect of an inspection line simultaneously on several 
different test lines. The predicted scale shift of K8hler's hypothesis 
is depicted in figure 4a and that predicted on Gibson's hypothesis in 
figure 4b. The results again suggest that both mechanisms are 
operating. 
All displacements, including those of lines more tilted than the 
inspection figure, were in the direction predicted on Gibson's model, 
but the displacements fell to zero for the most distant lines i.e. 
those tilted more than 5° in the opposite direction to the inspection 
figure. 
(d) The Indirect Effect. Gibson and Radner (1937) reported the 
indirect effect vrhich I have already described. Briefly it is that 
exposure to a tilt off one axis produces an after-effect on the other 
axis. K8hler's theory cannot account for the indirect effect, but K8hler 
and Wallach (1944) and Prentice and Beardslee (1950) failed to confirm 
it experimentally. Morant and Mistovich (1960) reported findings vrhich 
are in essential agreement with Gibson and Radner's results. The indirect 
effect was found to be approximately half the direct effect. Gibson had 
put this difference down to "play" between the axes. The greater distance 
apart of the test and inspection lines in the indirect condition as compared 
with t he direct condition could explain this "play". Morant and Mistovich, 
on the other hand, interpreted the difference between the two effec~as 
due to the summation of Gibson's tilt after-effect and K8hler's figural 
after-effect. Whichever view one takes, the evidence suggests that there 
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is a Gibson effect. 
Morant and Harris (1965) made prediction about the after-effects on 
a vertical test line . produced by inspection lines at various angles 
between vertical and horizontal. The predictions were made assuming 
only a Gibson-type process on the one hand, and only a K8hler-type process 
on the other. Figures Sa and Sb show the shapes of the two predicted 
functions. Figure Sc s hows the probable function assuming that both 
processes are operating and figure Sd shows the empirical function which 
t hey in fact found. The results are a good fit to the summated function 
in figure Sc. Contrary to the satiation hypothesis there is a cross-over 
0 0 point at which the effect is zero, but it occurs at about 60 , not at 45 
as a purely Gibsonian hypothesis would predict. 
This argument depends on the assumption that the vertical and 
horizontal norms are of equal strength. If the vertical norm is stronger 
than the horizontal norm then one would expect the null-point to be 
displaced towards the horizontal, and satiation would not have to be 
invoked in order to explain the results. Gibson reported that the hori-
zontal norm was only slightly stronger than the vertical norm; Morant 
and Mistovich (l960a) that they are equally strong. Thus the assumption 
which Morant and Harris make seems justified. However, their interpretation 
also depen.ds to some extent on the assumption that the Gibson effect 
transfers fully over all angular positions. If there were partial 
transfer only, this could account for the indirect effect being less 
than the direct effect. In so far as the crossover point is significantly 
0 
different from 45 :_, , their experiment supplies further evidence that there 
FIG.Sa Hypothesized effects of"satiation" Process. 
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are both Gibson and K8hler processes. 
This view is supported by results reported by Fox (1951). In this 
study the inspection figure consisted of two squares; the bottom edge 
of one square and the top edge of the other were in a horizontal line. 
Fixation was between them. Two test dots coincident with the 
horizontal edges appeared displaced away from the centres of the squares. 
Fox considered that figural after-effects could not account for this 
effect especially when it was found that it was only present when the 
two squares were in this particuar orientation to one another. 
(e) Differential Transfer of Tilt and Figural After-Effects. On the 
assump~ion that normalization transfers fully whereas satiation effects 
are localized, it should be possible to distinguish the two processes 
by arranging a situation in which there is a relatively large distance 
between inspection and test figure. The relative importance of the two 
processes would then be given by the proportion of a continuous effect which 
remained in the transfer situation. Morant and ~1ikaelian (1960) found 
. 0 
that two t hirds of a contiguous tilt after-effect transferred over 7 
of visual angle. Morant and Harris (in press) had their subjects adjust 
a line to be parallel with a vertical line 14° away. A tilted inspection 
line had previously been exposed in the same position as one of these 
test lines and the constant error in setting the test lines to parallel 
was taken as a measure of the satiation effect <!.one, on the assumption 
that the Gibson effect would transfer fully and thus affect both test 
lines equally whereas the satiation effect would be restricted to the 
contiguous test line. The obtained function of magnitude of effect 
against inspection line titt was a good fit to the predicted curve for 
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t he K8hle r effect . 
Finally, the fact that visua l inspection of a tilted line appears 
t o produce a negative af ter- effect on the tactile- kinaesthetic vertical 
(Morant and Mistovi ch, in press; Silver and Morant, 1962) suggests that 
a psychophysical theory is more likely to encompass all the facts than 
a model tied to specific neurological processes. 
It seems r easonable to conclude, from all the evidence cited, that 
there are at least four perceptual mechanisms which can induce an 
apparent change in the tilt of the field of view. These are; 
(a) Gibson- type adaptation in which the inspection of lines off the 
main axes causes a local shift in the whole subjective dimension of 
tilt of at most a few de grees. (b) Perceptual accommodation to even 
large displacements of the visual frame of reference. This mechanism 
may be of two kinds, one dependent on active learning and the other 
not. (c) Simultaneous contrast of direction of a few degrees, seen 
when a line is superimposed on a background of lines running in a 
different direction. (d) A figural after- effect in which acute angles 
tend to look larger by a few degrees after one of their arms has been 
inspected. 
Apart from all these mechanisms, there is a further obvious possible 
cause of normalization. Ogle (1950) suggested that it could be due to 
the eyes rotating about the visual axis (torSion) so as to keep the 
normally vertical retinal meridian parallel to the main lines of the 
field of view . This possibility will be discussed in the next section, 
CHAPTER 2 
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATI ON OF THE RELATION BETVlEEN EYE TORSION 
AND TILT ADAPTATION 
Eye Torsion Defined. 
An eye has no fixed axes of rotation. Therefore, in order to 
specify the movements of an eye geometrica~ly, any one of several axis 
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systems may be adopted. The choice is arbitary; it is not a question of 
which is or which is not correct. However, for any particular purpose 
one axis system may have practical advantages. In the Helmholtz axis 
system the horizontal axis is assumed to be fixed to the skull, and 
the vertical axis is assumed to rotate gimble-fashion with the horizontal 
axis. The position of a short reference line on t he eye is expressed 
in terms of elevation (A) and azimth <pD. In the Fick system it is 
t he vertical axis which is considered fixed, and t he position of a 
short reference line is expressed in terms of latitude (S) and Longitude 
<¢>. The Fick system is simply the Helmholtz system t urned to t he side 
0 t hrough 90 • In each system, rotation of the eye about the visual axis 
is known as torsion, although the baseline from which torsion is measured 
varies according to the axis system used. 
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Listing proposed that any movement of the eye could be regarded 
as having occured about a single axis in the mid- vertical or equatorial 
plane (Listing 's plane) of the eye (plane HD'lD in. fi gure 6). For 
elevation and depressions of the eye this axis is the horizontal axis, 
for lateral movements it is the vertical axis. and for oblique movements 
the axis is between the horizontal and vertical axes. In other words. 
the axis of rotation in Listing's plane is at right angles to the plane 
containing the initial position and the final position of the visual 
axis (plane OPB in figure 6). Only one axis is assumed to exist in 
this system; it always lies in Listing's plane, but has no fixed 
position within that plane. The extent of such a movement is given 
by the angular separation of the initial and final positions of the 
centre of the pupil (i.e. the angle of eccentricity Tf in the case of 
movements from the primary position); its direction is given by the 
angle which the meridian joining these two positions makes with an 
objectively vertical or horizontal meridian ( f or K in figure 6). 
It follows that if Listing's system is to provide a comprehensive 
description of an eye movement, then torsional rotations of the eye 
about the visual axis, with reference to the meridian along which the 
visual axis travels, must be assumed not to occur. Helmholtz called 
this "Listing's law". 
FIG. 6 Diagramatic representa tion of the geometry of eye 
movements. The direction of gaze is assumed to 
have moved from the primary position 0 B to an oblique 
position 0 P through an nngle of eccentricity, Ti" • 
The movement has occurred along the meridian B H which is 
a t an angle K to the original horizontal meridian DBD, 
which is equivalent to it having occurred about axis NY 
in the equatorial frontal plane <Listing ' s plane). 
The horizontal marker (between the small vertical bars) 
initially makes an angle ~ l with the meridian along 
which the visual axis moves and, according to Listing's 
la1o~, this angle remains constnnt ( ~ l = 8 2). The eye 
can also be regarded as having moved on Helmholtz ' s axes 
through an angle of elevation, 'A , and an angle of azimith, 
/"'·· • For angle ~·2 to rer.-~ain equal to(; l, the eye (and 
marker) mus t -\:,r.~rt t11rough angle p relative to the final 
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plane of regard DCD~ 
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If an initially horizontal, short reference line is s ubstituted for the 
point marker then this assumption may be tested : ~ 1 should always equal Sz . 
The assumption appears to be correct for the case of versions including 
oblique versions (Quereau, 1954). Butit is only for such conjugate eye 
movements that Listing ' s law holds; when the angle of covergence between 
the eyes changes, torsion in Listing ' s sense, does occur (Allen, 1954). 
If, on the other hand, movements of an eye are referred to either 
the Helmholtz or the Fick axis systems, the positions which a line marker 
assumes during oblique version movements can only be accounted for by 
assuming that torsion has occurred. But this means merely that torsion 
has been re-defined. Torsion on the Listing system is defined in terms 
of the angle S of figure 6, that is, the angle which a horizontal marker 
makes with the meridian along which the line of sight moves (BH) . This 
remains constant according to Listing 's law. Torsion on Helmholtz's 
system is t he angle which the marker makes with the plane of regard (D"PD) , 
that is, angle 0 . In Fick's system torsion is the complement of angle O. 
These angles ( tin figure 6, or its complement) are a function of the 
angle b ~ and the angle of eccentricity ( \1) and are not constant according 
to Listing 's law. Clearly, also, these systems can encompass torsion 
which occurs without any change in the position of the visual axis, 
whereas Listing 's system cannot. 
In general, then, a one-axis system, such as Listing 's, can encompass 
only two types of eye movement; whether torsion is obtained in a given 
situation depends on the meridian with respect to which torsion is 
defined , and on the particular axes used in the s ystem (see table 2). 
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Danders' law originally stated that the torsional position of the 
eye, depends only on the direction of gaze. Danders revised his law 
when he became persuaded by his assistants t hat torsional eye movements 
occur when the head tilts. Danders' law is now taken to mean that the 
torsional position of the eye in whichever system it is defined is 
independent of the manner in which the eye is brought to a particular 
position. 
Torsion, as defined in any of the syste~mentioned, is known to 
occur in many circumstances. These circumstances are listed in table 2. 
Of these, only optokinetic torsion is relevant to tilt adaptation. 
Optokinetic torsion is induced by visual lines rotating in the frontal 
plane. 
Brecher (1934), using both an after~image method and direct viewing 
of the eyes, showed that the eyes undergo nystagmic torsional jerks of a 
few degrees' amplitude when fixating a rotating sectored disc. Noji 
(1929) used the after-image method, and found that his own eyes torted 
in response to a rotating line. This tortional response of the eyes is 
analogous to the horizontal nystagmus produced when vertical lines moving 
horizontally are inspected. The tilt after-effect, however, is produced 
by the inspection of a stationary tilted line,and therefore my task was 
to investigate whether inspection of such a line induces eye torsion. 
My second purpose was to use my method of measuring eye torsion, which 
is objective, and more accurate than the methods used by Brecher and Noji, 
to check their claim that rotating visual patterns induce eye torsion. 
The Measurement of Eye Tor~ 
Methods of measuring eye torsion are either subjective and depend on 
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judgments made by the subject , or are objective and are independent of 
the subject's judgments . Subjective methods will be discussed first. 
The After- Image Method. In this method an after- image of a line of 
light is formed. Any torsion which occurs while the after- image is 
visible will show itself as a tilting of the after- image relative to an 
objective reference line. Ruetes (1848) first used this method, which 
was later developed by Danders {1870), Hulder (187'+), Fischer (1930), 
and McCord (1953). Subjects require a lot of practice in order to use 
this method. It has never been validated against an objective measure 
of torsion but it is unlikely to be accurate to more than about one 
degree. 
Napping the Blind Spot. Closely related to the after-image method is 
the procedure in which torsion is measured by the angular position of 
the blind spot relative to the fixation point. The method was first used 
by Tourtual (181+0) and further developed by Nagel (1896), Mulder (1897), 
and Quereau (1955). The method demands very steady fi~ation and is not 
likely to be any more accurate than the after- image method. 
The Maddox- Rod Test. This is used clinically as a test for cyclophoria 
and as such is essentially a method for measuring eye torsion. A vertical 
line is presented to one eye and a spot of light to the other. The amount 
by which the line must be turned in order to appear vertical is the measure 
of torsion in the eye which is viewing the line. It is well known (Gibson 
and Radner, 1937) that lines which appear off-vertical come to appear 
more vertical as they are inspected. This process will lead to an under-
estimation of torsion as measured by the Maddox- rod test. 
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The Astigmatic Axis. Javal (1867) noticedthat the direction of the axis 
of his cylindrical spectacles did not coincide with his astigmatic axis 
when his head was tilted sideways and he interpreted this as being due 
to eye torsion. Walton (1948) used this shift of the~tigmatic axis of 
t he eye as a measure of eye torsion. The method can only be used on 
highly astigmatic subjects. Nagel (1896) described a variant of the 
astigmatic axis method. He observed, in the dark, the radiant shape of 
a distant luminous point, produced by the astigmatism of the eye's lens. 
A thread, fixed to a spectacle frame, was centred on the luminous point 
and then rotated until it coincided with a recognizable ray of the 
astigmatic pattern, thus giving a measure of torsion. The accommodation 
mechanism was paralysed to eliminate possible effects of accommodation 
changes on the astigmatic ray pattern. This is a method which has not 
been used by others. 
£yclofusional Amplitudes. If two stereograms are rotated relative to 
one another, the angle through which binocular fusion is maintained is 
the cycle-fusional amplitude and has been taken as a measure of eye torsion. 
This method is no longer used, for it has been shown (Ames, 1926) that 
the cycle-fusional amplitude is to some extent a function of Panum's 
fusional areas. Several procedures have been proposed to overcome this 
difficulty. 
Instead of measuring the angle at which fused images separate, 
Hofmann and Bielschowsky (1900) placed a horizontal line above the target 
in one eye and a similar line below the target in the other. The angle 
through which the stereograms could be rotated before the lines no longer 
appearedparallel was said to be a measure of cyclotorsion. Hermans (1943) 
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and Allen (1954) used Volkmann discs for their stereograms. These are 
rings each of which has a radius drawn on it in such a position that, 
when the rings are fused, the two radii can be adjusted to form a 
diameter. Subsequently, eye torsion is measured by the amount of 
rotation of the targets needed to restore the straight diameter. Similar 
methods have been used by Ogle (1946) and Harker (1960) . These methods 
measure only the relative torsion between the two eyes. They are subject 
to errors due to normalization to the vertical. 
All the subjective methods have the following limitations. 
1. They involve the use of a visual stimulus as an integral part of 
the process of measurement. It is known that visual stimuli can 
induce torsion (Brecher, 1934; Noji, 1929; Howard, 1963). There 
is thus the possibility in all subjective methods that the stimulus 
used to indicate torsion will itself induce it. 
2. No subjective method is capable of accurately measuring rapid 
changes or torsion. 
3. It is impossible, using these methods alone, to dissociate the 
judgment variability of the subject from fluctuations in 
torsion. 
4. It is not possible to allow for errors due to changes in 
fixation. 
5. They provide, in themselves, no method of validation. 
The only advantage they have is that they require very little instru-
mentation. As research methods, they have been entirely replaced by 
objective methods , but they may retain usefulness for clinical and 
demonstration purposes. Their reliability and validity could be checked 
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against an accurate objective measure of torsion . 
The following are the objective methods 
£irect Viewing. In the earliest methods (reviewed by Nagel, 1896) the 
experimenters measured the rotation of their own eyeballs by looking 
in a mirror at the movement of the iris, the conjunctival vessels, or 
marks applied to the conjunctiva. It has been · repeatedly pointed out 
that the conjunctiva is not attached to the eyeball and therefore blood 
vessels or other marks on the conjunctiva are unreliable indicators of 
torsion. De Kleyn and Versteegh (1924) marked the cornea with a gelatin 
suspension; others observed the movement of the optic papilla through a 
retinoscope (Grahe, 1938). 
The eye may be viewed t hrough a telescope or low-powered microscope. 
Cross-wires in the eyepiece are centred on the pupil and aligned with 
the recognizable features of the iris (Loring, 1915; Brecher, 1934; 
Kompanejetz, 1928; Merton, 1956). In using this method I have found it 
very difficult to keep the cross-wires centred and to take readings. It 
is impossible to follow fast torsional movements. These same comments 
apply to the use of the ophthalometer for recording the position of the 
astigmatic axis (Woinow , 1871; Walton, 1948). 
The Use of Contact Lenses. Fender (1955) photographed the movement of 
a beam of light reflected off a small mirror which was attached to a 
contact lens so that it was parallel to the visual axis. He claimed to 
have recorded torsional movements down to a few secon~of arc. This . 
method can record fast changes in torsion and does not depend so much on 
the skill of the observer as do the direct viewing methods. However, 
there is doubt on several points. Fender did not report how much of the 
recorded variation was due to head movements and instrument instability 
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His results in the seconds of arc range must have been partly due to such 
causes. The method depends on having the mirror parallel to the assumed 
axis of torsion, otherwise the record will be contaminated by other eye 
movements. The lenses are expensive and, for many subjects, uncomfortable, 
and they put a load on the eye. Finally, a contact lens lies on the 
conjunctiva and therefore may slip relative to the eyeball. 
Davies and Merton (1958) overcame the difficulty of slipping lenses 
by using a smaller lens which was sucked firmly on to the cornea. A mica 
plate and mirror were mounted on the lens. The light was plane-polarized, 
then passed through the mica plate, reflected off the mirror and finally 
passed through a second nicol. The amount of light through the second 
nicol was a function of the angle through which the mica and eye had 
turned. This method gives an objective record, and can record fast changes 
of torsion. However, the authors give no indication of its accuracy. The 
load on the eye must be considerable and the mica plate would obstruct 
vision. 
Photographic Methods. Photographic methods depend on having in the photo-
graph some marker on the eyeball and some markers on the head. Brecher 
(1934) and Free and Jones (1959) used iris marks on the eye and, as head 
markers, the corners of the eye. Both these are very indistinct and the 
corners of the eye are not stable. Graybiel and Woellner (1958) sewed 
black silk sutures on the conjunctiva on each side of the cornea and&uck 
a piece of white plaster on to the skin near the eye to indicate the 
position of the head. This technique is very unsatisfactory; the conjunctiva 
is loose and so is the skin on the head. 
Finally, Hiller (1962) used iris marks to indicate the position of the 
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eye, and the edge of the film to indicate the position of the head. 
The measurements were made by superimposing projected images on a screen. 
ynil'\. 
He reported that the method had a precision of+ 5'·3\r?f arc, but did not 
indicate whether this represented the repeat reliability of his readings 
on a single slide or whether it represented the instrument's validity. 
Electro-oculography cannot be used t.o register torsional movements 
of the eye, for such movements do not involve any movement of the eye's 
anteriorposterior electrical dipole. 
The ideal method of recording eye torsion should be objective, accurate 
and convenient; it should be capable of recording rapid movements, should 
not introduce visual stimuli, and should depend on the minimum of theo-
retical assumptions. An indication should be given of the extent of the 
errors due to mechanical instability, reading inaccuracy, and loss of 
fixation. 
The method vrhich I devised to satisfy the above requirements involves 
photographing the fine episcleral blood vessels of the eye together with 
two head position indicators supported, one on each side of the eye, by a 
forked stem which in turn is attached to a rigid, hard- wax bite. The line 
joining kinks on two blood vessels defines one index line and the line 
joining the two head position indicators another index line. The angle 
between these two index lines is measured and is the relative torsion 
angle. 
It is important that episderal vessels are chosen and not conjunctival 
ones. Only t he former are attached to and move with the eye-ball. The 
others, being in the conjunctiva, are attached indirectly to the eyelid 
(Duke-Elder and Wybar, 1961, P• 547). It is easy to distinguish between 
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them by observing the vessels when the conjunctiva is lightly moved wit h 
the finger. Host people have been found to possess suitable vessels. 
Figure 7 shows the general lay- out of the apparatus used to 
photograph the eye. The lens of the original camera is replaced by an 
8 in. focal length lens. The long focal length enables the camera to 
be kept well <!lay from the subject. The· eye-to-lens distance and the 
film-to-lens distance are both equal to twice the focal length of the 
lens. A minus-red filter is used to enhance the contrast between the 
blood vessels and the sclera. The lens is stopped down to increase the 
contrast and depth of focus. The camera is a focal-plane shutter type. 
The camera and lens are mounted on an optical bench and accurately 
aligned with ani centred on the pupil of the viewing eye. During the 
alignment process the eye is focussed and centred in a frame outline 
drawn on a ground glass screen. The film is placed in this image plane 
by using a gauge block and stop clamp. A small focusing adjustment screw 
is placed behind the camera body and a series of six photographs taken 
to find the best focusing position. The subject's head is very firmly 
supported by ~1o temple clamps, one forehead clamp and a moulded chin 
:rest. 
A plate at 45° to the eye-camera axis conceals the camera from the 
subject and gives him a reflected view of any visual target which the 
experimenter may wish to expose. 
Figure 8 shows the bite, vlhich is made from dental base plates on 
a metal base and which goes back to the molars. Two fine black crosses 
are marked on the white plastic U-shaped piece and this is attached to 
the bite by a metal stem which can be bent until the crosses lie ore on 
I 
I 
Vlauol Torg ot 
~· ---:-,:-:-.~-_j 
.r·· 
FIG. 7• The general lav-out of the photographic apparatus. 
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th~ 
each side of the eye and as near as possible to the plane of~limbus. 
Accuracy is increased by having the head position markers and 
episcleral vessel kinks as far apart as possible. This is one reason 
why iris marks are not preferred; the other reason is that they are 
less easily identified. However, it sometimes happens that the 
clearest episcleral vessels are near the limbus and one may judge these 
the best to use. 
The stimulus field is dark, the duration of the flash being less 
than the reaction time of the eye movement reflexes. 
The negatives of the 35 mm photographs are projected to a size of 
about 30 em. The projector is equipped with two fine adjustments which 
enable the operator to deflect the projected beam from side to side or 
up and down. A slide is projected on the screen and the pupil is centred 
on this inner part of the screen (part B in Fig. 9). This centring is 
not critical. Fine pencil marks are made on the screen coincident with 
two recognizable kinks on the chosen vessels, which are symmetrical on 
a diameter through the pupil. These marks are joined by a fine, straight 
index line. The head-position indicators are pencilled in on the outer part of 
the screen (part A in Fig. 9). These are the reference indices for all the 
other slides of the subject. The reading on the torsion-angle scale is 
noted. The next slide is projected and the head position indicators are 
brough t to exact coincidence with the reference marks by translating the 
picture and if necessary tilting the whole screen by turning a screw which 
supports one end of· the screen (control 1 in Fig. 9). The vessel kinks 
are then aligned on the vessel index line by turning a control (control 2 
in Fig. 9) which rotates only the inner part B of the screen and the pointer 
Proj<ettd Pictur< of Bloo d Vtss<ls 
FIG. 9. The proj ection screen and torsion angle measuring device. 
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on the scale. If the eye has moved in its direction of gaze between the 
taking of the first picture and the second, the picture has to be 
translated as well as rotated to give coincidence of the vessel kinks 
and the vessel index line. The scale reading is now taken. The method 
of superimposing a negative and a positive slide was tried rather than 
the method of using index marks, but it was found that it was no more 
accurate and required a second projector and a semi-silvered mirror which 
had to be kept rigidly fixed. 
Reliability and Validity. The difference between the scale reading 
thus obtained and the scale reading for the reference slide is the 
projected torsion angle, which is a measure of the relative torsion which 
has occurred between the two pictures. Possible sources of error are 
discussed belcH. 
1. Reference Point Asymmetry. Care must be taken to use two kinks on 
the chosen blood vessels which are roughly equidistant from the pupil 
centre. If they are asymmetrical, any off-centring of the subject's eye 
at right angles to the blood vessel index line causes one kink to move 
further than the other, and this will give rise to an apparent tilting 
of the index line of the screen, for which allowance cannot be made. 
2. Reading Variability. Individual differences in reading the slides 
were eliminated by having one person do all the readings on any one series; 
the order of the slides in the series was changed between sets of readings. 
The pairs of readings differed, on average, by 0.07°, or about 4 1 of arc. 
3.Movements of the Camera, Head and Bite. The edge of the film is not used 
as part of the measurement, so that it is not necessary to ensure thatthe 
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camera has a constant position relative to the subject, so long as the 
film is kept in focus and is in a position to take a picture of the 
objects required. Similarly, it does not matter that each slide is 
placed in the projector in exactly the same way. The method of putting 
all the information required for the measurements on the actual emulsion 
is based on well-established practice. 
It is, however, necessary to ensure that the subject's head does 
not tilt (unless this factor is being studied) . This is because the 
eyes are known to countertort partially as the head tilts. The efficiency 
of the head clamping system was tested by taking photographs when a 
subject alternately strained his head to left and right. No torsion was 
detected unless the head clamps were left deliberately loos~ At first 
t he head was anchored by means of the bite but it was found that any 
small head movements were not transmitted to the bite because the teeth 
are not rigidly held in the jaws. When the head was anchored independently 
of the bite, the bite was not under constraint and did not move relative 
to the head ( and eye). The same small head movements would still occur 
but would not now be a significant source of error because countertorsion 
is only a fraction of the head tilt which induces it. 
4. Instrument Instability. A small model eye was made with gimbal 
mountings to simulate the rotations of the eye and an axial movement to 
simulate torsion. Mock blood vessels were inscribed on it and head 
position indicators fastened to it. A series of photographs were taken 
with the model eye in the same position throughout. The .resulting 
readings showed no detectable variation; that is, they did not vary more 
than a series of readings taken from a single slide. 
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Finally, as a check on the validity of the measure of eye torsion, 
the eyemodel was photographed in various positions of gaze relative to 
the camera axis and with various "torsion" angles imposed upon it. 
Corrected readings (see next section) closely matched the real torsion 
of the model eye, with an average deviation of the same order as that 
obtained from repeated readings from one slide. 
5. The Torsion Axis and the S£Perical Correction Factor. I have 
adopted the recommendation of Fry et al. (1947) and used the Helmholtz 
axis system. Torsion is then defined as rotation of the eye about the 
visual axis in an assumed spherical eye. Torsion about this axis is 
measured with reference to the vertical axis of the Helmholtz axis 
system. For practical purposes it is assumed that the visual axis 
passes through the centre of the pupil. 
It is now necessary to consider whether the measurements which I get 
from the photographs by the operations I have described give a direct 
measure of torsion as defined. If the direction of gaze alters between 
two photographs, the possibility exists that a correction factor will 
have to be applied, because spherical movements are being measured on a 
plane. The term "false torsion" is sometimes used in this connection but 
the term is ambiguous and will not be used here. The extent of the 
correction depends on the degree of off-centring of the eye, on the angle 
between the vessel index line and the direction in which the off-centring 
has occurred and on the axis system. For a Helmholtz system, where the 
torsion angle is small and the vessel index line is horizontal, 5° of 
oblique gaze require a correction factor of only a few minutes of arc. 
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Thus it is safe to assume t hat in experiments where t he subject's 
visual axis is always at right-angles to t he plane of the film, the 
readings on the i nstrument are a direct measure of eye t orsion . The 
following is a rigorous statement of the rationale underlying t he 
measuring technique and of t he transformation from photographic pro-
jection to Helmholtz axes. 
Definitions . (a) Torsion, T, is the angle of rotation of the eye about 
the third Helmholtz axis. It is measured clockwise from the subject's 
viewpoint, in de grees from the top vertical. 
(b) Projected torsion, t, is the angle of rotation of the 
projection of a short, straight marker on the surface of the eye on to 
a frontal plane. It is measured from the operator's viewpoint,anti-
clockwise in degrees from the top vertical. A vertical is selected for 
zero because T = 0 transforms to t = 0 for all angles of gaze. 
The Transformation . Calling the Helmholtz co- ordinate of altitude A 
and of azimuth fA. , then the transformation of a torsion measure from 
plane projection to Helmholtz axes .is given by; 
tan t = 
cot T cos ) - sinfsin A. 
cos P; 
(l) 
f or all angles of gaze. To find A andf from the projection, measure x 
and y, the co-ordinates of the marker on rectangular axes through the 
proj ected eye centre; then 
sin [A- = x/r (2) 
sin A= y ( 3) 
r cosf 
where r is the radius of the projected eye. 
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In practice, the marker is not short; the blood Vessel index line 
is equivalent to a short marker only if T and t are referred to the 
centre of the line and the projection of the line respectively. To 
find) and }A-for this centre, measure x1 y1 , x2 Y2t for the two index 
points; 
then r', the effective radius at this centre = r sine 
where 
e = 112 [ 1so0 
Taking 
t. - ll(xJ2 + VJ2 ) - s~n -r 
(4) 
{5) 
(6,7) 
substitute x', y', r' in (2) and (3) above to find}. and JA-· This holds 
for all angles of gaze in the hemisphere, the index points being assumed 
symmetrical. For small deviations, x' and y' used with uncorrected r give 
a good approximation. A narrmv angle photograph is here taken as sufficiently 
close to normal projection. 
The details of this technique have been published (Howard and Evans, 
1963 ) . 
General ExEerimental Procedure. 
The general procedure in the experiments was to take successive pairs 
of readings, one control and one test, separated by exposure of the 
inducing stimulus. The difference between a control reading and its 
accompanying test reading constituted a single determination of the effect 
of the stimulus. 
The means of samples of between nine and twelve such determinations 
had standard errors of less than 0.1°; with samples of this size, therefore 
effects of about 0 . 125° reach the 0 . 05 (one - tailed) l evel of significance 
and t here i s a pr obability of 0 .8 7 of detecting a true difference as 
large as 0 . 2° and a near- certainty (p > 0 . 999) of detecting one as large 
as 0 . 3°. 
The visual stimulus was a 12 in . x 1/4 in . vertical line of light 
with a small fixation point at its centre. Nothing else was visible . 
The line was seen reflected in a semi- reflecting surface; the camer a 
was directly behind this surface, out of view. The line was 40 in. 
distant and appeared to the subject to be positioned with its centre 
straight ahead. 
In the first series of experiments, the variables studied were: 
binocular versus monocular viewing; direction of tilt of the line: 10° 
left tilt, upright, and 10° right tilt in the frontal plane . The centre 
of the line was inspected for 10 sec. before the photograph was taken . 
On any one trial the line was alternately exposed to the left, upright 
and to the right, keeping the other conditions constant. In the 
binocular versus monocular viewing trial, the line was kept vertical. 
A. trial usually consisted of e ither nine or eighteen determinations with 
intervals of about 30 sec . between determinations. Two male subjects 
between the ages of 25 and 35 were used in the first series of experiments. 
Both subjects had the ir tilt after- effect measured, using a constant 
stimulus method, and with conditions identical with those in which the 
photographs were taken . None of the subjects had need of any visual 
corrections. 
It may be that if eye torsion occurred there would be an apparent 
change in the angular position of a line. It is not easy to turn the 
eye in its socket from outside, but we can utilize the cyclophoria that 
most people exhibit. Cyclophoria is the torsion an eye undergoes when 
relieved from cyclofu~sional reflexes induced by binocular corresponding 
visual targets. It is measured by recording any change in the torsion of 
an eye consequent on covering or closing the other eye. This change was 
measured on one subject, and any related shift in the apparent vertical 
position of the line. 
In the second series of experiments, the same line of light was used 
but was seen rotating about its centre in the frontal plane. The 
variables studied were: amplitude of rotation at the time the photograph 
was taken, starting at the vertical position (various angles between 2° 
and 80°); starting position of the line (4°, 8° and 12° off-vertical) with 
the photograph taken when the line reached the vertical position. In all 
conditions interspersed control readings were taken with the line stationary 
at the starting position. 
RESULTS 
First Experimental Series 
Neither of two subjects showed any evidence of a significant mean 
change of the torsional position of the eye that could be related to the 
angular position of the stimulus line (Tables 2a and 2b). If any effect 
existed it must have been less than 0.2°. Both subjects revealed a tilt 
aftereffect of approximately 2°, in response to 10 sec. inspection of the 
same line tilted to 10°. It is therefore concluded that eye torsion is not 
Tilt of line 
in frontal plane 
Trials 
"' 
10° f) 00 10° (l 
1 1.1 0. 9 1.0 
2 1.4 0.8 0 . 6 
3 1.0 1.2 1.4 
4 1.2 1.7 1.5 
5 1.6 2.4 1.9 
6 1.9 1.5 2.4 
7 2.6 1.5 1.5 
8 2.0 1.9 1.7 
9 1.2 1.2 1.6 
Mean 1.55 1.45 1.5 
TABLE 2a - Torsion as a function of tilt of line to 0°, 10°/) , 
and 10°~ in frontal plane. Subject I . P.H. 
Tilt of line 
.; ' in frontal plane 
Tria ls Jon- 00 10° n 
1 0 . 58 0.36 0. 28 
2 0.52 0.4 0.33 
3 0.40 0.42 0.26 
4 o. 28 0.50 0.46 
5 0.10 0.06 0.02 
6 0.14 0.22 0.11 
7 0 . 42 0.04 0.03 
8 - 0.19 0.01 0.12 
Mean 0 . 32 0.25 0.2 
(J 0.23 0.18 0.14 
TABLE 2b - Torsion as a function of tilt of line to 0°, 10°~ 
Subject F.T. 
Degrees of 
"' Torsion 
Trial Monoc. Binoc . 
1 1.5 0 .45 
2 1. 25 0.22 
3 1.33 0.03 
4 1. 73 0 .93 
5 1.85 1.53 
6 0.98 0.62 
Mean 1.44 0.8 
a- J 0.3 0.45 
Mean diff . = 0. 6lf0 of ,{) torsion with monocular viewing 
t = 2. 78 
p < 0.02 
TABLE 2c - Alternating monocular and binocular view of vertical line. 
Subject I.P .H. 
the cause of the tilt after- effect in conditions where the inspected line 
is stationary . 
The left eye, viewing alone, was found to have a mean torsional 
position 0 . 64° anticlockwise of its mean position when both eyes were 
open (Table 2c). This difference is significant (p > 0.02). The apparent 
angular position of a vertical line, with monocular and with binocular 
viewing, showed a similar shift in the opposite direction . This last 
experiment was on only one subject, but it does suggest that, although 
a tilted line does not induce torsion, torsion does cause an apparent 
shift in the position of a line. 
Second Experimental Series 
This series of experiments was conducted with a line seen in rotation. 
A preliminary experiment on one subject revealed that of the three speeds 
of rotation, 4/5°, 3°, and 8 °/ sec, the one indue ing the most torsion was 
3°/sec. This speed was therefore used in all subsequent experiments. 
Three subjects were tested at this speed, and at various amplitudes of 
rotation. The results are set out in Tables 2d, 2e, and 2f,and in Fig. 1. 
0 
Two subjects showed si~nificant amounts of torsion for amplitudes of 6 
one subjQct fov 1 avJ tJVe'l'· 
rotation,~ The amount of torsion varied roughly with the logarithm of the 
amplitude of rotation. There can be no doubt, therefore, that eye torsion 
is induced by a rotating visual line. The maximum effect obtained was 
1.4° for one subject. The subject showing most torsion was tested with 
a line rotating to the vertical from 4°, 8°, and 12° off-vertical (see Table 
2g). The torsion was not significantl,'Y differreat from th;at induced by a 
line rotating the same amount f~om the vertical 
Final angle of tilt 
36° 60° 
Trials 
10 1.50 20 30 40 60 80 10° 12° 14° 16° 20° 24° 30° 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Mean 
($"" 
p 
0.16 - 0.22 0.48 0.48 . 99 0. 58 0. 38 2.1 0.88 0.66 - 0.1 0.84 0.12 0. 54 1. 28 2 . 56 
- 0.38 0.54 0.12 0.4 1.07 1.42 1.08 0 . 5 1.02 0. 54 1.0 0.48 0 . 66 1.86 1.38 0.96 
-O . lLf 0.34 0.34 0.2 0.06 1. 22 0.74 1.2 0.3 2 0.86 0.2 0 . 54 0.16 1.56 1.44 1. 66 
0.32 0.22 0.22 0.1 2 0 . 75 0.68 1. J4 2.5 0 .94 0.96 1.2 1.2 1. 24 1. 30 1.52 0 . 18 
- 0.88 1.40 
-0.28 0 . 0 0.3 1.3 0.81 0.84 0.88 o. 78 0. 26 0.48 1. 94 0.18 0.4 2 . 0 1.12 1. 28 
0 . 5 1.46 
0.2 0 . 56 0.2 0.14 0 .61 0.34 0 . .78 - 0.80 1.12 0.42 1. 2tl 0.5 -0.9 1. Stl -
0 . 18 0.10 
0.02 0.24 0. 22 0.44 o. 71 0.85 0 .83 1.4 0.70 0. 78 0.6 0.76 0.51 0.96 1.26 1.32 
0.4 0 . 24 0.22 0.2 2 0.34 0.36 0. 28 TJ.T7 -o-.-4 -o-.-zs 0. btl 0.34 0.44 0. 72 0.44 0.79 
NS 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01 0.01 . 0.001 0.01 0.02 0.001 0.1 0.01 0 . 05 0.01 0.001 0.02 
TABLE 2d - Torsion induced by line rotating~ at 3°/sec from the vertical. (Each entry is the difference between 
torsional position of eye at 0° and at the final angle of tilt). 
Subject: I.P.H. 
! 
: 
' 
Fina l angl e of til t 
Tr i a l s 10 30 40 60 12° 20° 30° 80° 
1 0 . 18 0 . 64 0 . 34 0 . 08 - 0 . 10 0 . 28 0 .8 2 0 . 1 
2 - 0 . 22 - 0 . 08 0 . 78 - 0 . 32 0 . 40 0.8 0 . 32 0 . 48 
3 - 0 . 18 - 0.08 0 . 16 0 . 48 - 0 . 08 0.18 1.22 0 . 4 
4 0 . 9 0.2 o. 08 0 . 42 0 . 40 0.82 - 1 . 24 0 . 92 
5 - 0 . 6 - 0 . 28 - 0 . 01 0 . 26 0.74 0.2 - 0. 2 0. 56 
6 0 . 38 - 0.22 0 . 28 1.12 0. 08 0.44 0.08 0.4 
. 
7 0.78 - 0.1 0.12 0.34 o. 08 0.08 0. 52 - 0.16 
8 0.22 
-
1.22 0 . 58 0.62 0. 68 0. 92 0.6 
9 - 0.01 
-
- 0.42 0.42 o. 68 0.40 0.64 0.66 
- 0.32 
1•1ean U. lL u 0.26 0.42 O.J2 0.44 U.J4 0.44 
U.b U,j 0.45 U.Jb O.JJ U.2b U.bJ U.4 
cr 
1' NS NS l'lS· u. uz u.os 0.01 NS o .. ~,_ 
.... '. 
, . 
TABLE 2e- Torsion induced by line rotating f! at 3°/sec . from the vertical . 
(Each entry is the difference between torsiona l position of eye 
at 0° and at the final angle of tilt). 
Subject : W.B.T 
Final angle of tilt 
Trials 30 60 12° 20° 30° 60° 
1 0 . 56 0 . 4 0 .48 0 . 18 - 0.1 - 0 . 16 
2 0 . 0 - 0 . 14 0 . 48 1.22 0.84 - 0 . 14 
3 - 0 . 02 - 0 . 14 0 . 04 0 . 68 0 . 02 - 0.16 
4 0 .52 - 0 .8 6 0 . 42 o. 38 0 . 38 1. 02 
5 - 0 . 12 0.2 0.26 0.92 0.22 0.18 
6 - 0.06 0.16 0 .36 - 0.04 0.22 0.42 
7 -0.44 0 .12 • 0 .12 1.0 0.62 0 .50 
8 0.06 0 .16 0.14 0.32 0.26 0.76 
9 0.66 0.12 • 0 . 06 0.60 0.6 0 .36 
Mean 0 - 0.06 0.22 0.58 0.34 0.3 
a- 0.32 0 .33 0.33 0.36 0.26 0.38 
p NS NS 0.1 0.0\1 0.01 O. l .:. 
TABLE 2f - Torsion induced by line rotating~ at 3°/sec from the vertical . 
(Each entry is the difference between torsional position of eye 
at 0° and at the final angle of tilt ) . 
Subject : B. C. 
Initial angle of tilt 
Trial 40 80 12° 
1 o. 76 0 . 66 1.12 
2 0 . 58 0 . 64 1.04 
3 o. 72 0.42 1.02 
4 1.12 1.46 o. 50 
5 o. 68 0.54 0.40 
6 0. 38 0.54 1.22 
Mean 0.71 0. 71 0.88 
cr 0.3 0.5 0.34 
p 0.01 0.05 0.01 
TABLE 2g - Torsion induced by line rotating .(\ at 3°/sec . to the vertical 
from a tilt of 4°, 8°, and 12°. 
Subject: I.P.H. The mean values are not significantly different 
from the corresponding values in Table 2d. 
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position. Optically induced torsion is therefore related to the rotation 
of visual objects rather than to the direction of rotation relative to 
t he vertical. 
DISCUSSION 
In answer to Ogle's suggestion, it can now be stated that optically 
driven eye torsion cannot explain the after-effect of inspecting a 
stationary tilted line • This conclusion conflicts with that of Greenberg 
(1960), who concluded that eye torsion is induced by observation of a 
tilted figure. His figure was a frame tilted 28°, and he measured torsion 
by aligning a rod with an after~age. He recorded torsion of several 
degrees, i.e. of roughly the same angle as the extent of the apparent 
displacement of the vertical position of the test rod. This was a 
different inducing stimulus from the one I used, and the after-image 
method of measuring eye torsion has not been validated. He used a moving 
line of light in his procedure and this would, to some extent, contaminate 
his results, although he claimed that the moving line alone did not have 
the same effect as when the stationary tilted frame was added. More 
measurements using an objective technique on a variety of inducing stimuli 
need to be done before these apparently conflicting results can be resolved, 
However , it may be concluded from my study that the tilt after-effect can 
arise in a situation where there has been no shift of the mean torsional 
position of the eyes. 
The results of the second experiment confirm the results of Brecher and 
Noji. A rotating visual display induces eye torsion in the same direction 
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The maximum effect of 1.~ 0 is much less than the effects reported by 
the other workers. My records show that the eye undergoes spontaneous 
torsional movements of over one degree. Furthermore, it is likely that 
optical induced torsional movements are nystagmic, as are the analogous 
optogyral lateral eye movements. The variability of control and test 
readings was compared, using pooled estimates from a sample of sets of 
0 0 determinations in which the inducing stimulus rotated 60 or 80 • The 
readings taken before rotation of the stimulus had a standard deviation 
0 0 
of about 6 ; those taken after, a standard deviation of about 10.5 • 
The difference between these measures is significant at the 1% level, 
and represents, I suspect, an increased amplitude of torsional nystagmus 
due to the rotating target. My results represent the mean amplitude of 
the torsional movements, those of Brecher and Noji probably represent 
the maximum amplitude of the movements. In any case their rotating 
visual target was more complex than mine. 
The results show that movement towards and movements away from the 
vertical have the same effect, and this result strengthens the conclusion 
that torsional eye movements do not represent an attempt by the eye to 
keep the main lines of the~sual field on the normally vertical retinal 
meridian. 
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CHAPTER 3 
AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF A NORMALIZATION PROCESS IN THE JUDGMENT OF 
RELATIVE DEPTH 
In a study of reversible perspective in three-dimensional objects 
(Howard, 1961), it was hypothesized that steady fixation of objects at 
different relative depths would lead to a disruption of relative depth 
perception. A search of the literature revealed very few papers on the 
effect of long fixation on relative depth perception. 
K8hler and Emery (1947) ,in their work on figural after-effects in 
the third dimension of visual space,were the first to mention the 
possible effects of steady fixation on relative depth perception. In 
their first experiment they presented an inspection ( I) object in the 
frontal plane. A test object was subsequently shown in the same location 
turned through 25° or 45° backwards or 25° or 45° forwards. Each time, 
the T or test obj ect appeared as if displaced from the frontal position 
of the I-object. In a second experiment they showed that after fixation 
of a concave I-figure, a flat T-figure appeared convex. Monocular viewing 
was said to reduce these after-effects substantially. In a third experiment 
they showed that T- objects always recede from I-objects. Thus T-objects behind 
the position of a preceding I-object were pushed backwards and T- objects in 
front were pushed forward. These opposed effects on the T-object, it was 
I 
argued, exclude the possibility that after-imag~cause the T-objects to 
appear dimmer, and to recede because of this. Up to a point, the extent 
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of the effect of the I - fi gure was found to incre ase as its distance 
from the T- figure increased. This distance paradox was said to be 
analogous to the one found for two- dimensional fi gural after- effects. 
Ktlhler and Emery (1947) discussed the possibility that the three-
dimensional after- effects may be reduceable to after- eff ects in two 
dimensions. They pointed out that a test figure, having a different 
position in depth to an I-figure, will project images to each eye at 
least one of which must have a slightly different retinal position to 
the corresponding I-figure. This should cause the T-image or images 
to retreat from the positions occupied by the I-figures and these shifts could 
be interpreted by the subject as a change in the binocular disparity
1
and 
hence the three-dimensional position,of the T-object. In outlining this 
argument K8hler and Emery admitted its logical validity but claimed to 
have refuted it by an experiment. In this they presented, by means of 
a stereoscope, the left- and right-eye views of the I-figure alternately. 
This was said to destroy the three-dimensional appearance of the I-figure; 
but to leave a two-dimensional pattern which would reveal any purely two-
dimensional, ordinary figural after-effect which this pattern of 
stimulation may have been producing . K8hler and Emery did not find any 
after-effect after this procedure and concluded that the occurrence of 
three-dimensional after-effects depends on the three-dimensional appearance 
of the pattern. 
K8hler and Emery did not report their procedure in sufficient detail 
to show whether they were successful in eliminating the three-dimensional 
appearance of the I - fi gure; it is my experience that stereoscopic vision 
may persist down to four alternations a second. Even if they did 
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eliminate it, they should still have got a two-dimensional after-
effect on the basis of t heir o-vm argument. Three subjects only were 
used in t heir experiment s, and there has been no independent confirmation 
of their results. 
Bergman and Gibson (1959) claimed to have demonstrated an after-
effect of fixating a surface slanted in the third-dimension, which was 
not a figural after-effect. The stimulus was a textured surface, slanting 
at various angles either backwards or forwards. This was viewed throueh 
a tube so that no contours -vrere visible. After Ll min. inspection, t he 
subject was asked to set a similar textured surface to the subjective 
vertical. They found that the subj ective vertical was displaced tmrards 
the I-figure. They suggested that this effect could not be due to 
figural after-effects because there were no contours in the I -fi gure. 
This is not a convincing argument, for the textured surface must have 
involved a density gradient in a fine pattern and there is no reason why 
a K8hler t ype satiation process should not occur differentially over such 
a s urface. 
Bergman and Gibson found that the effect was nearly as strong when 
t he I -fi gure was not steadily fixated. They used this result to support 
the theory that the adaptation effect is not specific to the locality of 
the retina stimulated. This conclusion seems ill-founded; the extent of 
eye movements was not stated. A better test of whether the effect is 
locus specific would have been to expose the I-figure in one retinal 
locality and the T-figure in another. 
Ogle a~d Weil (1958) studied the effect of duration of the stimulus 
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on stereoscopic acuity. They found a four-fold decrease in stereo-
scopic acuity associated with a decrease in duration of exposure from 
1 sec. to l/124th sec. They explained their results interms of the 
number of extent of the eye movements during exposure. 
Lit (1959) studied the effect of fixation conditions of stereo-
scopic acuity using the Howard-Dolman apparatus. He had three conditions 
of fixation. Condition 1 involved steady fixation of the movable 
comparison rod, condition 2 involved steady fixation of the immovable 
standard rod, and in condition 3 the subjects vtere allowed to fixate 
either at will. Condition 2 produced the lowest precision and condition 
1 the best. In all conditions there v1as a movable comparison rod; the 
subjects never fixated a constant arrangement of rods. The results of 
Lit's experiment are therefore not directly related to the present 
investigation, but it is of interest to note that in his condition 2 
where the subjects most nearly approximated to constant fixation of a 
fixed pat·tern, the stereoscopic acuity was worst. 
Ditchburn and Pritchard (1960) studied binocular rivalry with two 
stabilized retinal images. Their findings do not relate to the problem 
of stereoscopic acuity and are of no concern here, but the technique is 
potentially useful for investigating the effects of constant fixation on 
depth discrimination. 
KUnnapas (1960) investigated the psychophysical functions relating 
objective to subjective distance. He concluded his paper with the 
statement, "It is conceivable that, in analogy to adaptation to light 
intensity, temperature, etc., and adaptation of the subjective range to 
the stimulus range may change the exponent" (i.e. the exponent of the 
psychophysical function). KUnnapas gave no experimental evidence for 
this statement, but it does foreshadow our ovm results. 
Experiment I 
Constant fixation of a three-dimensional pattern may have several 
effects on stereoscopic vision. Four possibilities are listed below. 
HyEothesis A: StereoscoEic fatig~e. The continued fixation of 
a pattern having depth leads to a deterioration of stereoscopic vision 
for that particul ar pattern in that particular locality , or a general 
stereoscopic fatigue of the whole field. In a task demanding an equality 
setting of distant rods, stereoscopic fatigue would cause an increase in 
t he variance of the settings but no shift of the P.S.E. 
Hyrothesis B: Stereoscopicinversion. After long fixation of a 
three-dimensional pattern, the central mechanism of vision confuses the 
inputs from the two eyes. This confusion of the inputs leads to an 
inversion of the binocular disparities, s uch as occurs in a pseudoscope. 
In the absence of strong cues to the contrary, things would appear to be 
inside-out. 
Asher (private commu~ication) has claimed that normal stereopsis may 
be produced by alternating the tHo stereoscopically disparate vieHs of a 
scene to the same eye in rapid succession. This finding suggests that 
the C.N.S. is indifferent to the ocular origin of disparity information, 
and if true Hould make our hypothesis more plausible. 
Hypothesis B, if true, Hould lead to the same results as stereoscopic 
fati gue. Both mechanisms could be localized or general in their effects on 
the test stimulus, and in either case Hould lead to an increase in the 
region of uncertainty, that is, a decrease in the slope of the psychometric 
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function. 
H1 pothesis C: Normalization to e guidistance. After fixating a 
three-dimensional pattern there i s a shift of the norm of equidistance 
in depth such that the pattern comes to look flat. A corrollary is 
that the relative distance of other three- dimensional patterns, occupying 
a similar retinal locality, will be judged in terms of the shifted norm 
of equidistance. There will be a generaldisplacement of all relative 
distances in a direction opposite to the depth difference in the pattern 
originally inspected. This would be an adaptation or normalization effect, 
analogous to Gibson's normalization to the vertical (Gibson and Radner, 
1937). 
Hypothesis D: Three dimensional figura l after-effect. This is 
based on K8hler 1s theory and states that test objects behind the position 
of a previously inspected object are apparently displaced backwards, and 
test objects in front are displaced forwards. 
The following experiment goes some way towards testing these hypotheses. 
There were two target patterns, an inspection pattern ( I ) 
and a test pattern (T). Each consisted of black cards arranged as in 
Figure 11. In each pair, the standard card remained stationary while the 
variable could be moved so as to be in front of, or behind the standard 
card. The lateral distance between the cards was constant; the cards were 
rigid, vertical and parallel to each other ( figure 11). 
The I and T cards were positioned in planes at right angles to each 
0 
other and at 45 to a semi-reflecting mirror placed between them. The I 
and T cards were thus exactly superimposed when viewed from the subject's 
position, 9 ft. in front of the cards. Each standard card had a small hole 
Variable 
T edge 
FJ<;nmu 
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Apparatus used tq demonstrate an adaptation effect in the judgement of rl'I.Jt l\ e depth. 
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near to its edge and t hese holes, which were also superimposed , served 
as fixation points. 
An opal gl ass screen illuminated from the back Has placed behind 
each pair of stimulus cards, Hhich thus formed black-vlhi te vertical 
contours. The total appearance was that of a white rectangle, the left 
edge of vlhich was the standard and the right edge the variable. 
Each opal screen formed the front side of a 15 in. cubical box, 
on the back inner surface of which were mounted six, 60 watt, filament 
striplights. The surface illumination of the screen was 40 foot-candles. 
The two screens were matched for brightness in the following way; half 
of each was covered vli th black card so that the experimenter, sitting 
in the position of the subject, saw the two remaining halves side by 
side. Bulbs were removed from one of the light boxes until a match 
was obtained. A black screen was matched to the shade of black of the 
stimulus cards so that no contours were visible to the subject except 
the u~o inside edges of the stimulus cards. 
Each variable card had a pointer attached to it, Hhich showed the 
position of the variable on a scale marked off into five positions1 each 
2 in. apart. Figure 11 shows the arrangement of the five positions. A 
memory- drum exposure device presented to the experimenter a . random ~' se'l?:i:es 
of the f ive position numbers, one at a time. The experimenter set the T 
card according to the number while the subject was viewing the I pattern. 
Electronic timers controlled the duration of exposure of the I and T 
patterns and the movement of the memory- drum device. The subject 
s i gnalled his re~ponse to the experimenter by pressing a key backHards 
or f orwards after each exposure of the T pattern. 
Procedure. The subject was seated 9 ft. away from the target cards, with 
his head firmly clamped. Artificial pupils were used, the right - hand one being 
fixed so that the right eye of the subject was in line with the variable edges. 
The instructions to the subject were as follows . "You will see a white rectangle; 
keep your, ..  gaze centered on the small white spot on the left of the rectangle. 
The left-hand edge of the rectangle will be stationary; the right-hand edge will 
be moved so as to be in front of or behind the left edge. Indicate whether you 
think it is in front or behind by pushing this switch in the same direction. 
You will begiven only 1 sec. to make this judgement, there will then be a period 
of 10 sec. in which you will see the rectangle or just a spot of light. Do 
nothing except fixate during this period. A warning click will be given just 
before each 1-sec. test period, there will be 50 tests alternating with 10-sec. 
intervals. The initial inspection period will be 2 min. Always respond .1 in 
front' or 1behind'." 
Each subject was given a practice session and then a session for each of 
four experimental conditions. The sessions were well spaced, and their order 
varied for the different subjects. The experimental sonditions were as follows. 
The equals condition. Here the !-pattern was the white rectangle with 
equidistant vertical edges. A 2-min. inspection period preceded the 50, 1-sec. 
test exposures interspersed with inspection perio~each lasting 10 sec. 
The disparity conditions. These were siiilar to the "equals" condition, 
except that the right-hand edge of the white rectangle was 2 in. in front of 
the left -h~nd edge in one condition and ~ in. in front in the other, during 
the inspection period. 
The control condition. Here the !-pattern was a small fixation light only. 
The test periods were brief so as not to disrupt the state induced 
..:. \...__ 
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by the I -pattern . The 10 sec. reinf orcements of the I-pattern were 
given t o keep t he e ffect "topped up". Each of the five positions 
of the variable edge of the test rectangle occurred 10 times in random 
order, making 50 r eadings in all. Each session occupied about 12 min. 
Results. The raw data consisted of the number of respons€s in 
which the variable edge was judged "forward" of the standard edge. The 
total number of "forvrard" responses made by each subject in each condition 
was calculated, and the means of the five totals are shown in Table 4 
for each condition. 
An inspection of Table 4 suggests that fixation of a particular 
pattern with the variable edge in a forward position leads to a reduction 
in the number of forward responses, that is, to an apparent backward 
displacement of the variable stimulus in the test pattern The estimated 
P.S.E. 's for each condition are also set out in Table 4 together with 
their standard errors. The results are in inches; positive quantities 
represent "forward " positions, that is, the variable edge appearing 
closer than the standard edge. The P.S.E.'s were obtained by averaging 
the 50 per cent. points (weighted two), the 75 per cent. points and the 
25 per cent. points of the psychometric functions shown in Figure 12. 
An <analysis of variance was done on the totals of "forward" responses 
and the results are set out in Table 5. 
Tested against a standard error based on the residual variance from 
the analysis, the mean difference between the "equals " and 4 in. conditions 
yields t = 4.16, Hhich for 48 de grees of freedom has p 0.001. The mean 
difference between the 2 in.and 4 in. conditions gives t = 1.42, Hhich is 
not significant. Hence the significant main effect of conditions is due 
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to a real difference between two groups of conditions, equals and 
control on the one hand and 2 in. and 4 in. on the other. 
Experiment II 
The second experiment was designed to check that the shift in 
P.S.E. was dependent on the inspection periods and not merely an effect 
of successive contrast. 
Procedure. There vras no initial inspection period and the periods 
between judgments were shortened from 10 to 5 sec. A second group of 
five subjects was used. In view of the level of dis crimination of the 
subjects in Experiment I, it was decided to shorten the stimulus category 
intervals to 1 1/ 2 in. In view of the results of Experiment I, the control 
condition was omitted and the 4 in. inspection pattern was replaced by a 
1 in. condition. Otherwise the design was identical with that of Experi-
ment I. The analysis shown in Table 6 is again of totals of forward 
responses. 
Results. The results of Experiment II are set out in Table 6. The 
mean difference between the equals and 2 in. condition yields t = 3.7, 
which for 32 degrees of freedom has p> 0.0001. Hence the significant main 
effect of conditions is due to a real difference between the equals 
condition on the one hand and the 1 in. and 2 in. conditions on the other. 
The shift of P.S.E. between the equals condition and the disparity 
conditions is considerably smaller than in Experiment I (see Fig . 13). 
Subtracting the mean P.S.E. in the equals condition from that in the 2 in. 
condition gives an effect of 3.13 in. in Experiment I, and 1.04 in. in 
Experiment II. In terms of frequencies of forward responses the difference 
between the equals condition means in the t-vm experiments is not significant 
~~--r~-
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whereas the difference between the 2 in. means gives t = 4.09, which 
for 80 degrees of freedom has p < 0.0001. 
Discussion 
Thus I conclude that ,.,hen the variable edge of the inspection 
pattern is closer to the subject than the standard edge, there occurs 
a shift in the P.S.E. towards t he subject, i.e. variable edges of test 
figures appear farther away. There is no evidence that the size ·of 
this effect depends on the degree of separation of the inspected edges, 
1, 2 and 4 in. being equally effective. But the process has been shown 
to be time dependent, since the addition of an initial 2 min. inspection 
period together with a doubling of the inter-judgment inspection period 
produced a significant increase in the size of the effect. 
I 
The results will now be considered in relation to the four hypotheses 
which the experiment was designed to test. 
~otheses A and B: Stereoscopic fatigue and inver~. According 
to these hypotheses, the variance in the control condition, when the 
stimulus edges vrere not present in the inspection period , should be lower 
than the variance in the other conditions. The standard errors of the 
means in Table 4 reveal that the opposite of this prediction is true. 
The hypotheses are therefore contraindicated. These hypotheses could not 
account for the shift in the P.S.E. which occurred in the disparity 
conditions. 
It may therefore be concluded that no pronounced stereoscopic fatigue 
or inversion vtas present in the experiments. 
There is a possibility that fatigue, or the tendency to inversion, 
affects only the test stimulus which corresponds to the inspection stimulus . 
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I f this were true, the response variability for those test stimuli 
would be greater than in the control condition. The results reveal no 
such tendency and therefore the presence of localized fati gue i s not 
indicated. 
HZEothesis C: Normalization to eguidistance. From the analysis, 
the mean difference of forward responses between the control and both 
the 2 in. and the 4 in. conditions was significant, that is, there 
occurred a significant shift of the P.S.E. in a direction towards the 
inspection figure. Figures 12 and 13 show the psychometric functions 
from which it can be seen that the change in the number of forward 
responses was in the same direction for each of the stimulus categories. 
This implies a shift of the whole subjective scale of relative distance 
in the same direction. 
These results strongly support the hypothesis that there is an 
adaptation to the "norm" of equidistance, and that this process is 
formally analogous to those normalization processes described by Gibson 
and Radner. 
Hypothesis D: Three-dimensional figural after- effect. There is 
no strong evidence that variable edges suffer an apparent displacement 
away from the position of inspected edges as would be predicted from 
K~hler and Emery's satiation theory. But such effects may be masked by 
the tendency of scales to remain all of a piece with reference to the 
P.S.E., even when the latter undergoes a shift. There is, however, an 
indication of such a fi gural after-effect in data from Experiment I, 
shown in Figure 12. The equals conditions produced disproportionately 
large and small numbers of "forward" responses to the +2 in. and - 2 in. 
.4 inch 
2 in ch 
+ 4 +2 -2 -~ 
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test stimuli respectively. These are the test stimuli adjacent to the 
position of the inspection figure. However, this discrepancy was not 
sufficiently l arge to give a significant interaction between conditions 
and categories. 
Similarly, the variations in the slope of the curves for Experiment 
II (Fig. 13) though not significant, are in the expected direction. The 
category interval 3 in. to 1.5 in. includes the position of the 2 in. 
inspection fi gure and the 2 in. curve is the steepest of the three. The 
inerval 1.5 in. to zero includes the position of the 1 in. inspection 
figure, and here the 1 in. curve is the steepest. There is no inspection 
figure contained in the interval zero to -1. 5 in. but the equals curve. 
with inspection figure at zero, is the steepest. 
The main result of the present experiments may thus be summarized 
in two statements: (1) there is a tendency for non-equidistant objects 
to appear equidistant; (2) this tendency outlives the presence of the 
inspection~imulus and reveals itself as a shift in the whole scale of 
relative distance, in s ubsequently exposed test stimuli. 
Statement 1 is confirmed in the work ofdhers. 
Werner (1938) exposed the two patterns of Figure 14a in a stereoscope. 
The frame did not appear to slant much i~~epth despite the considerable 
disparity of the half- images. He assumed that the primary correspondence 
was altered. As a consequence, the two equal length lines c1 - dl and 
c2 - d2 were judged according to the new correspondence, and appeared to 
slant in the opposite direction to the frame. This so-called binocular 
depth contrast could be thought of as the simultaneous counterpart of the 
successive adaptation effect reported here. 
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i-ler>ner reported a similar effect with the stereograms shovm in 
Figure l4b; there, tvlO sets of lines were fused and the dis pari ties in 
the lines al, bl and a2, b2 were said to induce a contrast tilting of 
the lines c1 and c2 • 
Ogle ( 1946) attempted to explain this last effect in terms of 
cylofusional eye movements which he said would be induced by the disparity 
of the outer lines. These cyclofusional movements would, he ¢laimed, 
restore the correspondence between the outer lines and consequently 
introduce a disparity between the inner ones. This type of explanation 
is only possible for contrast effects produced by slant about a horizontal 
axis. In our expe~iments the relative depth changes are equivalent to 
a slant about a vertical axis and neither eye torsion nor other types of 
eye movement could "cancel" the retinal disparity. 
Gogel (1956) demonstrated an "equidistance tendency." This is a 
tendency for all parts of an object and for different objects to be seen 
in the same frontal-parallel plane when depth cues are weak. 
Harker (1962), in a study of the role of cyclotorsion in binocular 
contrast, concluded that there are, as well as cyclofusion, "perceptual 
factors" which determine the apparent displacement of objects to the frontal-
parallel position. One of the perceptual factors he suggested is the 
equidistance tendency. 
Hhile all this evidence supporiS an interpretation of my results in 
terms of a central shift in the scale of binocular disparity, or in 
Werner's terms, a shift in stereoscopic correspondence, an explanation in 
terms of monocular factors cannot be r uled out. 
In my experiment, the separation between the images of the standard 
a, c, b, 
(a) (b) 
FI GC i< 1 ·:~ 140. A:-IUJ4b 
Pa tterns used by \\'enwr t·o dcmonstra.le binocu lar depth contras t . 
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and variable stimulus edges was constant in the right eye. We need only 
consider, therefore, the changes in the left eye. In the experiment the 
subject is shown a series of 50 random settings of the edges. The possibility 
exists that during this test series he builds up a subjective scale of 
monocular image separation of the edges. He could use such a scale as an 
indication of relative depth. In terms of adaptation theory, his neutral 
or equidistance point in this subjective scale would tend to centre about the 
mean of the stimulus series. In the control and equals condition this would 
correspond to objective equidistance, but in the 2 in. and 4 in. inspection 
conditions the inspection pattern would produce a retinal separation of the 
images of the edges in the right eye which would be to one side of the mean 
of the separations of the test series. A typical "anchor" situation would 
tterefore result, and the shift in the subjective mean or equidistance point 
which would be expected could explain our results. 
Uonocular factors may also be invoked to explain Herner's depth contrast. 
The fact that the frame appeared to be more frontal-parallel than it should,· 
may have been due to the suppression of one frame by binocular rivalry. Even 
if this were not the case, the narrower frame in Figure l4a may have caused 
the enclosed line c1 - d1 to appear longer than the line c2 - d2 in the 
broader frame. This length contrast would be induced prior to binocular 
fusion and would give rise to an apparent binocular disparity. The effect 
would not depend on the frame being seen in depth and would not therefore be 
a depth contrast effect. 
In Figure 14b, the tendency to see as vertical, lines \-Thich are tilted 
a-vray about a horizontal axis, which Ogle explained in terms of cyclofusion, 
could be due to a tendency for each tilted monocular image to normalize to 
the vertical. 
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Thus, although the tendency to see non-equidistant objects as equidistant 
seems to be well established as a phenomenon, it is by no means certain that 
a shift in the central stereoscopic disparity mechanism is involved. 
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SECTION 2 
ADAPTATION TO PRISMATIC DISTORTIONS 
If the proximal optical array arising from an object is optically 
displaced or rotated the behaviour associated with it is approptiate to 
that same object in a position or orientation where it would normally 
produce that proximal optical array. 
Many aspects of behaviour related to a visible object are affected 
by a disturbance of the normal position and orientation of the proximal 
stimulus with respect to the distal stimulus. 
These behavioural disturbances may be classified into four main 
categories: (1) visual-motor co-ordination of movements other than eye 
and he ad movements; (2) the co-ordination of visuo-spatial judgments 
with eye and head movements; (3) behaviour related to mono-oriented 
objects; and (4) intersensory localizations. The first three of these 
disturbances will be discussed in the next three chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 
VISUAL- MOTOR ADAPTATION 
Introduction. The most obvious consequence of wearing displacing 
spectacles is the disturbance of visually guided behaviour, such as 
pointing . Movements towards objects will be directed tot1ards that 
position in space whence the displaced optical array would normally 
emanate. If the pointing limb is in view, the person vlill correct 
his init~ mistake and be able to guide it visually to the target. 
Therefore, in any experiment in vthich the effects of distorting 
spectacles are being studied, the subject must not be allowed to see 
the moving part of his own body, at least until he has completed the 
movement. 
Human subjects, given time and knowledge of results are able to 
adapt their movements to simple visual displacements or rotations. 
There has apparently never been any disagreement about this fact since 
the experiments by Stratton in 1896. 
Other mammals can apparently adapt their movements to some extent 
also. Foley (1940) found that monkeys adjust some of their movements 
• 
after wearing an inverting lens for eight days and Bossom and Hamilton 
(1963) found that they could adapt to a 13° lateral visual displacement 
after two days. Cats have been shown to adapt to displaced vision 
(Bishop 1959). \tle shall discuss the case of sub-mammalian species later. 
The effects of rotary distortions of vision will be considered first. 
Inversion an~ Rev~rsal of the 0)2tical Array and _Yisual-~1otor Co-ordination. 
Stratton (1897) wore a lens system in front of one eye t-~hich inverted 
and reversed the optical array. He wore this device continuously for seven 
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days and gave a full account of his visual motor disturbance during 
that time. On the f irst day he reported that, "Almost all movements 
performed under the direct guidance of sight ~tere laborious and 
embarrassed.•••••••• The wrong hand was constantly used to seize anything 
that lay to one side.•••••••• Relief was sometimes sought by shutting 
out of consideration the actual visual data, and by depending solely 
on tactual or motor perception.•••••••• In order to write my notes, the 
formation of the letter and words had to be left to automatic muscular 
sequence, using sight only as a guide to the general position and 
direction on my paper." (p. 344). By the third day he reported that, "I 
could watch my hands as I wrote, without hesitating or becoming embarrassed 
thereby.••••••• Yet I often stretched out the wrong hand to grasp a visible 
object lying to one side; right and left were felt to be by far the most 
persistently troublesome relations when it came to translating .. visual into 
tactual or motor localizations" ( p. 349 ) . On the fourth day he reported, 
"Hy hands, in washing, often moved to the soap or to the proper position 
in the basin, without premonition or any need of correcting the movement. 
At one time in the morning, I pictured the basin and its appurtenances 
before me in pre-experimental terms. But my actions were the opposite to 
those which would have been appropriate to this image." ( p. 352). He was 
still having difficulty \vi th left-right visual-motor co-ordination. On 
the fifth day, hm-rever, he reported, "But I found that the appropriate 
hand often came to the appropriate side of the visua field directly and 
without the thought ( frequently necessary before) that~ visual side 
meant the ~ side in motor or older visual terms" ( p. 355). On that day 
also he reported, "the most harmonious experiences were obtained during 
active operations on the scene before me. In rapid, complicated, yet 
practised movements, the harmony of the localization by sight and that 
by touch or motor perception - the actual identity of the positions 
reported in these various ways - came out with much greater force than 
when I sat down and passively observed the scene." (p.356). 
Stratton gave himself no systematic tests of visual-motor 
co- ordination, he merely reported on those common actions which occurred 
in his normal routine of life. American investigators since Stratton 
have used experimentally controlled visual-motor tasks. 
Ewart (1930) asked his three subjects to sort cards and to point to 
visual targets, before, during and after 3 one hour periods of inverted 
and reversed vision on 14 consecutive days. Snyder and Pronko (195 2) 
timed the performance of a single subject at a card sorting task, the 
Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test, the Purdue Pegboard, and a mirror-
tracing task before during , and after the 30-day period during which 
inverting-reversing spectacles were continually worn. Both experimenters 
found that performance in the motor tasks steadily improved, provided there 
was knowledge of results. Performance was found to be disturbed for a 
while v1hen the spectacles were removed. Snyder and Pronko used a control 
condition to investigate the effect of the constriction of the visual 
field which inverting spectacles necessarily impose. They found that 
this constriction of the field to 20° did not appreciably influence the 
quantative or qualitative results. 
Peterson and Peterson (1938) and Snyder and Pronko (1952) found 
that the visual-motor habits learned whilst wearing distorting spectacles 
were retained when the subjects were again tested with the s pectacles 
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after a period of several months of normal vievling . 
Erisman began working on the problem of displaced vision i n 1928 
at t he University of Innsbruck. His assistant K~hler published a 
series of papers (1951 , 1953, 1955, 1956a, 1956b, 1962) and has, since 
Erisman's death, been the director of the l aboratory (see Kottenhoff , 1957a, 
1957b f or an English s urrmary of this t-rork). K~hler's approach is 
phenomenological relying on the introspective reports of his subjects, 
rather than on the application of controlled experimental tests. He used 
a variety of optical devices, inverting-reversing lenses, a mirror which 
inverted only, prisms which reversed left and right only, and displacing 
prisms. 
He described various strategies which a subject may adopt in order 
to make movements to conform with inverted and reversed vision. Certain 
movements are not disturbed. A hand movin g quickly to a particular unseen 
part of the body successfully reaches the target, even v1hen the hand crosses 
the field of view, and thus appears to run in reversed fashion. The 
displaced vision is not impelling enough to disturb the automatic character 
of such movements. Writing may be done correctly and vri thout difficulty 
if done as a set of learned, automatic, kinaesthetic-motor movements, 
with vision as only a guide to the general position of the paper. A 
subject writing in this fashion, t-ri th left-right visual dis tortion, 
reported trat the movements of his fingers ran off automatically, as if 
controlled by some external agent. Every attempt to affect them 
intentionally led to complete blockage. 
This procedure of kinaesthetic- motor guidance does not succeed when 
the task is to reach to, or f ollow, a visual target, for the vis ual 
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information is essential for the success of such tasks. K8hler 
distinguished between two types of task. The first is where the 
subject is required to initiate a rapidly executed reachin g or aiming 
movement, such as kicking a ball, throwing a dart, or ordinary walking 
over rough ground. The second type of task is vthere the moving limb 
is in the field of view and may be guided continuously in relation to 
the visual target. The second type is not much disturbed by visual 
distortion. 
For the difficult impulsive movements K8hler described various 
strategies. The first strategy which subjects adopt is to deliberately 
take the glasses into account and delay the motor response until the 
habitual movement may be inhibited and replaced by onewhich the subject 
predicts will hit the target. The method demands a fatiguing degree 
of concentration, and the reasoning is likely to fail when some unforeseen 
factor occurs which has been omitted from the calculation. Hhen the 
situation is a potentially dangerous one, the subject becomes alarmed 
and all attempts to move in the direction vthich reasoning has decided are 
blocked. 
The next strategy is the command to do the opposite of the habitual 
movement- to move the opposite ('wrong') foot or hand in the opposite 
'wrong ' direction. Here the point is not to decide first where objects 
really are and act accordingly, but to merely do the opposite of the 
first impulse. His takes are common with this method and movemenis are 
slm-<. 
As time goes on, inappropriate movements become negatively reinforced 
by undesired outcomes, such as unintended impacts with objects or failure 
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to hit targets . Gradually it becomes sufficient for such false hopes 
to be only partially carried out for a 'warning ' to result and the 
movement to be inhibited. At this stage the need for deliberate 
thinking diminishes, and correct movements begin to be carried out 
automatically. K~hler reported that for him the apparently inverted 
field of vievT passed in front of him, like the pictures on a cinema 
screen. He did not take them seriously, he achieved a "liberation from 
the visual picture". Eventually complex movements, such as ski-ing, 
climbing, cycling, and driving were correctly and smoothly executed. 
However, each new task had to be learned piecemeal; success at one 
skill did not transfer to other skills. 
K~hler insisted that his introspective method revealed the 
essential "inner experience " involved in what he called rehabilitation 
to visual distortion. He was critical of Ewart, Snyder and Pronko, and 
other American workers after Stratton for their 'one-sided behaviourism'. 
The Americans may have elicited a narrow range of responses from 
their subjects, but this narrowness need not have stemmed from their 
behaviourism. \tle claim that all that is capable of becoming communal 
knowledge (scientific knowledge) may be derived from observing the 
behaviour of others. K~hler need not himself have been a subject to have 
gained the knovtledge he has . Having been a subject probably helped him 
to formulate ideas, but the experience Has in theory not essential. The 
facts or ideas which K~hler reported are only more 'inner' than any other 
facts of science in that they were derived from the verbal reports of 
his su.b¥cts. They are now "outer" because they have become communicated, 
and therefore communal, facts and ideas. 
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K~hler Has pe rhaps only attacking that form of behaviourism in 
Hhich verbal reports are not allowed as evidence. K~hler' s whole 
approach is otherwise a brave attempt to analyse the changes underlying 
rehabilitation in terms of visual-motor habits (see in particular 
K5hler, 1956b). He wrote" •••••• the path to correct seeing ••••••• can 
only be understood against the back ground of a theory of habits and 
their interweaving". Again, "It's clear that the goal of the subj ects 
is to learn in some manner how to make correct movements. It is rather 
interesting to see how this happens, and how, gradually and unnoticed, 
behaviour transforms itself into seeing", ( quotations from a 
translation by Gleitman of K~hler's 1953 paper). K~hler used what we 
consider to be non-behaviouristic terminology but otherwise made what 
amounts to a behaviouristic analysis with concepts which, for the most 
part, can be operationally defined. 
Recently J. G. Taylor ( 1962 ) working in Innsbruck and South Africa, 
has presented what he claimed to be a full behavioural account of the 
experiments on distorted vision. His theory uses a Hullian framework 
and a notation derived from set theory. He came to rely also on ideas 
derived from Ashby's theory of multistable systems ( Ashby, 1957). In 
spite of Taylor's intention to give a behaviouristic account of this 
field of study, his language is often subjective; he talks as if his 
formulae describe "perceptions", "experiences ", etc., rather than 
observable behaviour. 
Papert, who collaborated with Taylor, wore left-right reversing spectacles 
each morning over an extended period. The prediction was that habits 
appropriate to the distortion Hould be built up but at the same time 
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normal habits would be retained by being practised in the afternoons. 
A series of visual- motor tasks was administered to the subject while he 
wore the distorting prisms. These included reaching by command to 
particular objects, moving a hand or foot which was touched, executing 
complex commands to place particular objects in particular places, walking 
round a chair, riding a cycle, etc. It was found that training on one 
particular task did not transfer to others. It was this specificity of 
learning which lead Taylor to talk of the visual-motor system as a 
complex, multistable system. 
Rhule and Smith (1959a, 1959b) also stressed the specific nature 
of sensory-motor learning with inverted vision. Their studies are 
puzzling in several ways. The four groups of subjects were asked to 
write rows of a's, triangles, and dots under four conditions; normal 
vision and normal kinaesthetic feedback, normal vision Hi th inverted 
kinaesthetic feedback, inverted visicm with normal kinaesthetic feedback, 
and inverted vision with inverted kinaesthetic feedback. By "inverted 
kinaesthetic feedback" was meant upside-down writing movements. How 
anyone can Hrite a row of dots, or even a triangle upside-down is not 
made clear. Nor is it clear why upside-down vtriting movements should be 
re garded as inverted kinaesthetic feedback, which properly would involve 
an anatomical reversal of the kinaesthetic nerves in relation to the motor 
supply and vision. All that is reversed in drawing something upside-down 
is the pattern of motor-movements normally associated Hith the particular 
shape. The letter 'a' was the only one of Rhule and Smith's shapes which 
is obviously associated with a particular orientation of movements. 
Their only measures of performance were the time during \vhich the pen 
v1as in contact with the paper (manipulation time) and the time it was not 
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in contact with the paper (travel time). No measures were taken of 
the quality of the shapes produced. It is well knovm in mirror- dravling 
experiments, that time can be 'traded' against errors. A measure of 
either alone is no indication of the rate of learning. It can be seen 
from an illustration in Smith and Smith's book (1962 , p.l36 ) that the 
quality of performance was abysmal on the first day of the experiment. 
If the subjects were told to work as fast as possible, and vle are not 
told what they were asked to do, their learning would not have been 
reflected at all in the time measures which were used. 
Therefore there is no reason to trust any of the results which 
these authors present, and this applies to most of the results in the 
book by Smith and Smith, especially since many of their results 
contradict what we can find out from casual observation. For instance, 
they found that there was little if any difference in people 1s ability 
to drm• 1 a 1 and upside dovm 1 a 1 • Anyone trying these two tasks is 
immediately aware that it is much more difficult to draw an upside down 
'a', but one learns in a few minutes to become fairly proficient. The 
time-scale of averaged scores on each day for ten days Hhich Rhule and 
Smith used, fails to display· the learning Hhich must take place here. 
From the conditions where vision was inverted it was concluded 
that the effects of inversion were greater in tasks of increasing 
co~exity. The triangle showed the most effect of inversion, the dots 
least. That the dots would show least effect should surely have been 
obvious before the experiment started, and to say that the triangle 
shows most effect, because it is the most complex shape, is meaningless 
in the absence of any independent measure of "complexity". 
Smith concluded that learning was specific to each shape. 
Rhule and 
Their 
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conclusion would carry more weight if they had tested whether training 
on one letter improved the ability to write other letters under similar 
distorting conditions. However, they did find that training to read 
upside-down writing did not transfer to writing with visual inversion 
(Rhule and Smith, 1959a), but in view of the crude measure they used, 
even this findin g cannot be accepted as a fact. 
These experiments and others by Smith and Smith which we shall 
presently describe were repeated using a closed-circuit television 
camera and monitor. The subject saw his hand and t he visual target 
in the monitor only. The hand vras actually off to one side where it 
could be photographed by the camera (see figure 15). The sideways 
displacement of the hand was a contamination. A better technique 
would have been to arrange the camera and monitor as shown in figure 
16. In spite of their vast technical recourses, Smith and Smith 
apparently did not think of this simple device. Using the television 
system, Smith and Smith (1962 PP• 168-172) went on to analyse the relative 
disturbin g effects,on drawing dots, a's, and triangles1of inverted, 
reversed, and inverted-reversed vision. Performance speed was most 
affected by inverted viewing , next by inverted-reversed viewing and 
least by reversed vieHing . They concluded that this order reflects 
the order in which all skills are affected by these disturbances. 
This conclusion is completely unwarranted. Two of the shapes they 
used, dots and uiangles ( ), are bilaterally symmetrical, so that 
reversal could not be expected to disrupt performance. It is not 
stated whether the order of drawing the rows of shapes was specified 
to the subjects, but in any case, inversion of the optical array would 
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not disturb this aspect of performance, whereas reversal would. 
Smith and Smith ( pp. 180-183 ) also used a star-tracing task. 
This is the correct way to study the relative effects of the various 
types of distortion, for the figure is just as symmetrical one way 
as the other. They still found that inversion produced the greatest 
disturbance, and reversal least. They found , contrary to commonsense 
expectation , that movements in a particular dimension were not 
disturbed most by displacement in that dimension. For instance, those 
portions of the star figure which ran left to right were not most 
disturbed by left- right reversal of vision. This result is unacceptable 
for it is based on time measures only. Smith and Smith (1962, pp.l85 -
210) also studied the effects of varying the position of the television 
camera in various planes relative to the hand executing given tasks. 
The tasks included assembly tasks, tapping a matrix of dots, drawing 
geometric shapes, writing , and maze tracing. For the details of these 
displacements and tasks, the reader is referred to the book by Smith 
and Smith. It was found that performance was not affected until the 
angular displacement of the seen hand reached about seven degrees, 
although the size of this "break- down angle" varied for the different 
tasks: the assembly task was most affected by a 120° horizontal 
displacement, other tasks were affected most by other degrees of 
displacement. Displacements in other planes than the horizontal and 
displacements of the panels upon which the movements were executed 
had differential effects for the various tasks and components of t hose 
tasks. 
These studies do not lead to any important theoretical conclusions, 
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except that the effects of various types of distortion on various 
kinds of movement are highly specific, and one's faith in even this 
conclusion is shaken when one considers the crude measure used. 
Smith and Smith discuss their findings in terms of their neuro-
geometric theory, which is discussed later. 
In a recent paper, Smith and Greene (1963) report that children 
between nine and twelve years of age consistently failed to perform 
the drawing of dots, triangles and a's with inverted visual feedback. 
Children over twelve seldom failed to learn. But we are not told 
whether the younger children could write upside-down a's at all. If 
they could not, then it would be misleading to conclude that they 
cannot compensate for inverted vision in the case of this shape. t1y 
assumption is that learning to adapt to distorted vision involves a 
high level habit-substitUion mechanism; it is reasonable to suppose 
that this mechanism will be relatively late in maturing . I would, 
like Smith and Green, predict that very young children are unable 
to compensate in the ordinary way for large optical distortions. 
Before I accept the critical age of twelve, I would like to see 
experiments done on children younger than nine and with a greater 
variety of tasks. I have found, for instance, that four-year-olds 
readily adapt their pointing, wearing 20 dioptre laterally displacing 
,prisms. Anyone with a young child can verify my observation in a 
few minutes. 
Visual-motor adaptation to disturbed visual input is most 
profitably studied using visual displacement, rather than inversion 
or reversal, for there is no contamination by the other disturbances 
which inversion and reversal entail. Furthermore, relearning is quicker 
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and therefore easier to study in a reasonable period of time, and 
also for. this reason the experimental conditions are more easily 
controlled. The theoretically significant studies of visual-motor. 
adaptation in recent years have involved the use of displacing prisms 
and mirrors. 
The Site of the Recalibr.ation Involved in Visual-t1otor. Adaotation. 
Helmholtz (1962, Vol. 3 p.252) noticed how quickly pointing is 
adjusted to a displaced visual input. He argued from this observation 
that the visual-motor. co-ordination is learned during the development 
of an animal. This is not a valid conclusion any more than would be 
the conclusion that visual-motor. co-ordination is innate if it were 
the case that it could not be relearned by an adult. 
Visual-motor. adaptation involves a change in the control system 
which relates visual inputs to localizing motor responses. Harris 
(1963a, 1963b) has talked 'as if such a change were only one among 
the follovdng possibilities: a change in visual perception; a re-
orientation of the axes of perceptual space; motor response learning. 
But "visual perception" and"axes · of perceptual space" are operationally 
definable only in terms of visual-motor behaviour. We fail to 
appreciate how all Harris's distinctions can be given operational 
significance. However, there are two apparently distinct possibilities. 
These possibilities are that visual-motor adaptation may occur 
either on the afferent, or on the efferent side of the control system. 
Let us assume for the time being that this is a real distinction. 
There are no direct ways known for finding out on which side the 
change has occurred, but there are two indirect methods which might 
give some indication. The point of the first method is to discover 
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whether a subject, who has adapted his visual- motor behaviour to a 
displaced opti cal array, reports a target to be in a new position, 
or whether he reports his arm to be in a new position. In order to 
give such questions any meaning , one must define an independent 
criterion of directionality. In the course of a person's life 
time the verbal label 'straight ahead' has become conditioned to 
a particular position of eyes,head, i mage on the retina, and to a 
particular position of the pointing finger in relation to the body. 
The procedure consists in using these conditioned verbal responses 
to indicate whether changes have occurred in the afferent or in the 
efferent part of the total system which co- ordinates movements of 
the arm with the position of a visual target relative to the 
observer. The subject is alternately asked to set a light to the 
medium plane using vision alone and to point to the medium plane. 
There would appear to be three main possible results. 
(a) In the first place, a subject may come to attach the 
verbal label ' straight ahead' to a new position in space relative 
to his body. In other words he may recalibrate the visual input 
side of the visual-motor control loop in relation to this criterion. 
Any recalibration of the visual median plane may involve a recali-
bration, not of retinal space values, but of the position of the 
eyes in relation to a given position of the visual target. When I 
call this a recalibration of the visual median plane, I am using the 
word 'visual' to include the position of the eyes as well as the 
spatial position of images on the retinae. It is reasonable to 
conclude that any recalibration of the position of the eyes would 
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involve primarily the motor inner vations to the eye muscles , rather 
than the kinaesthetic input from these muscles. 
(b) The second possibility is that the subject will come to 
attach the verbal label 'straight ahead' to a new position of his arm. 
This could involve either the kinaesthetic inputs from the arm, or the 
motor innervations, or both. If the newly-labelled straight ahead 
position Here displaced to the full extent of the experimentally 
produced displacement, it is reasonable to suppose that both kinaesthesis 
and motor innervation would have been relabelled. If the relabelling 
were limited to one system, the old labelling of the other system 
would conflict with the new labelling, and something less than a full 
change in the reported position of the arm would result. In either case, 
one would conclude that the visual-motor adaptation had involved a 
're-calibration' of the motor-kinaesthetic output side of the visual-
motor control loop. 
(c ) The third possibility is that the subject will relabel neither 
the visual median plane nor the kinaesthetic-motor median plane. After 
learning to hit the target, the subject will report that the light looks 
straight ahead but that he has to point to one side in order to touch 
it. One would conclude that he has not recalibrated any part of his 
visual-motor system. In ordinary language one would say that he has 
consciously made an allowance for the fact that the visual target, 
although appearing straight ahead, was in fact appreciably displaced to 
one side. This procedure and terminology appears to give us an 
operational behavioural definition of the term 'conscious adjustment'. 
Although no details were given, Harris (1963b) apparently did an 
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experiment of this kind, When subjects were asked to point straight 
ahead ( presumably in the dark), after having adapted their motor 
behaviour to displacing prisms, their pointing deviated in the direction 
of the visual displacement. Judgments of the visual straight ahead 
were not required, but Harris found that the auditory straight ahead 
was not affected. Our own experiment along these lines (Howard and 
Craske) produced results with such wide intra- and inter-individual 
differences that a clear-cut conclusion was impossible. The 
instructions, "set the unseen finger to straight ahead " and "set the 
light to the straight ahead" which were involved in the experiment, 
are essentially ambiguous. For instance, a light may be set either 
to the visual straight ahead, or to that position where it vrould be 
located if the hand Here straight ahead. Part of the task of judging 
the visual straight ahead is knowing where the head and body are, and 
these are motor-kinaesthetic judgments which are also involved in the 
judgment of the motor straight ahead. I could find no way of overcoming 
this ambiguity. In other words, the judgment 'straight ahead' is perhaps 
not an independent criterion, and therefore cannot serve as an indicator 
of the site of recalibration. 
The second procedure which could apparently serve to identify the 
site of recalibration is to investigate whether the effect transfers 
across hands and across eyes, Harris also argued that if the change 
involved in adaptation were viual, the subject would point in a similar 
way Hi th either hand. HoHever, he found that the learning did not 
transfer to the hand which had not been used in the training. Futhermore 
the adaptation with the trained hand was the same whether the target was 
a light or a sound. Hamilton (1964) confirmed that adaptation does not 
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transfer across hands; although he found a little transfer when the 
subject was a llowed to move his head and body. 
If the recalibration is of the proprioceptive-motor system, 
visual-motor adaptation learned with one eye open should transfer 
when tested with only the other eye open. Bossom and Hamilton (1963) 
have found that such transfer does occur in the monkey, and even in a 
monkey which has had both its corpus callosum and optic chiasma mid-
line sectioned. 
Helmholtz reported results which conflict \-tith these recent 
findings; he found that adaptation to lateral displacement did transfer 
across hands but not across eyes. Whereas Harris concluded that the 
recalibration is on the kinaesthetic side, Helmholtz concluded that 
" •••• it is not the muscular feeling of the hand \-thich is at fault or 
the judgment of its position, but the judgment of the direction of the 
gaze •••• " (Helmholtz, 19 62, p. 246). Harris cone luded that, "when 
proprioception and vision provide conflicting information - when a 
person feels his hand in one place and sees it in another - proprio-
ception gives way. The person comes to feel that his hand is where 
it looks as if it is • " 
Harris's conclusion does not follow from either his evidence, 
nor the other evidence cited. In the first place Harris failed to 
consider the change in motor outflow which is probably involved in 
visual-motor adaptation. We shall discuss this issue later. Our main 
criticism of Harris's conclusion is that it is based on the results of 
one type of training procerlure. In this procedure, the subject was 
asked to point to a visual target. His first attempt was out by the 
amount of optical displacement and he gradually and deliberately altered 
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the direction of movement until he hit the target. His eyes did not have 
to modify t heir position , and the retinal image remained unaffacted. 
Small wonder therefore that the recalibration affected the arm and not 
the eye. The subject had no option but to deliberately modify the position 
of his arm. Furthermore, it is not surprising that the effect of training 
transferred from one eye to the other, for there was no reason t o suppose 
that anything had happened even to the eye which was open during traini ng. 
In so far as the effect does not transfer from one arm to the other, one 
must assume that the visual- motor habits controlling one arm are distinct 
from those of the other. People constantly learn skills involving 
different movements for each arm, so that this specificity of habit 
recalibration is not surprising. 
If a situation could be devised in which the eyes have to modify 
their movements in order to reach a target, then one might expect a 
visual recalibration and not a recalibration of a limb. I have devised 
such a task. The subject was asked to place the index finger of one hand 
in a straight ahead position. The lights were then put out and twelve-
degree ., laterally displacing prisms in spectacle frames were pl aced on 
the subject. He was asked to glance to one side keeping his head straight 
in the he ad clamp, and to return his eyes to his fingertip. The lights 
were then put on,revealing any errors to the subject. The lights were 
put out and the procedure repeated twenty times, the subject being asked 
to do all he could to succeed in having the correct f ixation when the 
lights were put on. The learning transferred from one hand to the other. 
I could not test whether it transferred from one eye to the other, for 
the subjects could not dissociate their eye movements; the experiment 
ought to be repeated with one of those rare people who can do this. The 
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same experiment was repeated with sideways head movements with similar 
results. 
Thus, considering the parts of the total control s ystem involved in 
a particular visual-motor r~onse, it seems that recalibration occurs 
onlz in that part of the system Hhich the training procedure demands. 
In a more recent publication, Harris (1964) has gone some -vray to 
meet these objections to his proprioceptive theory of visual-motor 
adaptation. He admitted that under certain circumstances it may be the 
felt position of the eyes in their sockets or of the head on the body 
which is affecte d by adaptation to a displaced visual array, and further 
admitted that the felt position of the eyes may depend on motor outflow 
rather than proprioceptive feedback. He has assembled an imposing array 
of evidence that his modified theory can explain visuai-'mot or adaptation 
and even curvature after-effects. This latter effect he put down to a 
change in the felt direction of eye movements as the eyes scan a straight 
line after having inspected a curved line. His theory cannot, however , 
account f or curvature after-effects produced with constant fixation, nor 
the occurrence of two opposed curvature after-effects at the same time 
(see page 4) . Furthermore, there are other visual adaptation effects 
\vhich cannot be explained in kinaesthetic-motor terms, for instance, 
the movement after-effect (especially two simultaneous opposed movement 
after effects), tilt adaptation, many ge ometrical illusions. Anomalous 
correspondence and monocular diplopia, and pseudo-fovea are further 
examples of displaced visual space values which it would be difficult to 
explain in every case in proprioceptive-motor terms. I do not suggest 
t ha t these cases demonstrate that there has been a change in the anatomical 
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projections from retina to visual cortex but only that the visual 
information becomes coded in terms of a new visual spatial frame 
of reference. The crucllial test is whether or not the new apparent 
field of view is recognized to be different to the old when both 
are simultaneously present. The case of binocular diplopia 
satisfies this condition --- if the new space values were due to 
an altered sense of the position of the eyes, the new and the old 
impressions could not co-exist. Localized tilt adaptation and 
curvature adaptation are other cases of simultaneously present old 
and new space values. 
I suggest that such simultaneous comparisons between new and 
old spatial judgments within a modality provide the only really 
adequate criterion for deciding in which part of the system the 
change has taken place. This criterion is not always available. 
The criterion adapted by Harris and others is that of transfer 
of the new habits. The argument is that if the recalibration is 
limited to one component (.e. g an eye or an arm) in the control loop, 
when a component is replaced by the contralateral structure, the new 
calibration may or may not transfer, depending on whether or not 
that component is the one which has been recalibrated. But apart 
from the possibility of intramodal comparison which we have already 
mentioned, one cannot talk about localization in a single modality 
without reference to a motor act or some other modality; one probably 
cannot even find independent criteria (e. g. the median plane) to indicate 
the site of recalibration. Transfer exEeriments do not 2rovide an 
~de~uate criterion for decidins what is meant bl the locus of 
recalibration along ~he sensory-motor control looEi one may be able 
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to say only that the relationship between a garticular ingut or set 
of inputs and a particular output or set of output~has been changed. 
The results of transfer experiments enable us to make this kind of 
identification the identification of affected linkages, not of 
affected loci. 
-
If the re-arrangement involved no more than the learning of "a 
new pattern of muscle contractions", Harris (1963) argued, then, 
when the subject uses an arm movement different from the one he 
practised Nith, the adaptation should be less than when he uses the 
well-practised movement. He found that when the arm movement was 
modified by asking the subject to point at other targets, the adaptation 
was at least as great as when they pointed at the practised target. 
Adaptation is apparently not limited to particular sensory-muscular 
linkages, although it presumably could be so limited if appropriate 
training were given. Freedman, Rekosh, and Hall ( 1963 ) also found 
transfer, though not always f ull transfer, when the movement used 
in testing differed from that used in training . 
I shall not discuss the neurological theories of which centres 
are involved in visual-motor spatial co-ordination. These matters 
have been discussed by von Bonin ( 1950), Penfield (1954 ) , Paillard 
(1960 ) , and Hyers, Sperry, and McCurdy (1962 ) . 
Smith and Smith (1962) describe Hhat they call a neurogeometric 
theory. They stress the innate, specific nature of the muscular-
neurological oranization underlying spatially co-ordinated behaviour. 
The main points of this 'theory', as far as spatial behaviour is 
concerned, may be summarized by quoting from their book ( pp. 126-127). 
"The spatial organization of motion depends on the ability of the 
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living system to react to differences in stimulation between specific 
points. These might be two points on the same receptor surface, two 
points located on two different receptors, or one point associated 
with an effector and another associated with a receptor. To carry 
out this function, the internuncial neuronG of the central nervous 
system are associated at their dendrite endings with two specific 
points, and react only when a difference in neural activity exists 
between these two points. Thus t he basic mode of action of inter-
nuncial neurons is that of differential detection instead of simple 
conduction. 
"Motion is multidimensional; it is made up of three primary 
movement components - posture, transport, and manipulation - which are 
inte grated into complex motion patterns. These components are 
differentially controlled at different levels of the nervous system, 
~ in relation to different types of stimuli. Posture is regulated 
by gravitational stimulation; transport movements, by differences in 
stimulation between the two sides of the body; and manipulative 
movements, by the properties of hard space (ob jects, surfaces). In 
addition, motion integration demands that each component be re gulated 
relative to the other components. 
"The neurogeometric detectors of the brain are the heritable 
anatomical units which account for genetically determined behaviour." 
It is not clear to what diffaences between stimulated points 
neurogeometric internuncial neurons respond. Do they code the 
distance betvmen the points or do they record differences in the 
frequency, intensity, etc. of the neural activities at these points? 
Neurogeometric theory seems to lack any identifiable features 
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of its own. It is a collection of statements stressing certainaspects 
of behaviour and stressing the need to look at specific patterns of 
neuro-muscular activity in behaviour. This approach is claimed by 
Smith and Smith to be superior to "the general inadequacy of animal-
based learning theory when He attempt to appl y it to human behaviour 
organisation" (p. 126). I would agree that the specific aspects of 
human neuromuscular organisation need to be studied , particularly when 
there is an applied problem, such as it met with in time and motion 
study (Barnes, 1949). But detailed, particu~ized studies of this 
kind cannot lead to important theoretical generalizations. The only 
generalization to emerge from Smith and Smith's book is that human 
skills are highly specific with respect to the variables they studied. 
But the mechanisms of general theoretical interest about animal 
movements are common to many animals species. Sherrington's 
experiments on the reflex organisation of the spinal cord, von Holst's 
on re-afference; Granit's on thetfibre system; Magnus's on the 
labyrinthine reflexes; all these experiments could have been done on 
any mamm1 and they all made important contributions to our basic 
knowledge of motor co-ordination in man. 
The Conditions for Visual-Motor Adaptation. 
The first person to have studied the conditions for visual-motor 
adaptation to prismatic displacement seems to have been Wooster in 
1933. 
She studied the effects of wearing prisms which displaced the 
optical array 21 degrees to the right. In the various experiments, 
72 su1jects were tested. Each subject was tested vlhile wearing the 
prisms for a short period on each of ten days or for as long as was 
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required to overcome the effects of the distortion , if less than ten 
days. 
The subjects had to make rapid movements of the right arm 
towards the position of one of several small round discs. Normally, 
the arm and hand v1ere hidden froin view. In one condition it was not 
possible to touch the target and no knowledge of results was provided, 
at least not deliberately. In other conditions information regarding 
the true position of the disc was potentially available to the s ubject 
in one of several forms. The disc emitted a sound in one condition. 
In another, the subject was allowed to move his finger about until 
it touched the disc. In a third condition the tip of the fin ger 
could be seen when the localizing response had been made. Finally, 
the tip of the other index finger was used as the target, and the 
s ubject was allowed to touch it if he made the correct localizing 
response. 
After ten days of practice Wooster found that, even with no 
knowledge of results , accuracy had increased until the subject's 
mean deviation from truelocalization was 40.5 per cent less than the 
deviation on the first day. In spite of Wooster's efforts to eliminate 
knowledge of results, some information must have been reaching the 
subjects. Hooster herself suggested that there vras "unconscious 
adaptation to the reaching movements to the new kinaesthetic stimuli 
from the eye muscles 11 • Presumably what was meant \vas that the 
subject's body faced the trueposition of the vis ual target, while 
the eye was directed to its displaced position, and that gradually 
the subject came to behave as if he were looking straight ahead - an 
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after- effect of asymmetrical eye position on the apparent median 
plane. It is a pity that this factor was not controlled by making 
the displaced visual target symmetrical relative to the body median 
plane for some of the subjects. I shall discuss the significance 
of this part of Wooster's work later. 
The sound of the disc buzzer was found not to contribute towards 
increased accuracy of pointing . When subjects were allowed to slide 
their finger along until they touched the disc or vthen they were 
alloHed to see their finger, there was a rapid improvement in accuracy. 
HoHever the most rapid improvement occurred when the visual target 
was the tip of the other index finger and the subject was allowed 
to touch it. In this last condition, we suggest that the subject 
could have performed correctly by disregarding visual information, 
because he could 'feel' the position of the target. The task would 
have been a purely kinaesthetic-motor one and as such vrould have 
involved no distortion of sensory input. It is no wonder that this 
condition appeared to give the largest adaptation. This inter-
pretation could have been tested by investigating the after-effect 
of this training on pointing at visual targets other than the finger. 
Although Wooster enquired into the nature of the conditions 
necessary for adaptation of visual-motor co-ordination vli th prismatic 
distortion, very few definite conclusions emerged from her work. 
Stratton, K8hler, Wooster, and others have stressed the 
importance of active movements in the adaptation of movements to 
wete 
optical distortions. However, von Holst and t1i ttelstedt ( 1950) ~the 
first to formulate a definite hypothesis. On the basis of his 
observations on insects and fish, in which he re-arranged the visual 
input, he concluded that the important thing in visual-motor 
co- ordination is the relation of actively produc~movements of 
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the body or parts of the body to changes in the pattern of stimulation 
of the sense organ s , which these movements produce. Such changes in 
sensory stimulation consequent upon self-produced movement he called 
"re-afference". Stimulation of the sense organ s · produced solely 
by chal)ges in the external world vtere called "ex-afference". An 
animal capable of orientating itself must be capable of distinguishing 
between re-afferent and ex-afferent stimulation. It does this by 
making use of information from the neural centres Hhich control the movements 
of parts of its body. The changes in the stimulation of the exteroceptors 
which a given pattern of muscular innervation would normally produce is 
'allowed for' in processing the information from the exteroceptors. 
This idea has something in common with Helmholtz's theory of unconscious 
inference. 
Held has recently applied this hypothesia to the case of visual-
motor adaptation and reported experimental ev'idence which is claimed 
to support it. The schematized process which he proposes is shown in 
fi gure 17. It is similar to the one proposed by von Holst except for 
the addition of the "Correlation Storage". The skeletal muscle 
represents any motor system that can be seen by the subject. In Held's 
words, " •• the re-afferent visual signal is compared (in the Comparator) 
with a signal selected from the Correlation Storage by the monitored 
efferent signal. The Correlation Storage acts as a kind of memory 
which retains traces of previous combinations of concurrent efferent 
and re-afferent signals. The currently monitored efferent signal is 
presumed to siect the trace combination containing the identical 
EFFERENT 
SIGNAL 
CORI'ELATION 
,_,._.,. STORAGE 
,--... ---
(EXTERNAL 
I LOOf' 
\ ..... _____ _ 
COMNRATOR 
:no . }/ . Schemat ized process assumed by Held t o underlie the 
consequences of rear r·anee·rnent, ne ona t al de vel pment , 
disarr ange . t. nn( d~ ~ivation on v~uR l -moto co-
ordina tion 
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efferent part and to activate the re-afferent trace combined with 
it. The resulting revised re-afferent ~al is sent to the 
Comparator for comparison with the current re-afferent signal. The 
out~me of this comparison determines further performance." (Held, 
1961, P• 30). 
Held has been responsible for designing several very ingenious 
experiments. His experiments with neonatal kittens (Hein and Held, 
1963) I consider to be some of the neatest experiments in the 
psychological literature. 
Held's basic procedure was to compare the effectiveness of 
self-produced movement with that of passive movement in the re-
adaptation of visual-motor co-ordination to a displaced visual input 
in adult human subjects. The experiments reported in Held and Hein 
(1958) and Held and Freedman (1963) are typical. They used an 
apparatus described by Held and Gottlieb (1958 ) , which is shown in 
fi gure 18. This is similar to an apparatus described by Mowrer 
'(1935). The mirror ( M) or the Prism (P) could be moved into the 
subject's line of sight. The subject was first asked to mark the 
sheet under the mirror at the mirror-image positions of the four 
corners of a square. The subject was then allowed to see his hand 
through the prism for 3 min. while the hand was motionless, moved 
passively from side to side by the experimenter, or moved actively. 
Only the active movement condition led to any si~nificant shift in 
the mean position of aim when the subject was again asked to point 
with the unseen hand at the corners of the reflected target figure. 
The active exposure had led to a change in the relationship between 
the visual location of the targets and the localizing movements made 
Figure 18 Schematic rcprc entation of the apparatus designed by clcl 
and Gottlieb ( 1958) to study visual mntnr ad:tptation. S views his hand 
through the prism (P) in the training period. In ihc test peri,lcl, the bar 
(B) is movd across so that S viL ws only the t.nget (T) in the 111irror, 
apparently at T' 
-----~-- -----
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to touch them, and Held and Hein concluded that re-afference was 
necessary for such a change to take place. The failure of Weinstein, 
Sersen, and Vleinstein (1964) to produce any adaptation even with an 
active condition was probably due to an experimental artifact as 
Held and Schlank (1964) pointed out, Vleinstein et al. certainly 
produced adaptation with active training in their later studies, as we shall 
see. 
I think that Held's conclusion that re-afference is necessary 
for visual motor adaptation to displaced vision is unwarranted. The 
reasons for my view Hill emerge in what follows. Held himself has 
acknowledged the strength of my arguments and has recently modified 
his extreme view. 
The Role of Response Inhibition and Substitution in Visual-Motor 
A_daptatio~. 
Anyone Hho tries to adjust his pointing to a displaced visual 
target will report that during the first few tries he has to actively 
inhibit his normal movement to the target, and deliberately make 
allowance for his error. Hhen at last he 1 gets the feel 1 of the 
correct movement, he has to practise it for a while before he is able 
to relax his active inhibition for the old habit, After a while the 
new habit becomes established firmly enOURh for him to report that he 
is responding 'naturally' to the position of the target. The after-
effect produced when the prisms are removed surprises the subject. 
This demonstrates that, although the original recalibrationwas achieved 
only by deliberate inhibition and redirection, the new response, once 
established, acquires the status of an automatic habit. If it had to 
be maintained by a deliberate redirection of movement, the whole 
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subject of visual-motor adaptation would be trivial. It is only 
this final automatic stage which we refer to as visual-motor 
adaptation. 
I sugr,es t that where there is rapid adaptation of movements to 
distorted vision, over distances far greater than the norrni range 
of error of those movements, an initial stage of gross inhibition 
of old habits and sutstitution of new responses must occur. I shall 
refer to this stage as response substitution, and He suggest that it 
involves activity at a higher level in the neuraxis than the level 
at which practised habits operate. A person can be told of the 
extent of an optical distortion before he makes any movements at 
all, and as a result he may hit the displaced visual target on the 
first occasion. Clearly then, the initial response substitution can 
occur no matter hoH the subject is informed of the distortion, and it 
is therefore meaningless to enquire into the necessary stimulus-
response conditions for response substitution. Of course the 
information must be correct and the subject must be able to use it 
and be appropriately instructed. Enquiries about the necessary 
stimulus-response conditions for visual- motor adaptation must be 
concerned, not with the essential initial response substitution stage, 
but rather with the subsequent stage in which the new response becomes 
automatic. If optimum adaptation is required, an opportunity and a 
demand for response substitution should be given. 
Held and Hein should have optimized the conditions for response 
substitution in their experiments. They did not do this and even in 
their active condition adaptation was only one third of the optical 
distortion. It is my experience that under different conditions of 
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training, full adaptation occurs after about ten active hits at 
the target with knowledge of results. Held and Hein's training 
consisted of merely inspecting the actively moved arm. Hith no 
visual target in view, the subject was not called on to correct 
any error, he was therefore not called on to make a deliberate 
effort to recalibrate his movements. Hertheimer and Arena (1959) 
were at a loss to understand vthy they were able to get fuller 
adaptation in a much shorter time than Held and Hein. But 
Hertheimer and Arena's training procedure involved placing crosses 
in visible squares. Their subjects were required to deliberately 
carect their movements. No vtonder they got more rapid adaptation 
than Held and Hein. But even Vlertheimer and Arena's procedure 
did not produce full adaptation, and that was because they allowed 
their subjects to guide their hands visually to the target; they 
were not forced to recalibrate their visual-motor habits. 
Held and Mikaelian ( 1964 ) attempted to ansv1er the criticism 
that in an unpublished wheel-chair experiment the passive subject 
was not motivated to make the effort necessary for adapatation. In 
the new experiment, all subjects wore 11° laterally displacing 
prisms. The active subjects were allowed to Halk in a corridor, 
the 'passive' subjects propelled themselves in a wheel-chair. Only 
the 1 active 1 subjects shm•ed any evidence of a shift in their 
settings of a line to the median plane. There are several puzzling 
features about this experiment. Both groups of subjects were really 
active, vrhat the experiment seems to show then is that re-afference 
associated with 'normal' movements is necessary for adaptation. But 
even this conclusion is not valid, for we are not told about the 
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precise nature of the passive subjects 1 experience. \1ere they allo-vred 
to see their bodies and the chair? If they \oJere, they could visually 
guide the chair in relation to the seen sides of the corridor, and 
visual-motor adaptation would not be called for in order for them to 
succeed in avoiding collisions. Here they, on the other hand, prevented 
from seeing the chair or their bodies? If they were, they v1ould not 
get visual feedback at the time and place of impact between chair and 
wall, and one of the essential conditions for adaptation would be 
absent. Hhat is needed in these experiments, is that the part of the 
body which the subject is moving be hidden from view until after he 
has made his aiming movement, and that he then be allowed to see his 
error. The wheel-chair situation is much too cumbersome for controlling 
the information sequence which the subject is allovred to receive. 
Heinstein, Sersen, Fisher, and Weisinger (1964) repeated Held's earlier 
wheel-chair experiment, in a corridor, rather than outside. They got 
the same amount of adaptation in the passive condition as in the active 
condition. One would like to know what information the passive subjects 
had to enable them to even know they had prisms on, let alone adapt to 
them. Here they able to see their own apparently asyrrunetrically 
placed bodies? In any case they must have had a field of view which 
was asymmetrical vli th respect to the body median plane, and this alone 
could explain the adaptation which would then have little bearing on 
the problems vrhich Held was studying . 
Held and Hein did not explore Hays of presenting ex-afferent 
information. In fact, in some of their experiments, it seems that no 
ex-afferent information -vras available at all. The experiment of Held 
and Hein (1963) on neonatal kittens is another case. 
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In these experiments, an active moving kitten was linked 
mechanically to a restrained passive kitten (see figure 19). They 
both had the same visual experience of movin g stripes, but the active 
kitten could relate the visual inputs to its own self-produced movements. 
This was the only visual experience either kitten had. Only the active 
kitten developed the ability to avoid a visual cliff, blink to an 
approaching object and extend its paws to a surface. 
They showed in another experiment (unpublis hed ) that this difference 
between the two animals could not be due to the effects of physical 
restraint on the passive animal. In this experiment, each animal was 
in turn active and passive, but when active only one eye was open, and 
when passive the other eye was open. It was now found that the animals 
could perform on the three tests only when their ' active eye ' was open 
(or both ) . This result is surprising in view of all the evidence that 
interocular transfer of visual-motor habits occurs unless both corpus 
callosum and optic chiasma are sectioned (Downer, 1958). Presumably 
the ability to transfer skills itself depends on learning or maturation. 
Held and Hein concluded that re-afferent stimulation is essential 
for the development of visual-motor co-ordination. I suggest that the 
passive kitten or 'passive eye' was never given usable ex-afferent 
stimulation. All it saw was a moving display of stripes. There were 
no other features of its environment to which it could relate this 
visual input. Held and Hein never tried to teach it anything. But 
there ;l~ a vast range of possibilities for correlated intersensory 
inputs which could be tried. For instance a visible object could be 
placed in the path of the animal; on some occasions the object could 
collide with the animal, and on other occasions the object could miss. 
FII~. 1.9 . Ap},arat us u ed by Helct nd Hein for equating motion 
and consequent vioual feedback ior an actively moving 
dnimal (A) .nd a passively mov~g animal {B). 
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To provide reinforcement (another thing Held and Hein failed to 
supply to the passive animal), the obj ect could be food and sometimes 
hit the kitten in the mouth, or it could give an e l etric s hock, or 
make a noise, pleasant or unple asant. Another possibility would be 
to cause the passive animal to bump down a vio~al cliff and thus 
receive strong vestibular and tactile s timulation. In al l this , 
one would mere ly have to ensure that the kitten could not move 
actively in such a way as to alter the visual signals. Eating 
movements, start l e responses and the like would be permitted, for 
these would not affect the critical spatial feedback. 
In view of all this, the s urprising thing is the adequate 
performance of the active kitten on the tests. A possible explanation 
may be f ound in the work of Hubel and Wiesel (1963 ) and Wiese l and 
Hubel (1963a, 1963b ) who showed that the visual receptor units 
which respond selectively to the direction and movement of st imuli are 
functi onal at birth but degenerate in a kitten which has been kept in 
the dark. Perhaps the experi ence that Held's active kitte~were 
allowed to have was sufficient to prevent degeneration of these units, 
whereas the experience of the passive kittens was ins ufficient even 
though their visual experience was identical, If this were t he case, 
experiments would need to be done to find out whether richer, purely 
ex-afferent stimulation would allow cortical units to develop normally. 
In any case, Held ' s evidence does not prove that t he blink response, 
paw-pl acing reaction, and the vis ua l -cliff response depend on 
learning, for there may have been retrogressive development in the 
passive kittens. 
Apparently a newly l earned adaptation to an optical displacement 
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is not stable VThen it has developed. Hamilton and Bossom (1964) 
found that subjects lose the prism after-effect, not only when they can view 
their oHn movements, as one Hould expect, but also when they sit quietly 
in the dark. Neither re-afference nor ex-afference are necessary 
for the re-establishment of the old habits. This is presumably due 
to the vastly greater strength of the old habits relative to the new. 
I suggest that the effectiveness of self-produced, error-guided 
movements in bringing about adaptation is due to the demand and 
opportunity for response substitution which they provide. If passive 
movements were accompanied by a demand and opportunity for response 
substitution, then they too, I suggest, would lead to adaptation. But 
this is what has not been done by Held and his co-workers. The subject 
in such an experiment must be repeatedly asked to judge the position 
of his passively moved, hidden, arm in relation to a displaced visual 
target, and he must be given knoHledge of results. If this is done, 
I make the following predictions. A subject trained to make estimates 
of his passivelx moved arm in relation to a displaced visual target 
will acguire a set of new judgments of the £OSition of his passivell 
moved arm in relation to the target. Secondly, I predict that his 
active pointing will be displaced significantly tm1ards the real 
position of the visual target. In other words, _neVT habits of passive 
Eointing transfer, to some extent at least, to active pointing, jus.t 
-~~ new active pointing h,abits transfer to Eassive _ _J2ointin.z.. This is 
the crux of the question which Held and others have raised regarding 
active and passive training. 
In order to test these predictions, I designed the experiment 
described in chapter 5. 
Components of Kinaesthetic and Hotor Activity in Visual-Hotor 
Adaptation • 
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. There are four types of afferent and efferent activity 
associated with muscular contraction id:entifieel; motor-outflow, 
activity of the muscle-spindle stretch receptors with their 
efferents, activity of Golgi tendon-tension receptors, and activity 
of skin and joint receptors. 
The question is which, if any, of these four fundamental 
components is necessary or sufficient for visual-motor adaptation. 
It has already been shown that visual-motor adaptation can occur 
when none of these systems has been active during training, so that 
none of them is essential for adaptation. I have already enquired 
whether a recalibration of the judged position of a passively moved 
arm is sufficient; in this case it is presumably the joint receptors 
which are predominantly involved. 
One may also ask whether any of the other possible combinations 
of the four efferent-afferent systems is sufficient to produce visual-
motor adaptation, assuming of course, that the subject has optimum 
instructions and knov1ledge of results. 
The various combinations are set out in table 8 with brief 
descriptions of the techniques involved, of the known capabilities 
of each combination, and of the known presence or absence of visual-
motor adaptation in each case. The muscle-spindle system and the 
Golgi tendon receptors are grouped toge ther; it is not easy to 
separate them in practice. No account is taken of skin receptorsJ 
on the assumption that the skin is anaesthetized throughout. 
TAELE '3 ·· · . Procedures for obtaining v-aric>i.ls combinations of efferent-
e..fferent conditionS-· of Eluscular activity, and their behavioural 
11rc;perties. 
Receptors active hnown and predicted 
capabilities 
Visual- fvlotox 
adaptation 
1. None No movement Occurs if 
discordant 
exafferent 
information 
is present 
4. Hotor-outflow alone Self-produced move-
ment with anaesthesia 
of all afferents 
Accurate sense of 
amplitude of self-
produced movement 
possible if loading is 
normal 
!I TO DO ~~ 
3a Spindle-Golgi 
receptors alone in 
passive movement 
3b Ditto 
4. 
5. 
in active (not self-
produced) movement 
Joint receptors 
alone 
Hotor-out flow and 
spindle-Golgi 
receptors 
Passive movement of 
tongue or eye:- or 
anaesthetized joint 
Stimulation of motor 
neuron...s with 
anaesthetized joint 
Passive movement 
with severed tendons 
Self-produced move-
ment of tongue or 
eye, or ischaemi~ 
paralysis of a 
joint 
-------------·-· ··--- --··-···-- -
6. Motor-outflow and 
joint receptors 
7. Spind1e-Golgi 
receptors and 
joint receptors 
8. All three 
Self-produced 
movement with 
paralysis of 
spindle-Golgi 
afferents 
No tnown procedure. 
.i?assive movement 
rnay be an 
approximation 
Normal self-produced 
movement 
(Lashley 1917 ) 
predicted 11i·· 
no load 
transfer 
No position nor amJJ}.itude TO DO 
of-I;assive-rnovement sense not predicte 
(Ludvigh 1953; i·ierton 1964) 
TO DO 'rO DO 
No position ncr ru~lplitude · 
Gf-:.:..Jvemr:;nt sense 
'l'G DC 
Position and passive 
movement sense predicted 
No position sense, but 
sense of amplitude of 
c~lf-Droduced movement is 
possible it loaa; 1112· is 
normal 
(Ivierton 196L1-) 
'rG DO 
predicted 
~ 
predicted w: 
no load 
+_,... •. ,.,sfer 
TG DO TO DO 
-
predicted w: 
J..oad transf. 
if load cha 
is not too 
'rC DO rl'O DO 
Position sense and sense 
of amplitude of passive rredicted 
movement predicted 
li'ull Caj?abilities f'resent 
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Of these combinations, only 1, 7 , and 8 have been studied in 
relation to visual-motor adaptation. One of Held and Hein 's training 
procedures was to have the subject inspect hi s passively moved arm. 
They compared this training procedure with one in which the subject 
inspected his actively moved arm. It is not clear which syst ems 
are inactive in such a pass ive condition, compared with the act ive 
one. If the subject really relaxed, motor-outflow would be inactive, 
and Held and Hein seem to have assumed that this is the only 
difference between the tvlO conditions. However, although the joint 
receptors · are probably active in a similar way in the two conditions, 
the activity of the muscle-spindle system and Golgi-receptors is 
certainly different in the two conditions. These two systems will 
be active to some extent in passive movement but not to the same 
extent as in active movement. But it is unlikely that muscle-
spindles and Golgi organs have anything to do vli th position or 
movement sensit~ty; so the crucial difference between the two 
conditions, as far as the four factors are concerned, is probably 
the presence or absence of motor- outflow, as Held and He in presumably 
believed. Even so, the fact that Held and Hein got adaptation only 
vlith active training could have been due to the way active movement. 
tended to make the subject ~ attend to the discrepancy between the 
seen and felt positions of his arm. 
Held (1963a) went some way toHards meeting this objection. He 
compared the amount of visual- motor adaptation to a 20 dioptre prism, 
with self-produced movement and Hith the subject ineffectively 
straining against a swivel VThich forced his arm in an arc. Only the 
normal, self-produced mo~ement produced any significant change in 
pointing . In the other condition, the visual feedback was said to 
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have been "de-correlated" from the motor-outflow. Held concluded 
that the effectiveness of normal self-produced movement is not due 
to any exertion of effort which "somehow potentiates the system". 
This does not really answer m~ · objection, f or de-correlated 
motor outflow may act as a distraction, inducing the subject to 
i gnore his kinaesthetic inputs. 
Although such passive training as Held and Hein applied did 
not affect pointing in an active test condition, this may have been 
because any 'recalibration'of the kinaesthetic system which such 
passive training may have produced was 'swamped' in the active 
test conditions by the old calibration of the motor-outflow. The 
proper test for any recalibration of the kinaesthetic system is to 
ask the subject to judge the position of his passively moved arm 
in relation to a visual target. 
It can be seen from the table that I predict at least some 
adaptation Hhen motor outflow and/ or joint receptors are active, 
assuming the other conditions are optimized. This is because 
both these systems have been found to signal amplitude of movement. 
The muscle-spindle system is not thought to add anything to the 
ability to judge either position or amplitude of movement, its 
function not being sensory at all in the usual sense. It is 
unlikely, therefore, that muscle-spindle activity can either 
improve or reduce visual-motor adaptation under ordinary circumstances. 
A probable consequence of the absence of the spindle system would be 
that judgments based on motor-outflow alone Hould be easily disturbed 
by changes in the mechanical properties of the muscle tissue; for the 
spindle system is probably concerned Hith compensating for such 
changes. 
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The predictions in the table also involve statements about 
load transfer. I refer here to Hhether or not adaptation, trained 
when the limb is loaded to one extent, transfers to a test situation 
in v1hich the loading is different. There is a continuum of loading 
values; Hhere the limb has to pull against a resistance that it 
cannot move, VIhere only its oHn internal friction is present, where 
its ovm friction is just overcome by a pull in the direction of 
movement, and finally where the arm has to pull back against a force 
in the direction of movement. 
A change of loading will obviously affect the motor outfloH, 
and in the absence of joint receptors (case 2) I predict that position 
sense Hill be distorted accordingly. Therefore transfer will probably 
not occur from one load to another Hhen only motor-outfloi'T is present, 
or when only motor-outflow and spindle-Golgi receptors are present. 
Hhen motor-outflow and joint receptors are active together, 
there should be some defence against distortions of position sense 
caused by load changes, and hence some transfer of adaptation from 
one load condition to another. The presence or absence of load 
transfer in these cirumcstances will indicate which of the tHo systems 
is most involved in visual-motor adaptation. If full transfer occurs 
it vmuld indicate that the joint receptors are primarily involved. 
If no transfer occurs, it Hould indicate that the motor-outflow is 
primarily involved. This complex of problems has hardly begun to be 
investir,ated. 
CHAPTER 5 
An Experiment to Demonstrate 
Passively Generated Adaptation to 
Prismatic Distortion 
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In the typical training situation used by Held and his co-workers 
in support of their contention that reafferent information is a 
prerequisite for adaptation to displaced vision, there was ~ a 
discrepancy between t he visual and kinaesthetic information available 
to the subject. However, I suggest that the discrepancy was not very 
obvious to the subject. Furthermore, I suggest that Held ' s training 
procedure, in which the subject : inspects his hand through a prism, is 
a 'weak' one. In this procedure the discrepancy is continuously displayed 
to the subject with no instructions to utilize it in any way. This 
training procedure may be called 'continuous display training with no 
task'. It is the weakest form of training. A stronger form of training 
is to allow continuous viewing of the moving limb and to instruct the 
subject to hit a target, a procedure which may be called 'continuous 
display training vii th task 1 • This is still a weak form of training in 
that the subject can visually guide his fin ger to the target and ignore 
the discrepant kinaesthetic-motor information. The strongest form of 
training is to give a task but to allovr the subject to vie>-7 his fin ger 
only at the termination of each pointing movement, a procedure vrhich 
may be called 'terminal display trainin g with task '' . The aim of the 
present experiment, which Has carried out with the help of w. B. Templeton 
and A. Lowman, is to explore whether 'strong ' training under conditions 
Hhich do not give rise to reafferent stimulation (changes in sensory 
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input consequent upon self-produced movement ) produce some shift of 
active pointing to vi sual tarp,ets. 
Me thod 
Throughout the experiment the subject stood at a table j ust be low 
elbovl he i ght with his head clamped in a head-rest. The subject 1 s right 
forearm was firmly secured in a horizontal cradle designe d to keep the 
arm ri gid from elbow to index fingertip. The cradle was pivoted in 
the horizontal plane about the vertical axis containing the subject's 
elbow. It could be r otated either by active movement of the subject's 
arm or by means of a motor. The angular position of the cradle could 
be read off a scale attached to the pivot bearing . The subject's arm 
and the cradle were normally concealed by a screen Hhich could be 
Hi thdrawn to permit the subject to vimv his fin ger-tip. 
Throughout the experiment the s ubject wore rotating prisms vlhich 
displ aced the field of vieH 13° to his left. The visual targets Here 
tHo vertical brass rods Hhich could be individually raised into the 
subject 1 s field of view or lovmred out of sight. They vrere located 
0 27 apart on the horizontal arc of a circle centred on the subject 1 s 
elboH and Hi th a radius someHhat lon ger than the subject 1 s forearm. 
Their optical positions ( taking account of the prisms ) were at equal 
distances on either side of the median plane of the head. Due to the 
spatial separation of the he ad and elbow, the 13° optical displ acement 
as measured from the head corresponded to a displacement of 12.5° f or 
0 
the right target (target A) and 9.5 for the left target (target B) 
as measured from the elbow. 
The pre- test consisted of six active paintings to each t arget 
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without knowledge of results; the first two paintings to each target 
were disregarded. This was immediately followed by the training session, 
durin v, which the subject was several times instructed to kee p his arm 
"completely passive". Movement was by means of the motor, and the 
subject instructed the experimenter when he 1·1as satisfied that he \vas 
pointing at the visible target; the screen was withdrawn and the subject 
could see his fin gertip in its true relationship to the target; his arm 
was then returned by a circuitous route to the starting position for the 
ne xttrial. Although the subject was not permitted to move his finger 
;.thile the light was on he was encouraged to make deliberate correction 
of his pointing error on subsequent trials. Training was continued to h ~ 
O'(t non.~ o+ wh.tc.h 1:~ pointi(\9 V\~11 io..teJ. t~ l- e.. U'IA..e 
an arbitrary criterion of ten successive trials~in the direction of its ro.liG'6Y\. t?f r-k 
optical position by more than the magnitude of the optical displacement. ~~r, 
This criterion was in all cases reached by about the sixteenth tr1i. 
Finally the Eost-test consisted of four active paintings to each target 
under the same conditions as the pre-test, but with instructions to point 
"normally and naturally" Hithout the deliberate adjustments characteristic 
of the training session. 
In all three sessions, the two targets and fo ur starting positions, 
tHo to the left and tHo to the right, Here balanced and presented in 
random order. 
Sixteen s ubj ects were used, mainly undergraduate volunteers. 
Results 
Tables 9 and 10 show the optical displacement of each target as 
measured from the elbow together Hith the mean difference in pointing 
positions betHeen the pre-test and the post-test. 
The overall difference between pre- and post-test paintings is 3.6° 
.. 
Table ~ Indi·rldual dat.a from the ~perimem:, on the effects of passive training 
on visual=motor adaptattori to prismatic displacement" .( .All readings in degrees)o 
--· 
~-
Pl'e ... test mean Pos~test. mean Dif.fereuce ' .. 
, 
ubject Targe~ A Target B . Target A Target B Target A Target·B' 
. I 
., 81 .. 1! l04oP 73o5 99o2 7,9 4o8 Jl. 
2 81l~9 ll.3o2 .. 78oS ll1oS 6o4 lo7 
3 81~$ lOS . .$ 1 79o6 104.,3 lo7 1.,2 
4 76~S 101.,) 7lo4 96a3 S.,l s.,o 
s· 73o8 99o9 7leS .·: 97o6 21;)3 2e) 
6 83o0 le1;o0 77eS .• .. ·· · /;10092 ·5oS, . . ·4a8 · 
1 83-8 l.07o6 80o6 .:104[}9 )e2 2(\7 
8 74o7 l0So2 71<>0. . 98.,0 )o7 7£!2 
9 71~1· 96C)3 67(')4 94.9 4o3 l~h · . 
10 76.S 10ho7 73 .. 7 . lOOo6 2o8 J.iel · 
11 74tt7 l0lo9 72o0 99o4 2 .. 7 2S·· 
12 69~t-4 97o6 67o0 . 93 .. 8 2.,4 .· loB 
13 79«>1 107~3 76al 104~7 .3o0 . 2.6. 
11 .. : :BloO ·: J.OloO 76~S. 98 ~4 4~;s 2~6 
lS ·asoa 109Ql 8lo6 . 109~0 4~2 001 
16 .. . . · 8la9 106()8 11.?1 la2~.2 4:~2 4~6 .. 
. . 
Means 78Q7S 10440 74o7S :lOOo8 hoO )g2 .. 
OVerall mean difference ca 3 .. 6 
. . . .& 1 9 
· · r · ~:~~ o 
t (15df o) 1111l0o3 
Optical displacement~ and :mean pointing position at the 4utd of training and in 
the post•test as deviations from pre•test pointing posit:tons, and the ratio of 
pr.e•test • post .. test difference to optical displaceJJ~ent& 
---
Optical Displacement 12~5° 9 .. 5° 
Mean difference between 
pre• and post•test pointings -4 .. 00 ·3.2° 
Adaptation ratio l -.. 31 .34 
Mean differenee be'bfeen pre•· 
•8 .. 6{) ... s.soc test and final training level 
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! 0. 4 ° VThich is of course very significantly different from zero. 
The observed adaptation is thus one third of the optical displacement. 
Hy belief is thus confinned, that training procedures can produce 
substantial adaptation of active pointing behaviour without involving 
reafference, v1hen they force the subject to use the infonnation about 
the distortion in the system. 
The interpretation of this result depends on tHo crucial 
assumptions, that the arm was really passive during training , and that 
the subject did not make deliberate corrections during the post-test. 
Only instruction was used to ensure passivity, as was also the case 
when Held and Hein ( 1958) failed to obtain adaptation. The only evidence 
He can advance about the subject's attit ude during the post-test is that 
of verbal report together vli th the fact that post-test pointing positions 
Here quite different from the last four paintings to each targe t in the 
training session (see Table 8) . It is well knoHn that asymmetrical 
stimulation can induce its mom characteristic after-effects. In .this 
experiment the visual stimulation Has approximately symmetrical about the 
median plane and the expected shift in pointing from pre-test to post-test 
Has aHay from the median plane i.e. in the direction opposite to that Hhich 
would be expected of an adaptation of the pointing itself. 
CHAPTER 6 
An Experimen.!_.!:..<2,. Demonstrate the Effects of Discordant 
Ex-Afferent Stimulation on Visual Notor 
AdaEtation to Prismatic DisElacement. 
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There is evidence that other forms of exafferent stimulation can 
lead to visual-motor adaptation to displaced vision . I have already 
described hot-r Vlooster obtained some adaptation of pointing to a displaced 
visual target under passive conditions, and it was probably the visual 
asymmetry of the displaced targets in relation to the body median plane 
which induced this passive adaptation. In addition 1Bruell and Albee 
found that visual asymmetry of the field of view about the fixation point 
affects the judged position of the median plane. Held himself found 
that passive inspection of curved lines leads to a vis ual curvature 
after-effect. It is not knm-m whether any of these factors affect active 
pointing behaviour, and Held has never denied that they may. It Hould 
be interesting to find out whether or not they do. 
t1ore recently Hallach, Kravitz, and Lindauer (1963) demonstrated that 
10 minutes of inspecting the feet of one's O\'m body seen through displacing 
prisms, led to some adaptation of pointing towards the real position of 
displaced visual tarp,ets. However, they did not run a control to reveal 
whether the effect of looking at the feet was due to the conflict of 
information from proprioceptive and visual inputs, or whether it was due 
to the visual asymmetry of the position of the feet relative to the body 
median plane. In the latter case, the effect would be the same as that 
reporte d by Hooster ~see f}a:f!;O ~. Craske and Howard repeated this 
experiment by having the subject ins pe ct his feet through prisms when 
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his feet v1ere phys ically of f - centre by jus t the amount required for 
the prisms to r estore them visually to the body median pl ane. No 
evidence of visual- motor adaptation was found, but the judgments of 
straight ahead which were used to reveal any adaptation effect were 
very erratic and a real shift may have been swamped. One would not 
expect much adaptation under these conditions , hmvever; one's idea of 
where the feet are \vhen one is relaxin f, is very poor, and therefore 
the discrepancy between the felt position and the seen position would 
not be evident. 
The present experiment was designed to test whether prodding a 
person with a rod seen in a displaced position leads to visuo-motor 
adaptation. B. Craske helped in the administration of the experiment. 
t1ethod 
Fi gure 20 shows the lay-out of the apparatus. The optical device 
consisted of two parallel mirrors which displaced the light from objects 
2 inches to the left before it entered the left eye. Mirrors vrere used 
rather than prisms, because they do not introduce any apparent curvature, 
tilt, or colour fringes. The displacement is parallel rather than an gular 
which is essential for our purpose; with prismatic a~lar displacement the 
apparent displacement reduces to zero as the vieHed object comes towards 
the subject. Hirrors have one disadvantage: they lengthen the optical 
path and hence reduce the apparent size (or increase the apparent 
distance) of the visual target. This means that Hhere a series of visual 
targets is used, as in our experiment, the apparent distance between the 
targets is distorted and visuo-motor co-ordination Hill be disturbed 
accordingly. This disadvantage was overcome by introducing a lens system 
which magnified the displaced visual image to a size corresponding to its 
FIG.~P Plan of the apparatus used to study discordant ex-afferent 
stimulation. 
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distance. 
The rod consisted of a r i g.d wood bar, the first 14 inches of which 
had f ive pea bulbs countersunk into the top s urface at intervals of 
3~ inches. The rod was mounted betHeen rollers and could be moved 
tov1ards the centre of the subject's lips. As seen through the mirrors, 
however, i t appeared as if it would hit the face 2 inches to the le ft 
of the mouth. Nothinr; could be seen but the lights on the rod and a 
stn.tionary fixation point. The lights used as visual targets in the 
test condition were three fine, one-inch-high light slits displayed 
2 inches apart in the frontal plane at a distance of 17 inches from 
the subject. The centre light was in the subject ' s objective medi an 
plane and was therefore asymmetrical about the displaced visual axis. 
The subject's head was clamped in a head-rest. 
Each of the 20 subjects (10 male, 10 female ) were subjected to 
tHo conditions. 
In condition I, the subject was asked to look through the optical 
device and point to the target ligh t. These appeared one at a time in 
random order, tHenty times in all. The subject Has alloHed to fixate 
the s l it displayed, and the hand could not be seen. This initial test 
established the pre-training deviation of the subject's pointing in 
relation to the displaced visual targets. He was then told to remain 
still and to fixate a light just above the rod, 12 inches aHay. The 
rod Has then moved from a distance of 14 inches until it hit the 
subject on the lips. This v1as repeated 20 times. The subject was 
then immediately retested on the pointing t ask. 
In condition II, the same procedure Has employe d except that in the 
training , the rod did not quite touch the subject. The order of conditions 
was alternated over subjects vii th an interval of at least a week between 
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conditions. 
Results 
The results are set out in tables 11 and 12. 
The 'beinf, hit' procedure produced a significant mean change in 
pointing of 0 .64" :!: 0.16" towards the actual position of the target 
lights, i.e. about 1;3 of the displacement. This difference is 
signi ficant, t = 3.9 which, for 19 d.f. has P = 0.001. 
The 1 not-bein~it' condition produced no significant mean change 
in pointing. The size of the effect did not differ betv1een sexes, nor 
between hands, though it tended to be larger for the right hand. Nor 
did the effect vary in size from the first to the last set of 10 
judgments. 
Discussion 
I have thus shown that discordant ex-afferent stimulation of an 
inactive observer leads to some adaptation of pointing toHards displaced 
visual targets. 
The effect could not have been due solely to the visual asymmetry 
in the position of the rod and the target lights 1 for this was present 
in the control condition, where no ada tation occurred. The tactile 
stimulation was symmetrical, so that there was no need to have a control 
condition where the subjects were touched without being able to see the 
rod. Apparently all active movement was prevented, even convergence 
t"han 
of the eyes. Even more care was takenlby Held in his 'passive' 
conditions. I am forced to the conclusion therefore that discordant 
ex-afferent stimulatio~, which ~ives a Qassive subject 'information' 
2:e~ardi~~ .Ol?tica~_distortion, Tn<;!Y lead to at least some visual-motor 
adaptation. 
TRible 11 Mean errors in arbitrary. scale rP-adings(1/12otltoino) for e~ch 
subject .t'rom the experiment on dis_cordant eJr.:-a.fi'erent sti~lation ., 
,..---....- ' . . 
_ ... -=r. 
_.... .......... :::. 
• Condition I,rod to~ching Condition.nl.lrod not.toophing 
-·--·&-·• .·• 
-Subject Pre-test Post~test · Pre=test Post= test 
1 150 143. 125 182 
2 177 -37 'R~7 ""1&2 -
). 2.37 119'. 143 142 
(\) 4 852 864 695 S76 5 31 =lh8 161 164 ~ 6 274 379 253 282 
1 104 88 158 194 . 
8 29 2 128 148· 
9 327 3o6 128 . . 146 .. 
10 211 100 190 194 
11 377 220 191 226 
l2 213 198 196 200 
13 2J.O 116. 8.7 169 
14 253 125 269 1.65 lS 199 202 202 214- . . ~ 16 137 76 93 =17 , ,. ·~ .. · 17 89 =119 201 227 Q) 
18 657 565 618 649 rz. 
19 423 386 456 430 
I 
20 218 =11 3<Yl 266 l 
-
Total mean 258 181 232 226 
.err..ar 
Maan error .. 2ol5 lo51 1 .. 94 lo88 
in inc}les l i I ' · 5 I 
An ana4'sis o.f variance revealed t?at. the onq signU'iC'ant v&ain effect 
is that due to· oonditionso A t~st wae done on the effects of conditions 
' 
with the data swumed over all other faciliorso which gave t .(19df.,) = 3.,98 p < OoOOl. 
,,· 
TABLE 1{). ' 
Mean error in inches of pointing at targets optically displaced 
2 in. laterally, before and after 'being touched' and 'not being 
touched'. 
Not being touched Being tovchetl 
-
nefore 1.94 2.15 
After 1.83 1.51 
Adaptation 0.06 0,64 
llO. 
In a recent paper Held and l1ikaelian ( 1964) have modified the 
categorical assertion that re-afference is essential for visual-motor 
adaptation in conditions not involving intra-field distortions. They 
wrote, "The conditions which have so far been shmm to produce adaptation 
to rearran gements without self-produced movement Go not appear to have 
the generality shovm by involvement of the motor-sensory feed-back loop. 
As far as is known, these conditions do not yield f ull and exact compensation 
for rearrangement ••••• ". I have no quarrel with this statement; it does 
seem that passive training is not as effective as active training , and if 
this is Held's thesis, there is as yet no good evidence to refute it. 
Vleinstein, Sersen, Heisinger, Fisher, and Richlin (1964) obtained 100% 
adaptation of active pointing after 10 minutes of passive inspe ction of the feet 
seen through 7° prisms. But I have already argued that this procedure 
produces an asymmetrical eye position which could be partly responsible 
for the reported effect. 
The main issue is still to be settled by experiment; namely, are 
there conditions of passive training i'lhich are as effective as active 
training? Held by his phrase "As far as is known", clearly admits that 
there may be. 
CHAPTER 7 
Ada,:et ati_?n to the ~l!_nusual Retinal _!mage i'lovement 
~-~~en~_.Y.Eon Heapin g Prisms Before 
The Ex_es 
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I must first consider the basic geometry of the relationship 
between movements of the eyes and head, and the resulting movements 
of the retinal image when inverting and / or reversing devices are 
v1orn. There are three cases to be considered. The lenses may be 
attached (a) to the subject's eyes, (b ) to the subject's head, and 
( c ) to a stationary object outside the subject. I shall ass ume for 
simplicity that the field of view is only inverted, that only one 
eye is open, and that the eye and head rotate about the centre of the 
eye's lens, from vrhich all angular measures are taken. 
The geometrical consequences of case ( a ) are shown in fi gure 2la 
and 2lb. As the front of the eye is elevated through an angle (/) , the 
optical system moves through the same an gle, carrying with it the 
visual axis. If A and B are tvlO distal stimuli, and B is ~ 0 above A, 
then under normal conditions the image A' is above image B' on the 
retina and a change in fixation from A to B by means of an upward eye 
movement ( dovmward retinal movement ) causes a corresponding upward 
movement throup;h ~ 0 of images A' and B' on the retina. If, however, 
inverting prisms are attached to the eye, image 'B' is above image A' 
on the retina. In this case a change of fixation from A to B is 
achieved by means of a similar upvrard eye movement ( dovmward retinal 
movement ). But bringing image B', which ±s above image A' , to the 
F .T '. 2.1 . ') Lagramatic r epresentation of the effects on retinal-image motion 
of wearing an inverting optical device. 
a . I nitial position of eye and inverting lens. The objec t A-B 
is imaged at a-b on the retina,f is the fovea. 
b. The eye and inverting lens mov e t o~ether through angle ~ until 
the optic axis of t he system is dire cted at B; the retinal image 
o f tile brfset moves through 2~ in t .e same direction as the eye , 
And t: ' dj rection of gaze corresponds to the uctual direction of t he 
. ob j ect imaged on the fovea . 
I 
I 
I 
---- .¥ 
c. .'t1e eye moves through angle ~ while the lens remains stationary ; 
the retinal image r ema ins st tionary relative to the target, and 
the direct l on of gaze doe s not correspond to the actual direction 
of Ll ,. obj ec t imaced on the fovea 
B 
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centre of the retina in this way must involve a downward movement 
of the tH O i map:es on the retina, i.e. r e lative to an outside 
standard the images move in the same direction as the retina and - ... --__......._.. .... ____ 
twice as f ar. 
t1ovement of images on the retina through the s ame angl e and in 
the opposite direction to movement of the retina itself (the normal 
case ) signifies a stationary distal stimulus; stationary images on 
the retina signify a stimulus moving at the same speed and in the 
same direction as the eye movements; and movement of images in the 
same direction as the retina and twice as fast ( the case when wearing 
inverting prisms ) , normally signifies a distal stimulus moving in the 
same direction and twice as fast as the eye movements. 
If the s ubj ect ' s head is tilted backwards or forwards, the 
consequences are the same as for eye movements. Hhen a s ubject, 
wearing inverting lenses on his eye, attempts to move his gaze from 
point A to point B, his normal habits. which determine the direction 
of eye movements relative to the position of the image of the visual 
t a r get on the retina, will cause his eye to move in the wron g dil..,ection. 
He will move his eye down and his gaze will retreat away from the point 
vthich he VIas instructed to fixate. However, there vtill be one sense in 
which his old habits will be appropriate. If he is commanded to look 
at, for example, his feet, and if he ignores the inverted visual world, 
then past habit vrill indicate that a dovmward movement of the gaze is 
required, as indeed it is, even with the inverting devices on. In 
practice, however, the habits governed by the geometry of the retinal 
image dominate the meaning-mediated habits, for subjects on first 
wearing inverting devices built on contact lenses (Taylor, 1962, p.224) 
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have to learn to direct their eyes to specified points in space. 
We have been assuming that the optical distortion is an inversion 
only. Movements of the eye to left or ri ght will not be accompanied 
by an unusual movement of the retinal image. A left-right reversal of 
the optical array entails anomalous consequences for lateral movements 
of the eyes but not for vertical movements. 
Both purely inverting and purely reversing devices introduce 
anomalous consequences if the eye is rotated about the visual axis. 
In practice, one must tilt the head and eye t ogether. In this case, the 
retinal image rotates on the retina through the same an gle that the 
eye describes, but in the same direction. Therefore the retinal image 
rotates tvTice as far as the eye relative to a fixed point in space. If 
the head rotates to one side through 45°, the sub~ject will report that 
the field of view has rotated through 90°, The fixation point does not 
chan p;e of course, just as it does not change in normal vision in these 
circumstances. 
Papert gave mathematical expression to these geometrical facts using 
complex number rotation (Taylor, 1962, p.l89 ) . The geometry of the 
situation is not so difficult to comprehend as Papert ' s treatment Hould 
seem to imply. 
'ilhen devices Hhich both reverse and invert the optical array are 
worn, there are anomalous consequences to both sidevrays and up-doHn 
movements of the eye. Rotations of the eye about the optic' axis, 
hovrever, do not now cause any anomalous rotation of the retinal image. 
This should be obvious when one considers that the distortion produced 
by any inverting-reversing device is radially symmetrical; a rotational 
shift of such a device relative to either subject or stimuli can 
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there fore have no consequences. This is clear when one thinks of an 
ordinary astronomical telescope. 
To s ummarize the case where the optical device is worn on the 
eye; the relation betvreen the direction of eye or head movements and 
the direction of the chan ge of fixation in actual space is the same 
as in normal vision. But, the relation betvreen eye or head movements 
and the direction of movement of the retinal image is the reverse of 
vrhat it is in normal vision. 
The geometrical consequences of case (b ) , where the device is 
attached to the subject's head, depend on whetherthe eye alone moves 
or the head and eye together. If they move together, the consequences 
are the same as case ( a ). If the eye alone i s moved, the consequences 
are as shoHn in figure 2lc. 
As the line of sight is elevated the retina moves over an 
objectively stationary optical image in the opposite direction. This 
is just what happens in an eye under normal circumstances as far as the 
rays entering the eye are concerned. The s ubject receives the same 
proximal visual stimulation as he does when he scans a really inverted 
world without spectacles, that is, his retinal image moves in the usual 
way relative to the direction of his eye movements. However, the 
relation of the direction of his eye movements to the direction of the 
real objects in space is different to what it is with normal vision. 
Hhen the eye is elevated, objects which are objectively lower than the 
initial point of gaze are brought into view. The situation is the 
reverse of case ( a ) . The relation between the direction of eye 
movements and the direction of the change of fixation in act ual space 
is the reverse of what it is in normal vision. But, the relation 
between eye movements and the movement of the retinal image is the 
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same as in normal vision. 
In case (c) the optical device is attached to a stationary object 
outside the sub j ect. The p:eomet:r.ical consequences of moving the eye 
or the head are the same as the consequences of movin p; the eye alone 
when the device is attached to the head. Table 12 s ummarizes this 
discussion. 
I have avoided stressing the s ubject ' s judgments in this account; 
but have confined myself to the purely geometrical consequences of 
the various cases. What those judgments will be may be predicted for 
a naive observer, using Helmholtz's maxim, that "objects are always 
imagined as being present in the field of vision as would have to be 
there in order to produce the same impression of the nervous mechanism, 
the eyes bein p; used under ordinary normal conditions." ( He lmholtz, 
1962 , p.2 ). 
The usual experimental procedure is to wear invertin~ devices fixed 
to the head ( case 2 in table 13 ) and, in accordance with Helmholtz's 
maxim, the disturbed relationship betHeen direction of eye movement 
and direction of retinal-image movement results in reports that head 
movement s cause the field of view to move through twice the angle in 
the opposite direction. 
Hhether these j udgments will chan ge as the subject continues to 
Hear the device will depend on the behavioural interactions bebreen 
him and his environment. There is ample evidence that after several 
days of continuous wearing of inverting spectacles subjects report a 
stable scene when the head is moved. Stratton ( 189 7) Hrote on the 
third day of Hearin g inverting lenses, "Head-movements were still 
accompanied by a slight s•11inging of the scene, althoup;h in a markedly 
Relation between direction 
of movement and movement 
of retinal imagen 
Relation between 
direction of movement 
and direction of change 
of gaze in space 
---r------------------------~----------------------------~-----------------=--·=------
Devicesworn on eye 
Eye or head movement 
Device worn on head 
i Head movement 
ii Eye movement 
Device fixed externally 
l~ye ox· head moves 
Retinal image moves through 
twice the angle in the same 
directiono 
As (a) 
Normal relationship 
Normal relationship 
Normal relationship 
As (a) 
Line of gaze in space 
moves through equal 
_and opposite angleo 
As (bii) 
TABLE 13. o The Geometrical consequences of wear:i.rtg 
inverting or reversing devices in 
various wayan 
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less degree than on the first day. The movement was referred more to 
the observer, so that it seemed to be more a moving survey of 
stationary objects." (p. 349). By the fourth day, "the swinging of 
the scene during movements of my body seemed greater or less, according 
to the \vay in which I represented to myself this movement of my body." 
(p. 354). By the sixth day, "Novements of the head or of the body, 
which shifted the field of view, seemed now to be in entire keeping 
with the visual changes thus produced; the motion seemed to be tmvards 
that side on vrhich objects entered the visual field, and not tovrards the 
opposite side, as the pre-experimental representation of the movement 
would have required. And vrhen, vrith closed eyes, I rocked in my chair, 
the merely represented changes in the visual field persisted ...ri th the 
same rhythmic variation of direction which they would have shown had I 
opened my eyes. " (p. 358 ) . Ewart ( 1930 ) also noticed t he gradual 
increase in the apparent stability of the field of view as he moved 
his head after several days of "rearing inverting spectacles. 
Hundt (1894, p. 164 ) maintained that, " If the position of objects 
in space is inferred from movement, the retinal image must be inverted, 
since only where this is the case is it possible for the movement to 
correspond \vith the actual position of the objects. So far from being 
a paradox, the inverted retinal image is necessary for vision." 
Coyle (1907), an undergraduate, pointed out the fallacy in this 
and similar arguments in the literature. vle have already sho...rn that, 
whether or not an optical system attached to the eye produces an erect 
or inverted image, it does not upset the normal relationship between the 
direction of eye movements and the direction of movement of the line of 
si r.;ht in space. 
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Stratton ( 1907) Has convinced that his experiments disproved 
the eye movement theory of visual s patial localization. In thos e 
experiments, the lenses Here attached to the head, so that the 
eyes had to move down to bring into central vision an object which 
Has objectively above the initial fixation point. In s pitef f this 
inversion of the normal :relationship , Stratton was able to achieve 
a new and adequate visual-motor co-ordination, which he claimed 
would have been impossible on an eye movement theory of localization. 
But Stratton has not disproved the eye movement theory, he has only 
shown that the signals from the eye movement centres do not have an 
immutable space value. vlhether or not eye movements play an 
essential role in visual spatial localization is another. question. 
Recently Kottenhoff (195 7b ) has obtained quantitative data on 
adaptation to the anomalous motion of the visual image produced by 
ri p;ht-left reversing spectacles. Hhile wearine the spectacles a 
subject was rotated at a steady speed on a revolving chair placed 
inside patterned screening . He was asked to remember the apparent 
speed of the pattern and compare it with the speed of an actually 
moving pattern seen when rotation had stopped. Testin p; ~oras apparently 
repeated at intervals over the three-hour period for Hhich the 
spectacles v1ere worn. 
He are not told Hhat the subjects did during these three hours; 
Kottenhoff's measure of the field motion vrould be contaminated by 
the visual after-effects of movement, and by nystagmus induced by the 
rotation as vrell as by a time order error. He claimed to have 
' demonstrated that only extraverted subjects show a decrease in the 
"field motion". His results could equally well have been due to his 
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two groups of subjects having differential habituation to the after-
effects of rotation. 
Taylor and Papert (1955) made much . of the r'eduction of apparent 
motion in their discussion of the learning processes involved in 
adapting to inverted vision. They described how, with normal vision, 
there is a 1 constancy 1 mechanism by which eye or head movements and the 
accompanying retinal-image movements are cancelled out to produce a 
stable judged field of view. Hhen invertin p; spectacles are Horn, a 
neH set of equivalences must be built up betvmen head movements and 
the movements of the retinal image. Apparently all subjects learn to 
stabilize their judgments, but some, according to Taylor and Papert, 
"also eventually report that the perceived world no longer appears to 
be inverted. " It vras predicted that those \>Tho continue to report an 
inverted Horld will, when they remove the spectacles, report an apparent 
rotation of the field of vievr at tvrice the angle in the opposite direction 
to tilts of the head. On the other hand, it Has predicted that those 
Hho come to report an uprip;ht Horld vdll, after removing the spectacles, 
report a rotation of the field of vievr in the same direction as tilts of 
the head in the frontal plane. There is evidence to support Taylor and 
Papert 1 s first hypothesis: Kohler (1951) reported that one of his 
subjects described the apparent movements of the field as opposite to 
the direction of head tilts. But Taylor and Papert could find no 
evidence in support of their second prediction. This is not surprising , 
for the prediction is based on a false analysis. 
I have already argued that once a subject Hearing inverting spectacles 
has learnt to move correctly and to stabilize the field of view, then 
his answer to the question "does the world appear erect? " is dependent 
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on higher- order skills associated Hi th mono-oriented objects in the 
visual field. A change in his ansHer to this question Hill not affect 
his visual-motor co-ordination, nor the apparent stability of the field 
of vievr, during the time the spectacles are worn. This being so, there 
is no reason to expect that it will affect them after the s pectacles 
are removed. Taylor and Papert appear to think that adaptation produces 
an actual change in the geometry of the situation, and that there is a 
causal connection betv1een the reported orientation of objects and the 
reported movements of the field of view during head movements. 
I have discussed this issue with Taylor, and while we understand 
each other's position, we have agreed to differ until there is more 
evidence. 
To shoH that Taylor and Papert ' s second prediction is false, it is 
only necessary to consider what Hould happen in a vTOrld composed solely 
of polyoriented visible objects, s uch as cubes and spheres. Subjects 
would at no time report an experience of inversion; they would, hm.,rever, 
have to l earn to move correctly and to stabilize their judgments of 
movement, and no doubt, after removing the spectacles, they Hould 
experience the movement of the field in the opposite direction to their 
head movements. If mono-oriented objects were placed in the field of 
vieH after motor co-ordination and movement stability were completely 
adapted, these would be reported as being upside-down, and further 
learning would be necessary before they Here reported as erect. But 
there is no reason to suppose that this learning would affect the already 
established skills. 
Inverting optical devices may upset not only the normal relationship 
between eye movements and movements of the retinal image, but also that 
between optokinetic and vestibular nystagmus. 
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These tHo reflexes normally complement each other; but if left-
right reversing devices are \•lOrn, the slov1 phase of optokinetic 
nystagmus will be in the opposite direction to the slow phase of 
vestibula r nystaronus. Visually induced nystagmus Hill probably 
dominate the situation, so that there will still be compensation 
for retinal-image motion. 
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CHAPTER 8 
!da£!~t~on to Disturbed Visual Polarit~ 
Ever since the seventeenth century when Kepler described the 
eye and revealed that the retinal image is inverted relative to the 
distal stimulus, scientistis and philosophers have disput ed how it 
is that the visible world is not reported to be upside-down. 
This history has been recounted many times and need not be repeated 
here. The reader is referred to Hyslop (1897 ) , Walls (195la ) , and 
Polyak (1958 ) . 
It was against the back ground of these phi losophical disputes 
that Stratton (1897a, 1897b ) conducted his famous experiments in 
which he wore lenses v1hich inverted and reversed the retinal image 
so that it became objectively erect. Accordin g to Giannitripani 
( 1958) the first experiment of this kind was conducted by Ardigo 
( 1886) who reported that objects VIere eventually seen as upright, 
and that when the optical devices were removed, objects at first 
appeared upside-down. 
The traditional question vrhich these early studies attempted 
to ansVIer was: does a person wearing inverting spectacles ever 
come to see the vtorld ri p;ht-way-up? This is a very ambiguous 
question and attempts to answer it have led to controversy and 
confusion. Before an attempt is made to analyse this issue, 
Stratton ' s l'eports Hhile \vearing inverting-reversing prisms will 
be briefly described. 
On the fourth day of wearing his prisms Stratton VIrote, 
"Obj ects in sight called up the ideas of neighbouring objects in 
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harmonious spatial relation with the things I sa1·1 ••••• the 
movements of my legs and arms were, without my willing it, imaged 
in ter.ms of the newer sight. • ••••• the spatial reference of the 
touch perceptions was following I·Ti th greater vividness the direction 
r;iven by the new visualization. "Further on he reported •••• during 
active movements of the body •••••• the feeling of the upri r,htness of 
the scene Has much more vivid than when the body was quiet. " On the 
eighth day he Hrote, 11 As long as the neH localization of my body 1vas 
vivid, the general experience Has harmonious, and everthing was 
right side up. But Hhen, for any of the reasons already given-
an involuntary l apse into the older memory-materials, or a Hilful 
recall of these older forms--------the pre-experimental localization 
of my body Has predominantly in mind, then as I looked out on the 
scene before me the scene Has involuntarily taken as the standard 
of right direction, and my body Has felt to be an inharmonious 
position Hith reference to the test. I seemed to be vieHin ['; the 
scene from an inverted body. " 
Stratton 1 s reports Here ambi guous, not be cause he gave an 
ambi guous ansHer to an unambiguous question, but because the question 
Hhich his protocols are supposed to ansHer is an ambi guous one. 
Stratton Has not to blame, the confusion is not in his reports, but 
in the people Hho have expected to find in those reports a clear 
answer to a misleading question. 
In the years folloHin g Stratton 1 s experiments some writers 
( e. g . Carr, 1935) concluded that Stratton came to experience an 
upri ~7,ht Horld1others (\rloodHorth, 1934; Higginson, 1937; Evrart, 1930 1 
19 37 ) concluded that he did not. Peterson and Peterson ( 19 38) and 
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Snyder and Pronko (1952) repeated Stratton's experiment but could 
not r; ive a conclusive ansVIer to the question. Snyder and Pronko's 
subject, when asked whether things looked upside-down, replied, 
"I wish you hadn't asked me. Thin gs were all right until you 
popped the question at me. Now v1hen I recall how they ~ look 
before I put on these lenses, I must answer that they do look 
upside-down now. But until the moment that you asked me I was 
. -
absolutely unaVIare of it and hadn 1 t given a thought to the question 
of whether thinp;s were right-side-up or upside-down. " ( p.ll3 ). 
The question, 1 does the world appear upright? 1 can mean at 
least three things. 1. It can refer to whether or not movements 
are effectively related to visual targets. He shall call this 
the motor-coordination upright •• 2. It can refer to Hhether 
visual judgments of the direction of objects correspond to 
judgments based on other modalities. He shall call this the 
intersenso£l upr~~~!· Of particular significance here is the 
relation between vision and the gravity senses. 3. It can refer 
to behaviour associated Hith mono-oriented objects such as chairs, 
people, houses, etc. The visible world is polarized, that is, 
the sky, the p;round, and most objects maintain a fairly constant 
orientation to p;ravity, to one another, and to the observer, under 
ordinary circumstances. There are situat i ons, for instance when one 
is climbing a cliff face, where the polarity of the field of vieVI is 
ambi guous, but even in such circumstances, visual polarity is 
unambiguous l y defined by the direction in Hhich obj ects heavier than 
air can be seen to fall and substances lighter than air, such as 
smoke, can be seen to rise. !1any thin gs are polarized left-ri r;ht 
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as well as up-dovm. For example, vrri t in f; , traffic-flovr, shoes. 
Left-right polarity is not r;eometrically analogous to up-dmm polari ty1 
for one is defined with reference to the asymmetry of the human body 
and the other vli th reference to the centre of the earth. East-Vlest-
and North-South polarities are analogous to up-dovm polarity; 
compasses and sunsets are examples of such polarities. 
I shall refer to the objective, geometrical orientation of the 
visible world in relation to the~rth's centre, body asymmet ries, 
etc ., as the polarity of the visible world. If the pol arity is 
the usual one, the distal stimuli are said to be upright, left-right 
correct, et~. Hone-oriented objects retain the same polarity with 
respect to each other, and this intrafield polarity can be 
appreci ated by an observer even if his ability to detect the 
pola rity 
objective L of the whole field is absent. 
Peopl e live in a consistent visible world most of the time, and 
consequently deve lop hal)its which enable them to behave adequately 
in s uch an environment, but inadequately when the pol arity of the 
distal stimulus is altered. Left-right polarity can only be altered 
with reference to an observer, the up-down polarity of the visib le 
world may be altered with reference to gravity and /or to the 
observer. Behaviour is therefore polarized, and we shall refer to 
the observable consequences as behavioural Eolarity, i.e. the tendency 
to behave toHards mono-oriented objects in terms of earth- or 
.!?2,gy-ba,sed co-ord_:i;p~tes il2_respective of th~ £resent orientation of 
the objects. 
--- ' -
One consequence of behavioural polarity is the use of words, 
such as 'upright ' , ' inside- out', 'back-to-front 1 , ' wrong-way-round 1 , 
etc. But these words are often ambi guous, and are best avoided. 
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Simple discrimination tasks make the best behavioural indices of 
the polarity of behaviour, for they can be most precisely specified. 
I suo;gest the follovling tests. 
(a) The speed of recogpition of mono-oriented objects. A 
particularly p,ood test of this kind is recognition of a 
person ' s face or identification of a facial expression as 
a smile or growl. A complex shape, such as a face, is 
particularly affected by changed orientation. The mouth 
of an erect smiling face is concave at the top like the 
mouth of an inverted growling face (see figure 22 ) . The 
technique used by Rock (1956 ) of asking a subject to 
9liect a training shape from among several test shapes 
in various orientations is a useful one. 
(b) The correctness and speed of identification of the top and 
bottom of mono-oriented objects displayed in various 
orientations. 
( c) The speed of recov,nition that a falling object is falling, 
or that smoke rising - in other words, the ability to 
recov,nize ' polarized movements'. 
(d) The first fi~ure to be recognized in a composite ambiguous 
figure in Hhich the alternative figur>es ar>e separ>ated by 
a specified an~le ( see figure 23 ). Kehler ( 1953) used a 
SchrHder staircase and asked the subjects v1hich way they 
would approach it to climb the stairs. 
It is not le gitimate to use pointing or other directional movements 
to indicate behavioural polarity; for instance, if a subject Here asked 
to indicate by pointing the direction in which he anticipates an object 
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will fa ll, he may do one of two things , In the first pl ace he may 
point objectively downwards because this is his usual response, and, 
of course, he wou l d be correct, This aspect of his old behavioural 
polarity will not be disturbed by the visual inversion and therefore 
it can give no clue to those pol arized habits Hhich are affected by 
the inversion. On the other hand, if the object which is going to 
fall is seen ar.;ainst the background of a room , he may anticipate 
that it will fall i n the direction of the displaced floor of the 
room, In purely visual terms, he wi ll be correct, but i f he points 
in that direction, he Hill be pointing in the objectively Hrong 
direction, All this response will indicate, is that the subject 
expects the object to fall to what he can see is the floor, In a 
purely visual sense, he will be right, but it is not what He want 
to knoH, Vlhat He Hant to knoH is whether the fall, vrhen it occurs, 
is discriminated speedily and faultlessly as a 'fa ll' and not as a 
' rise ' , He can only ge t to know the answer to this quest ion by 
eliciting discrimination responses such as correct verbal labellinr,, 
or some other equiva l ent, conditioned response, 
I do not claim that these behavioural i ndices exhaust the 
definition of behavioural polarity, butthey are suff icient to 
demonstrate that the concept is real and distinct from motor and 
intersensory co-ordinat ion, an d that discrimination responses are 
necessary for it s measurement. 
I thus have three broad operationally defined interpretations 
of the question, "does the world appear upside-down"? They ar e , 
the motor- co-ordination upri r:;ht ' , the 'intersensory upright ', and 
the'behavioural-polarity upright '. Each one of these involves a 
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complex of habits, and each habit may be retrained independently. 
Host 1-rri ters have i p;nor.ed the fact that there are these three 
aspects to the question of the visual upright and endless dispute 
had resulted ( see for example Pickford, 1956). 
I have already shown that people wearing inverting spectacles 
can adapt so that their 'motor-co-ordination upright' becomes 
correct. It also seems that their ' intersensory upright' adapts 
to the distortion. It remains to enquire whether their polarity 
behaviour can adapt. 
Polarity is a purely visual matter, it has no necessary 
connection with other modalities nor with gravity. A Horld in 
which there was no gravity could still be polarized. A person with 
no gravity receptors other than vision could still appreciate that 
our world is polarized, and if he maintained a constant orientation 
of his body to his visual surroundings his behaviour would become 
polarized. Even if he did not maintain a constant orientation, he 
could still appreciate that mono-oriented objects remain in a 
constant relationship to one another, and he could still judge the 
direction of gravity in most visual surroundings, whatever he called 
it. If such a hypothe t1 cal person suddenly gained gravity 
receptors he would have to l earn to relate the inputs from them 
with visual polarity. To see the direction in t-rhich things fall 
and hanr; is just as much gravity reception as interpreting signals 
from the otoliths. Both indicate the direction of the earth's 
centre. Visual signals mediate righting reflexes in man and in 
animals. Ri p.;htin~ reflexes based on vision, known as dorsal light 
reactions, occur in many animal phyla; coelenterates, insects, 
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crustacea, and fish ( Fraenkel and Gunn, 1961, Ch .10). They occur 
in such animals whether or not their other gravity receptors are 
functioning. 
Vestibular sip,nals also mediate unlearned righting reflexes 
in both men and animals, but in spite of having these reflexes, 
men must learn to judge 'up' and 'down' on the basis of vestibular 
signals just as they must for visual ones. But Erisman ( Pickford, 
1956), and Gibson and ~1oHrer ( 1938 ) claim that He can only j udge 
the direction of gravity visually if vision has been associated 
Hi th signals from other gravity receptors. i~e do not agree, for a 
' purely visual' person can be taught to judge 'up ' and 1 dovm 1 in 
most natural environments. The fact that i t Hould be easy to fool 
him is not sigificant, for it is also easy to fool a purely vestibular 
man, by putting cold Hater in his ear for instance or putting him 
in a centrifuge . In fact, in ordinary circumstances, visual 
judgments of the vertical, by a plumb line for instance, are much 
more accurate and reliable than judgments based on the so-called 
gravity receotors. In order to utilize visual polarity for motor 
responses, the position of the eye in the head and of the head on 
the body must be sensed, but vestibular stimuli are equally useless 
if the position of the head is not sensed. Hhen Gibson and HoHrer 
vrrote t hat "visual lines are not in their own right stimuli for 
orientation" , they should have added that vestibular sip:nals are 
not adequate in their oHn right either. Normal response mechanisms 
are needed in both cases, but verbal and motor discrimination based 
on each modality can be taught independently of the other. 
Only mono-oriented objects can be said to be upside-down in a 
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purely vis ual sense, vthere questions of motor and intersensory 
co-ordination are not considered. Therefore, inverting s pectacles 
cause only mono-oriented objects (and movements) to be reported as 
being 'upside-down'. 
The world is 'polarized', and if the righting reflexes are 
unlearned 7this implies that the visual system itself is polarized 
Hi th respect to certain features of the environment. Even so, we 
presumably learn to behave differentially to most of the polarized 
features of the vTOrld, and verbal responses s uch as 'up 1 and 1 doHn 1 
must be learned. This being so, it is reasonable to suppose that 
human beings can f ully adapt most, if not all of their behaviour to 
invertinr, spectacles, so far as behaviour associat ed with visual 
polarity is concerned. Logically, of course, one cannot conclude 
that skills Hhich were initially learned must be capable of drastic 
reorganization. 
Walls (195lc) has argued, falsely I think, that complete 
adaptation to inversion is not possible because the structural 
features of the visual system are innate and immutable. He conceded 
( p.l9l foot note ) that behaviour associated Hith mono-oriented objects 
is entirely learned, so that he must have been thinking of something 
other than visual polarity Hhen he concluded that f ull behavioural 
adaptation is impossible. 
One of the reasons Hhy Halls concluded that ful l adaptation is 
not possible may have been that he was looking for the Hrong thing . 
He expected that full adaptation v10uld imply in some way a geometrical 
shif tinp of the retinal image, Hhat he called a "re-structuring of 
the visual field ". It is not clear what Halls meant, but perhaps 
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he Has referrin r, to what Taylor insists happens to persons Hearin g 
inverting spectacles. Taylor (1962) maintains that when invert in v, 
spectacles have been worn for some time, objects which have been 
handled are reported to be erect, but objects which have not been 
handled are reported to be inverted. For instance, a person may 
be in a room and re port that the contents of the room look erect, 
but that the scene outside the window looks inverted. Taylor 
maintains that this report implies that{ he s ubject will draw 
vrhat he sees by drawing such a fi gure as fi gure 24. If this is 
vrhat Walls refused to believe, I sympathize \vi th his vieHs, for 
Taylor is surely vtrong . It is an error which many people make 
vrhen thinking about these prob lems. Taylor is wron g because he 
con fuses geometry vli t h Hha t He have called behavioural pol ari t y . 
The subject Hhom Taylor described could not rev~. eal the nature 
of his polarity responses in a drawing . The distinction betvreen 
the inside and outside of the room is that only for objects inside 
the room h as the subject 1 s polarity behaviour become adapt ed. In 
terms of my operational tests, he Hill recognize objects in the 
room quickly, identify their tops and bottoms, predict their 
direction of fall, etc. The geometry of their position on his 
retina is unch anged, he has simply learned new polarity habits. 
Objects outside the Hindovr, having been seen less and handled less, 
elicit the old polarit/~abi ts. The subject cannot depict his 
change of polarity be~viour in a drawing , for no 17,eometrical 
chanp;e is involved. His dravlin g of the room and the vievr outside 
v.rill retain the same relative orientation of all its parts (see 
fip;ure 25 ). 
- - ~--
Figure.2 5 . . The kind of drawing which a person wearing inver~ing . 
spectacles is most likely to make 
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This same f allacy of regarding a change of polarity behaviour as 
a p,eometrical change e quivalent to a geometrical rightin g of the 
image on the retina is the same fallacy which l e d Taylor and Papert to make 
false predictions about the consequences of head movements in inverted 
vision. 
Taylor and Papert had no justification for their error, for all 
the published protocols of subjects wearing inverting spectacles 
stress that the 'polarity righting ' of the field of view is not to 
be thought of as a geometrical shift of the visual fie ld. One of 
K6hle r 1s subjects (Kottenhoff, 1961) reported that things sometimes 
looked upright but that this did not mean that things appeared to turn 
round. 
He said, "I see always the same but the interpretation is 
different". For this subject, distant objects had an unusual or 
upside-down appearance, while nearby, familiar objects had a right-
way-up look about them. KBhler himself (1953), when describing the 
left-right appearance of things HhEm wearing reversing spectacles 
wrote, ' ' •••• but this isn't a s udden reversal; it remains the same 
picture experienced differently". For this subject, inscriptions on 
buildings or advertisements were still seen in mirror Hriting , but 
the objects containing them Here seen the right Hay round. Vehicles 
seen as drivinv, on the ripht (in Austria, this is correct ) nevertheless 
carried licence numbers in mirror writing . KBhler commented that this 
is optically impossible and his attempt to give a pictorial reconstruction 
of the subject's report is very misleading , as he realised Hhen he wrote 
"the purely pictorial impression remains reversed" (KBhler, 1955). 
These effects are not at all geometrically paradoxical; it is simply 
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a question of different left-right polarity habits holding 
simultaneously for different parts of the field of view. In the 
film which Erisman and KClhler produced, an experience is described 
(in a very misleading way) of a subject wearing inverting spectacles 
v1ho was confronted with tHo faces, one erect, and the other inverted. 
At first the inverted face was reported to be erect and the erect 
one inverted; but vrhen the ovrner of the erect face be gan to smoke 
a cigarette, the direction of the smoke was incompatible vli th the 
inverted ~pearance of the face, and it was suddenly reported to be 
erect and yet retain some inverted features. The hair had the 
appearance of a beard. At one point both faces vlere reported to 
be erect. Taylor (1962, p. 206 ) misinterprets this report by 
concluding that, "The erect face appeared to have acquired a beard, 
as if the crovrn of the head had failed to j ump Hith the rest and 
novr occupied the same space as the chin". Taylor admits in 
conversation that he thinks of this situation as one in which there 
is a reported change in the geometrical position of one part of 
the face in relation to other parts. I am convinced that his inter-
pretation is Hrone. 
It should not be thought that these paradoxical effects cannot 
be experienced unless one is prepared to 'dear inverting spectacles 
for lon g periods, It is possible, by simply looking throur,h one's 
legs backHards to gain some insight into what these reports mean. 
From this pos ition, another person who is standing erect is reported 
as being uprigh t in the 'intermodal upright' sense and also in the 
'motor co-ordination' sense, but many people say that his face has 
the same ups ide-down polarity \¥hich an inverted face has. Ia _ll;fie 
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In the first bro senses the face 'looks' upright, and yet it has 
an upside-down look about it. Some people are able to adopt either 
of two attitudes towards the po~rity of a face seen between their 
legs, and this change of attitude may be brought about by a chanp;e 
in the orientation of the background, In the situation where two 
people look at each other through their legs, some people describe 
desctib·e 
the other person as having upside-down polarity and others ~him 
as having erect polarity. There is no question that any of these 
changes in behavioural polarity are accompanied by any geometrical 
changes in what is reported. 
If one stands erect and looks at an upside-dmm face, one may 
report that the hair. has a "beardy" look about it, and that the eye 
lids have a "mouthy" look. The face, though familiar, may not be 
recognizable and certainly facial expressions Hill be very difficult 
to judge. If the upside-dmm face is seen in its proper relative 
orientation in an upside-down picture in v1hich there is plenty of 
background, an observer may describe it as having upright polarity: 
and at the same time,descr.ibe an erect face, outside the picture seen 
against the erect room, as also having upright polarity. Here are 
tHo faces, one 180° disoriented Hi th respect to the other, and yet 
both eliciting the description of erect polarity. These are just 
the res ponses Hhich one of K8hler's subjects made. According to 
Taylor ( private conversation) this type of behaviour implies that 
the subject Hill, Hhen asked to draH Hhat he sees, draw tHo faces 
in the same geometrical orientation. 
In spite of my d:i::ap;reement vii th Taylor, I have to admit that 
genuine geometrical shifts are sometimes reported. One of K8hler.'s 
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subjects reported that aft~r wearing left-right reversing spectacles 
a sort of mirror-Hriting appeared between lines of print. Another 
subject reported nvo points of light when only one was present, one 
in the position of the light and a dimmer one in the symmetrical 
position on the other side, and these were seen even monocularly. 
Taylor ( 1962) reported that Papert, vrhile wearing reversing 
spectacles, sav-r two chairs, one on one side and one on the other. 
It seems more likely, vrhen one looks at the details of Hhat Papert 
reported, that the 'tHo chairs' Here not both seen, but rather that 
one v1as felt and the other seen. It is difficult to see hoH the 
cases of diplopia reported by KBhler can be explained this Hay. 
Rapid eye movements may have been taking place, or the dim second 
light may have been an after-image o~ eidetic image. The problems 
raised by these reports mus t be considered in relation to the problem 
of monocular diplopia . 
Halls had to adm{t that monocular diplopia is a ve ry di f ficult 
fact to accommodate. 1 also admit the difficulty, but insist that 
even if monocular diplopia does exist as a consequence of distorted 
vision, this would have no connection with the problem of visual 
polarity. Such diplopia vwuld be the result of the changed 'space 
values' of retinal points in relation to motor movements and other 
sense modalities. A change of polarity does not involve a change 
i n the geometrical space values of the retina. He predict that 
monocular diplopia, if it occurs at all, will result when inverting 
spectacl es are worn i n a purely pol yoriented, unpolarized visual 
envir onment . 
Thus the question, 'do things appear upside-doHn ' is a ve ry 
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ambiguous one; the answer a subject gives will depend on his criteria 
of inversion. Hmvever, no one would describe a polyoriented, or 
unpolarized field of view as either upright or upside-dOivn. It is 
unlikely that anyone would use these terms in such surroundings even 
if they kne;,r that motor behaviour and intersensory judgments were 
disturbed. Polarity seems to be a necessary basis for the application 
of any ordinary verbal judgments of inversion. 
KBhler contends that "Only through manipulation of objects does 
the simultaneously seen world obtain its directions; •••••• he ;,rho wants 
to~ correctly must first be able to man i Eulate correctly. " (KBhler 
1953, trans. by Gleitman, P• 19 ) . Taylor ' s t heory is also based on 
the necessity for movements and so also is Held 1 s theory. The experi-
ments necessary to prove this point of vieH have not been done. The 
follmving are outlines of some possible crucial experiments. 
The polarity of the optical array may be inverted by simply 
placing a perSon in objectively inverted surroundings. KBhler had 
an inverted room made, but he does not seem to have used it for 
testing whether a change in behavioural polarity is dependent on 
manipulations. To be fully convincing , objects in an inverted room 
vtould have to fall upwards and smoke would have to descend. 
The question is whether visual inspection alone would lead to 
new polarity habits, such as rapid and accurate recognition of 
objects, reading, the anticipation of the direction of falling objects, 
and a change in the choice of ambiguous fi gures, etc. If such changes 
occurred they vwuld demonstrate that a change in polarity behaviour 
does not necessarily involve any manipulative activity or re-afferent 
stimulation. The training , in other words, would be purely ex-afferent 
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and not re-afferent. He predict that learning would take place under 
these circumstances, and that new polarity habits would be built up . 
Of course eye movements would occur and, although these are not 
normally thou p;ht of as "manipulations " , they do give rise to re-afferent 
stimulation. To control for this factor and at the same time use a 
less complex visual input, one could test Hhether the speed of reading 
inverted writing improves when the print is moved intermittently across 
the s ubject 's field of view while he "~>Tears a device which stabilizes 
the retinal images against the effects of eye movements. He would be 
very surprised if reading did not improve under these circumstances 
and, if it did, one would have to abandon any narrowly based theories 
of so-called perceptual learning , in which muscular manipulations or 
re-afference are thought to be essential. 
This is not to say that in a mono-oriented, apparently inverted 
field of view, motor-adaptation and changing intersensory judgments 1.-10uld 
not contribute to a change of behavioural polarity. It seems from most 
of the protocols that a change of behavioural polarity occurs after 
many motor and intermodal adjustment have been made, although one of 
lWhler's subj ects ( Harte ) reported new polarity habits on the first day. 
On the other hand, Kottenhoff did not report a change of polarity after 
40 days of inverted vision, even though his motor behaviour was "\>Tell 
adjusted. However, Kottenhoff described to Taylor (1962, p. 180) the 
technique he employed Hhen he was asked to report on the left-right 
polarity of vis ible surroundings while wearing left-right reversin g 
spectacles. Accordinr~ to Taylor, "Kottenhoff defined the positions of 
the edges of his field of vision as being next to his forehead, his 
nose, his right temple, and his left temple. Since these parts Here 
not in his field of vieH, they constituted a frame of reference that 
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remained invariant throup;hout the experiment. " Ass umin g that 
this invar iance refers to the relationship between the felt 
position of the frame and the felt direction of gravity, it is 
not clear why this f r ame should necessarily have rema ined invariant 
throughout the experiment for this subject. It did not remain 
invariant for all s ubjects: Stratton and other subjects re ported 
feeling as though they were standinp; on their heads. 
I may have given the impression tha t I re gard behavioural 
polarity as a unitary thing , but this is not so; a chan.r;e in one 
aspect of polarized behaviour, for instance recognition speed, may 
occur without any change in another, for instance rapid pl"ediction 
of the direction of fall. It is because of these multi ple possi-
bilities, that it is of little use to ask the s ubj ects whether 
things look upright. If one does this, one Hill inevitably ge t 
ambiguous ansHers. The conflicting reports made by K~hler ' s 
subjects, and much of the dispute in the lite r a ture are probably 
due to the use of a concept of polarity which is not operationally 
defined. 
t·1y analysis so far has consisted in classifyin;; the various 
habits v1hich are affected by distortions of the optical array, and 
considerin r; to Hh a t extent they become adapted to the distortion. 
It may seem tha t I have assumed that if all these habits became 
adapted to distorted vision, so that they functioned rapidly and 
accurately, the adult subject Hould in all senses be said to 'see 
t he vwrld the right way 1 • But this does not f ollovt, be cause an 
adult subject Hill retain all the old habi ts wh ich he has built up 
over the greater part of his li f etime. He can recall these habit s 
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and when he does so, he will be able to report on the discrepancy 
between these old habits and the new ones. The old habits will 
remain the preferred standard of what is 'correct', because they 
have occupied the largest part of the subject's life. The new 
habits Hill.Jeven when functioning as well as the old, be reported 
as upside-down, etc., when compnred with the old. If the distorting 
devices were worn from birth or for many years, the adapted habits 
v1ould be the only or the strongest standard of 'normality 1 • Such 
experiments have not been done, but it is difficult to see how they 
could do other than prove the correctness of my analysis. 
A person Hho has had no other visual experience but through 
' 
distorting devices, would, I , sugr;est, be behaviourally indistin-
guishable from an ordinary person in almost all respects. His post-
rotational nystagmus would probably be anomalous, and it is more 
t han likely that he Hould be s loHer than the normal child in 
developing visual-motor skills, etc., and this would probabl'f have 
a general retarding effect. Furthermore, it is probable that such 
a person would adapt to normal vision more quickly than a normal 
person adapts to distorted vision. These differences, if they were 
shown to exist, would demonstrate that the neonatal nervous system 
is structurally biased in favour of the normal visual-motor and 
intersensory relationships. In some respects, for instance 
vestibular-visual reflexes, this is known to be the case. There are 
good reasons for supposing that head and eye fixation reflexes are 
also built into the system. It is unlikely that the nervous system 
is a tabula rasa as far as spatial skills are concerned, and h011ever 
successfully a human beinp; could adapt to visual distortion, it Hould 
not prove that the nervous system is initially unbiased. 
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Disturbances of visual polarity may apparently occur as a 
result of cerebral injury. Klopp (1951) reviewed 13 papers from 
the clinical literature in which there were reports of patients 
who experienced their visible surroundings upside-down. Whether 
this affected their visual-motor co-ordination is not clear. The 
etiology and theoretical significance of this condition defy analysis 
at the present time. 
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